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revised lights: This example photographedin 1977 stands

in front of a KamAZ iruck, the result of one of the largest
civil engineering projects ever undertaken in the Soviet

Union. A factory with a capadity to build 150,000 trucks
and 250,000 diesel engines péf annum,it was created

from scratchin less than five years on a greenfield site

at Naberezhnye Chelny on the Kama River, in Tatarstan.

aUperscelerg| d EETERASEEace ee =)
“An export example of the ZAZ 966. The front grille was
purely decorative, as the engine was at the back with its

air-cooling vents on the rear wings.(Avtoexport)
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distinguished by a revised front grille, improved rear

lamps, the absenceof grid-like cross-connections
in the air ducts and wider tyres, Versions were

also built for people with disabilities, the ZAZ 968B

being for those who didn’t have the use of either
foot, the ZAZ 988B2 for crivers with the use of only

one foot, and the ZAZ 968Pfor those with just one
foot and one hand. Production of these disabled

models started in January 1973.

At the end of 1974 the Juxury-trimmed ZAZ

9684 was launched, which was built in parallel
with the standard model until the middle of 1979.

it had improved brakes and better passive safety
in the form of seat belts and an energy-absorbing

steering colurnn. Inside tne cabin there was less
chromium and more plastic and a new plastic

dashboard in place of the standard metal one. In
place of the old seats it had improved ones lifted
from the VAZ 2101 Zhiguli. The ZAZ S68E export

model included headlights which met international
safety standards, a Triplex windscreen, decorative
trim on the windscreen seal and an anti-theft

steering lock, Exports of the ZAZ 968 were usually
made uncer the name Zaporozheis and were

mainly to fellow socialist nations.

During September 1974 the millionth MeMZ
engine was built and in October 1974 the MeMZ
968 engine was awarded a Soviet quality mark,
in October 1975 MeMZ was incorporated into the

new AvtoZAZ holding group, which also included
the ZAZ assembly plant, the liyichyevsk Automebile
Parts Plant and a number of other automobile-

oroduction facilities in Lutz and Kherson. In effect
AvioZAZ became the Ukraine's own national motor

corpcration.
The millionth ZAZ was built during January 1976,

In 1979 the ZAZ 968 was given its most radical

update, becoming the ZAZ 968M. The ear-like air
ducts disappeared and there were new-style lights,
including rectangularrearlight clusiers. The original
prototypes for the ZAZ S68M had been seenIn the
autumn of 1977 and featured an original and rather

artistic rear larnp cluster, made up of two large
semicircles bracketing a large central tail lamp.

The production cars, however, were fitted with less

daring and simpler rectangular rearlight units. Dual
circuit brakes with discs up jront and matt black

irim replacing chrome were other features of the
new car,

The ZAZ 988M wes built with three engines:

the MeMZ 968E producing 40bhp and, thanks to
its basic carburettor and low carmpressicn ratio,

able to use 76-octane petrol; the MeMZ 968GE,

which produced 45bhp thanks io its dual chamber
carburetior and the MeMZ 968BE, which

produced 50bho' and needed 93-octane fuel.
The BE model differed from the GE byvirtue ofits

increased compression ratio of 8.4:1, achieved by

a changein the cylinder head design. As was by
now normal for ZAZ, the model range also included

a wide variety cf specially adapted cars designed
for use by disabled drivers.

In this form the Dnieper Cossack continued to

be built until 1 July 1994, Production had continued

alongside that of the more contemporary front
wheekdrive Tava, announced at the end of the

1960s, and finally stopped only because of the
collapse of the Soviet Union and competition from
second-hand Western cars available jor the same

price. Plans hac been reportedly laid for 1,300
and 1,400cc versions of the ZAZ 968M but these
came to nothing.

No sooner had the original ZAZ 965 started

to roll off the production lines than the designers
were working on vehicles that would open up
new markets for the factory. It seemed that the

opening of a new plant gave them the energy and
drive to explore original designs and new market
niches. In 1962 they came up with a prototype ZAZ
coupe, the NAMI 086-Sputnik, which had a &00cc
two-cylinder engine created by cutting ihe four
cylinder ZAZ 965 engine in half. This produced
just 15ohp. The gearbox had foursoeeds and an
electromagnetic clutch, an outstanding feature for
the period. Suspension was independentall round
with torsion bars, and total weight was 520kg. The
car was developed especially for disabled people,
but it was never produced. A second aitemnpt to
create a sporty ZAZ camein 1988. The KD coupe
had fisreglass coachworkreinforced with polyester,
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 ®\n 1977 the first

prototypes of a further
update of the ZAZ 968
were unveiled, The

most obvious changein
the ZAZ 968M was the

The prototype ZAZ
968M featured these

interesting and criginal

rearlights. Sadly they
did not makeit into

production.(Author's

elimination of the side collection)

air scoops, replaced by

more discreetgrilles.

(Author's collection)
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fixed to a metal frame, and weighed only 500kg,
which allowed its 30bhp engine to take thelittle car
io aicp speed of 75mph.

On a completely different tack was the
development of a commercial variant. 7A7

was eager to develop its role as a producer of

‘people's cars’ accessible to all — including those
who needed greater load capacity! ZAZ’s top
managers, neacded by plant director Yuri Sorochkin

wanted their company to become an independent
powerful auto-producer, but the ministerial plans
for ZAZ did not include development of any
additional models - 7A7 was expected to focusits
efforts on small cars. However, Sorochkin was not

only a talented designerbut also a great organiser,
and at the start of the 1960s heraided his internal

accounts so that design work on the new ZAZ

 

970 light commercials could be got under way.
Compact utility vehicles were in short supply in the

Soviet Union at the time, the only one that could

meet the country’s needs for small vans being the
MZMA Moskvich, which was only ever made in
small quantities.

Sorocenkin’s idea of a light truck built on the
basis of a rear-engined, aircocled car was not as

tar fetched as it may sound today, In the immediate
postwar period designers across the word were

extremely impressed by the German Volkswagen,
and even the Americans got in on the act with their

Chevrolet Corvair, mace, like the VW, as a car, 4

van, aminibus and a pickup. The ZAZ team decided

to go for a similar approach with the embryonic ZAZ

970 family and to include a pickup, van and minibus.
The idea of a compact minibus with a forward-control

#The ZAZ 968M was

officially launched

in 1979, and with a
minimum of sheet metal

changes updated the by
then rather venerable

ZAZ design. Matt
black trim featured

prominently in the

upgrade.(Avioexport)
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® For many years the
ZAZ 968M was the

cheapest car available
to Soviet motorists.It

had excellent rough-

road capability and its

air-cooled engine was

able to cope witha

wide range of climatic

extremes. (Avtoexpart)

These rather dull

rectangularrearlight
units were chosen for the

production ZAZ 968M.
(Avteexport)
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layout was a new one — Fiat’s Multipla was thefirst

of its kind and had proven to be extremely popular.
Thefirst ZAZ model had a short stubby bonnet and

a lot of the cheeky character of the ZAZ 965, while

later examples had a smaller bonnet and a far more

pronounced forward-control aspect.

The extremely functional design of the ZAZ 970
was ceveloged by Yuri Danilov’s technical team
based at ZAZ. Someclever solutions to problems

were identified. For example, to create a chassis

capable of handling a 350kg payload the team
cxperimented with different metal profiles and

varying degrees of metal thickness. For the body
panols, ZAZ used 0.7mm steel for the first time in
the Russian car industry. lt was a special metal

from the planl’s neighbours at Zaporozhstal, the

Zaporochets Metallurgical Plant.
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The engine and gearbox for the ZAZ 970
were lifted from the mainsteam production ZAZ
965 cars. The rear wheel hubs had reducers ta

increase the gear ratio. The 27bnp MeMz engine

gave the fully loaded machine a top speed of only

47mph, but for urban use in the 1960s this was

more than adequate. Fuel consumption was 7.5

lites per 100km (88mpg).

The engine was placed at the back, under the

floor. However, the V format of the engine was nat

ideal for a cargo vehicle. In the Volkswagen the flat

four motor was much more compact and allowed
for an almost flat floor whereas on the ZAZ the

motor created a hump in the loadspace.

Protctype models were constructed very

Tapidly. Drawings on a scale of 1:1 were used to

make piywood templates and wooden bulkheads,

onto which bocly panels werefitted. This approach

was driven forward by Sorochkin, who had past

experience as a panel beater. Three prototypes
were Ceveloped and all were on the road by

1962, powered by MeMZ 966 engines. The ZAZ

970 was an all-metal van with @ capacity of 2.4m?

and able to carry 350kg of load; the ZAZ 970B
was a microbus with seats for six to seven people

and room for 176kg of load; and the ZAZ S7OV

was a pickup capable of hauling 400kg of load.
Prototypes with different bodies were tested in

ihe grounds of the Zaporozhets plant and in the

Kamenka-Dneprovsk region, where the testers
were able to subject the new vehicles to every
kind of condition, cobblestone roads and dirt

tracks as well as smooth asphalt highways. ZAZ
even looked at building all-wheel-crive versions,
the ZA? 971, ZAZ 971B and ZAZ S71V.

Representatives of commercial and trade

organisations, the potential users of the new

vehicles, were Invited to the testing sessions in

the hope that they would help lopby Minavtoorom

to allow ZAZ to put the little vans into full-scale
production. The testers anc merchants wereall

extremely pleased with van, the only real problem

being the engine humpin the floor, whichinterfered

with access, especially on the van, which only
had a rear door. The ZAZ 970V microbus had a

side-loacing door to allow better access, As laié

as 1965 ZA7 hoped that at the very least the ZAZ

970 van would make it to the productionline but

it was not to be: the plant was expected by the

een Malascrst Sal Lew et

following in the countries of the

former Eastern Bloc. This example

was seen in Hungary in 2007.
(Hungarian Moskvich Club}
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example of the ZAZ
968M - a facelifted

version of the original
ZAZ 966 seriés —

Photographedin

bunanntenes MESOU
Glub)
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 Soviet government lo concentrate all its efforts
on the new ZAZ 966 and what was to eventually

become the four-wheel-drive LUAZ 969, A great

opportunity had been missed, as became cicar
when other manufacturers, especially in Japan,

subsequently developed whole ranges of
microvans and microouses for use in every corner

of the developed and undeveloped world.

The ZA7 970 prototypes languished at the

ZAZ works, gathering dust and occasionally

oeing raided for components for other
projects, until they were eventually scrapped.

The work wasn’t entirely wasied, however,
as one of those involved in the project, Leo

Murashov, went on to work for VAZ and helped

to develop the body and chassis of the VAZ
2121 Niva. ZAZ made one further attempt to

 
Oo" Soviet car that representec a real leapinto uncharted territory for both Western and

Eastern Bloc carmakers during the 1960s and

1970s was never exported: the rotary-engined
Ladas remained safely behind the Iron Curtain.

The Soviet automotive and aerospace industries
had been involved in a little-known but extensive

programme of rotary engine developrnert since the

end of the 1960s. The ability of rotary engines to

produce high powerfrom low octane fuel may have
been one ofthe reasons behindthis, since Soviet petrol

was not produced in the high octane variants available

in the West. This gave Soviet cars an additional sales

advantage overseas, where they could be marketed

as running on the cheapest peirol available.

 

                

develop a light van, the ZAZ 0466 in 1977,
but it too didn't get beyond the prolotype stage.

The ZAZ G66 was, however, used as the

basis for a prototype flbreglass-bodied minivan,

the Maxi. Developed in 1966-7 by the Russian

Design Institute this had several interesting
features, including a space-frame bodyshell clad

with plastic panels, an aciustable pedal block,
and seats that could rotate through 180°. Many

of these features aré now found in today’s MPV

vehicles, such as the Renault Espace.

Perhaps most significant on the develooment

front at ZAZ during ihe 1960s and '70s was the
creation of a front-wheeldrive car to replace the ZAZ

966/968.This project, led by ZAZ designer Vladimir

Steshenko,ultimately became the ZAZ 1102 Tavrla,
which took ZAZ into the post-Soviet era. Hi

Sovietinterest in rotary engines wasfirst noticed

in 1968, when a book detailing the principles

behind them was published in Russia. This was
followed at the end of the 1960s and in the early

1970s by articles In Soviet Bloc technical journals.
Bythis time twoof the world’s motor manufacturers
were already mass-producing rotary-engined cars
— NSU in Germany and Mazcla in Japan - and
in 1974 Soviet technicians were sert fo visit the

NSU plant in West Germany. Development of the
Soviets’ own rotary engine was passed to VAZ,
which started work an the project in 1976. The first

single rotor Lada was made in 1978 but ft wasn't
until the summerof 1980 that 250 rotary-equioped
cars were sold to customers. lll
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®The GAZ 14 Chaika was
a tour de force for the

Soviet motor industry,

being technically more
advanced than the ZIL

that was traditionally the

country’s top car. It was

also extremely attractive
to look at, with bold yet

discreetlines.

(Group GAZ)

214

Seee

t the too end of the market, a new Chaika

did not appear until the enc of the 1970s. By

the beginning of that decade the appearance of
the GAZ 13 Chaika was, to say the least, a little

baroque and thoroughly outdated in a world of

straight lines and sharp angles. The Politburo itself
authorised the development of a new car, although

initially changes were expected to be limited to the

body style, possible due to the body-on-frame
construction of the original Cheika. However, the

design brief included making the new car easier for

people te get in and out of and improving visibility.

After various attempts to make a new badlystyle tt

anto the existing structure it wasfinally accepted that

anew design was needed fram top io bettam. The

height of the GAZ 13 scuttle meant that the bonnet

was too high and its wheelbase was too small to

 
allow for big enough doors. Prototypes of the new
GAZ 14 were built, with a longer wheelbase and a

lower engine, and sent for prolonged tests on the
roads of the Crimea and Caucasus. This less than

rigorous approach — a change from full and formal

test ground-testing — was seen as being suitable for
a car that retained fts most important componenis

(steering gear, brakes, engine and suspension)

fromm its preclecessor. The results, however, were a

little disappointing: the overall driving qualities of the
new car were not up to the required standard.

The GAZ design team worked hard on improving

the new model. While working on improving the

drivetrain they took the opportunity to develop the
interior and trim, since the car was intended to

offer the utmost convenience and luxury to thase

lucky enough to get to ride in it. GAZ engineers

CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION
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developed a special tyoe of soundproofing so
that outside noise was all but inaudible inside.

The successful combination of wide, high profile

iyres, soft suspension, specially deveioped shock

absorbers and long wheelbase meant that the

GAZ 14 literally sailed along the road.

The GAZ 14 was a progressive carfor the Soviet
motor industry. A stylish seven-seater, it had a lot
of technical innovations and was as comfortable

as any comparable American car even if it was

designed around an updated drivetrain and

undercarriage taken from a car cesigned in the
hineteen fifties. Disc brakes werefitted along with

bal-joint front suspension, headlamp washers and

electro-magnetic central locking.It had a 6,526cc

22Gbhp V8 engine with hydraulic tappets, top
speed was 109mph and fuel consumption was

 
© GAZ spenta lot of

time testing the new GAZ

    
14 Ghaika to iron out

any problems.Thefirst
prototypes had not been
as successful as the  
designers had hoped.

(Autocar)

¥ By the time GAZ
officially launched the
Chaika in 1977 it was a

     
superb car, extremely
comfertabie to ride in

and built to the highest

 
standards. Production i

cameto an end in 1988.

(Autecar)
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®The elegant lines of the

GAZ 14 Chaika are clearly
evident here. Behind is an

RAF 2208. (Julfan Nowitil}

  
WThree generations of
top-of-the-range GAZ

car's at rest in a Russian

field - left to right a GAZ
12 Zim, GAZ13 Chaika

and GAZ 14 Chaika.

(Julian Nowill)

   
ele

 

16 lives per 100krn (17.6rriag). It was 6.11m long

and weighed 2,600kg - lighter than the ZIL 115,
which turned the scales at G,400kg! Although the

GAZ 14 Chaika drew styling cues from the angular
American luxury saloons typical ofthe 1970s, unlike

its preclecessorit couldn't be said to have been

influenced by any single overseas design. The

design was without 4 doubt 4 major acivance over

the GAZ 13 Chaika — which, strangely, remained in
production until 1981.

The new GAZ 14 Chaika wes presented to then
Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev in 1976 on his 7Oth

= CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
birthday, with production beginning on 14 October

1977 at the shortrun production division of GAZ

that has continued to produce luxury-trimmed

versions of the venerable Volga in small numbers.
The Chaika built for Brezhnev, who is known

to have been a car enthusiast, was customised

ico have its instrument panel gauges relocated so

that he could see them more easily. There is an

interesting tale surrounding Brezhnev's limo that

may or may not be another of tne many Soviet

urban myths. The GAZ emptoyee whe drove it to

and from the plant for routine repairs put a bedpan,

which he had bought in Moscow for his metherin-

law, on the back seat. A traffic officer eager to grab
the chance to maybericein a limo stopped the car
and saw the bedpan. This could be the source of

the rumour, widespread at the time, tinat the Soviet

leader's car was equipped with its owntoilet...

The first Chaika built had to be repainted when tts

shade was found to belighter than the dark cherry

colour sample that had been sent from Moscow

and ministry officials declined to approveit.
Like the GAZ 13, the GAZ 14 was available

as a saloon or as a limousine, the latter with a

glass partition between the driver and rearseat

passengers. However, the majority of Chaikas
were three-row saloons with no internal partition.

The RAF plant in Latvia produced several special

versions for use by the Soviet medical service. In

addition a film-makers’ special was fuilt to carry
cameramen in 1981. Hl
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fj tthe start of the 1960s ZIL madeits final forayinto the werld of motorsport, trying to prove
the prowess of the Soviet Union by success on the

grand prix circuit. Soviet success proved elusive
on the racetrack, however, in compleie contrast
fo their undoubted skills and abilities on the global
rally circuit.

‘Two examples of the ZIL 112 Sports were made
in 1960, with a 230bheversion of the ZIL 111 engine
that could reach 162mph. This was the last time
the Soviet Union made any real attempt to develap
a motorsport car outside of the rally scene, which
wes perhaps in its more natural element, where

the ability ta engineer tough cars Is arguably more
important than simply being able to make a car go
round a track very quickly. Thereafter ZIL tumed its

attention back to its truck range andits role as the

maker of the Soviet Union's top car, as well as a
small but stylish foray Into the world of buses.

In 1967, for the first time, the USSR took part
in the International Bus Exhibition in Nice, where

the comfortable and compact ZIL 118, iirst seen in

1965, won 12 prizes. Sadly tull-scale production of

this bus never happened and it was only ever made

fo special order and used by high-level delegations

of senior officials or important international quests

of the government. Some, however, were built as
high capacity ambulances. A facelifted version,

with a crisper front end that bore a passing
resemblance to the British Duple Viceroy coach

body Introduced in the late 1960s, was unvelled
in 1970, as the ZIL 118K coach and the ZIL 118KS

ambulance, both using the ZIL 508.10 V8 petrol

engine usually found in the company's trucks.

 

ACARFOREVERY DACHA IS6e-18715

#®The ZIL 118 bus was
first announced in 1965

but did not go into

full-scale production.
Instead it was made to

special order only. A
facelifted version was

announced in 1970, but

this Is one of the original
models.

(Author’s colfection)
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#The ZIL 112 Sports
was the lastin a series

of high-poweredZIS/ZIL

racing cars. It was made
in 1960 and could top

460mph. (Julian Nowill)

21

During the 1980s the facelifted 118 was renamed
the ZIL 3207 and gained headlampsfirst seen on
the VAZ 2105 Lada. Production enced in 1994,

just 86 having been built since 1970,
At the end of the 1950s fashion in America

was changing away from the overt ostentation ihat
had reached its peak with the 1959 Cadillac, The
Soviet government wanted to keep up with the
latest trands and realised that its just-announced

ZIL 111 was already looking dated. The facelifted
ZiL 111 wasfirst seen in the metal in 1981. It had

a completely new grille, front bumper and four
headlights but in other respecis it didn't differ from
the previous medel. There were definite shades of
Cadillac Fleetwood 75 about its front-end styling.
This model went into small-scale production as

the ZIL 111G from 1962 until 1866, with a more

> CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
powerful 5,980e¢ 197bhp engine, air conditioning
as standard, and a slightly changed windscreen,

Fuel consumption was incredibly high but it could
reach 10Smph! The rear had more restrained rear
lights and the bumpers were also changed. The
very first cars retained the downswept curve of
chrome strips along the side from the earlier ZIL
411 series: later cars adopted a simpler, straight

moulding running from the front wing through to
the too of the rear bumper. !n total, 112 examples
of the ZIL 111 series were built.

The ZIL. 111 was used as the basis for a number

of special open-top ceremonial cars. The three
built on the ZIL 111 were named the ZIL 111V, while

those built on the ZIL 111G becamethe ZIL 11D.In

January 200/ one of the ZIL 111V cars appeared
for sale on cBay, its seller claiming that the 1961
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black car had once been Nikita Khrushcnev’s

(the other two built were both grey). The seller In

Georgia related the following tale of how the ZIL had

managed to wind up in the former Soviet repute,
In October 1964 Nikita Khrushchev was on holiday

at his state villa in Pitsunda, Georgia, where the ZIL

had been delivered by train for him to use during his
break. However, back in Moscow ihe other heads

of government had decided to ask Khrushchev to

step down as heacl of tne Communist Party, and
Khrushchev returned to Moscow to meet with the

other members of the Politouro and agreed to resign.

His ZIL 111V having been left behind, the Georgian
government passed it over to the Red Army once tt
became clear that Khrushchev wouldn't be coming
backforit. Sometime later the car was deleted from

the list held in Moscow cetailing all official cars, and

following the collapse of the USSR it was scld to a

private owner. The car was reported to bein original
but excellent condition with a recorded 14,375 miles
underits belt.

The first of the drop-heacd ZIL 111Ds was

assembled at the beginning of 1963 — six months

after the restyling exercise carried out on the

limousine. Just eight ZIL 111D cars are believed
to have been made, four of which were painted

grey and were intended for use at the annual May
Day and October Revolution celebrations. One

was reportedly sent to East Germany. The ZIL

111D was equioped with an electro-hydraulic lifting

mechanism for the soft-iop, operated by a button

located under the instrument panel. It also nad a

handrail and a microphone system. One additional
detail was the antennae on the rear wings which

played both a functional and a decorative role.
On 30 Apri 1963 Fidel Castro, the new

Communist leader of Guba, visited the ZIL works

and was presented, on behalf of Nikita Khrushchev,

with an open-top ZIL 111D, Castro returned home

by aeroplane, and his car was delivered by ship
to Havana, where the Soviel ambassadorin Cuba

presented it to its owner.

The new ceremonial cars made theirfirst putblic

appearance to the Russian nation as a whole on

7 Novernber 1967, at a paracie in Red Square to

cammemorate the SOth anniversary of the October
Revolution. Until then old ZIL 111Vs had been used,

and although the ZIL 117V fleet was in excellent
shape ihe new cars looked much more modern.

The grey-painted ZIL 111Ds continued to take part
in military parades until the mid-1970s, when they
were replaced by the ZIL 117V. The redundani
cars are reputed to have lain idle, gathering dust
in a Defence Ministry garage, until 1987, when
they were aoparently transferred to the Moscow
fire department.

In 1967 the first of a new range, the ZIL 114, had

been built, this model being characterised by sharp,

uncluttered styling. Though it was announced to
coincide with the 50th anniversary of the October

Revolution, the first styling bucks had been

produced back in 1962, and pre-production cars

ACARFOREVERYOACHA 1968-1975
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fArare treat indeed for

car spotiers, this ZIL 1117

was photographedin
London in 1961.

(Author’s collection)
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Pin 1970 ZIL updated its
strictly special-order-

only bus into the crisp
and modern ZIL 118K.

(Julian Nowill)

=» During the mid-
1980s the ZIL 118K

had its four-headiamp

system replaced by the
integrated sidelight/

indicator/headlamp
units used on the VAZ
2105/2107. It was also

renamed the ZIL 3207.

(Julian Nowill)
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were built in 1966. The styling was much cleaner

than on previous cars and the body was mounted

on an extremely strong X-frarne chassis that was
very resistant to twisting. The suspension was

designed so that under braking and acceleration
the car did net pitch and dive and under cornering

had minimal roll angles. Independent front
suspension was by torsion bars. There were three

brake circuits; if any one of them failed the other

two carried on working, meaning that the car could

be salely driven at all times. The ZiL 114 was the

first Soviet production car to have all-round disc

brakes and fhe handbrake was pedal operated.

Electronic ignition was also introduced on the ZiL
114, as well as — for the first time in Russia - a

central locking system.

The ZIL 114 had a longer wheelbase and

badly than its predecessor, being 6.2m long and
weighing In at 3,175kg. Power came from a bigger

8,959cc fight alloy V6 engine rather than a cast
iron engine fed by a four-barre! carburettor. Torque

was a mighty 560Nm at 2,750rpm, and power was

300bhp produced at a surprisingly high 4,300rpm.
Automatic transmission with a hydraulic torque

converter and two-speed gearbox were standard,

although the driver could select gears manually

if so required. Power steering meant that the
AL 114 could be steered with onefinger. Top speed
was 119mph.

The driver had a remole control daormirror anc

could control the central locking from his seat. For

conveniencein geiling in and out, the steering wheel

was hinged. Even so, the driving pasition was, for

such a large car, surprisingly cramped. Tne 7il
114 was known forits excellent finish. Inside there

were three rows of comfortable seats, the middle

set being hinged. They were trimmed in leather
and those up frant offered adjustment for rake and

backrest angle. Wood trim was also used to create

the right atmosphere in a body specially built to offer

good sound and heat insulation. Electric windows

were standard along with air conditioning. Special

glass prevented the temperature inside climbing in
sunny weather and the upper part of the windsnieid

was smoke-coloured. In 1971 the frontend styling

was refreshed and in April 1975 a three-speed

gearbox was accled to the specification sheet.
A few limited edition examples of the ZIL 114

were also built. These included the ZIL 114EA, a

special medical version buit with a high-roofed

station wagon body style. Just two were built.

Another strictly limtted edition was the ZIL 114K,

which had an opening roof over the rear passenger

compartment that allowed the occuparits to stand

up and be seen when on parade. A bespoke

example was also built as @ high-speecl camera
plattorm for the Sovietfilm industry. In all about 160

ZIL 1148 were built, including the final ZIL 114Ns,

ACARFOREVERYDACHA 1968-1919

¥The 1962 ZIL 111G
had a revised front end

that featured double

headlamps, as was by
that time the norm for

any car that considered

itself to be at the top
of the automotive tree.

(Autocar}
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 which were a transitional modelthat looked like the

car's successor, the ZIL 4104, but uncer ihe skin
remained very much a ZIL 114.

By 1971 the ZIL plant formed the nucleus of a
major automotive combine, which became one
of the five largest industrial conglomeraies in the
USSR and included 17 specialised enterprises

located in different parts of the couniry. During

the 1970s the ZIL plant played a major part in the

development of the new KamAZ truck factory, and
casting and assembly worksnops were designed
at the ZIL plant alongside development of the
KarnAZ truck range itself.

The car range wasn't neglected either. The ZL
117 short wheelbase saloon, based on the ZIL 114,

came out in 1872. Thefirst full-size mock-ups had
been madein 1968, and thefirst running prototype

in 1970. This car was styled exactly like the ZIL 114

but was just a little shorter at 5,78Omrm and had a
wheelbase of 3,810mm instead of the 3,760mm

of the parent car. It had seats forfive rather than
seven and no partition between criver and rear-seat

passengers. At 124mphits top speaci was slightly
higher than the 114. The 117 was producedin very
small numbers, no more than 50 being made,
It was used as a motorcade or official high-level

convoy escort car and by people who had only
been nominated for membership of the Politburo

and so didn't yet rate a full-size ZIL.

 
The two-doorZIL 117V wasthe soft-top version,

mace between 1973 and 1979. At the touch of a

button by the driver an electric mechanism could
ralse the roof within 15 seconds. The windows too

were electrically operated. Five 117Vs were built

for general use and three for use during military
parades. The latter were fitted with a loudspeaker
system and were painted grey like all Soviet parade
cars. Considerable work was put into strengthening

the chassis to avoid the risk of the doors becoming

jammed shut as a result of the body, weakened by
the loss ofits metal roof, twisting out ofline.

Design work on a replacement for the ZIL
limousine series began during October 7974,

and at the beginning of 1975 the blueprints were
gent to the company’s engineers to bulid the first

five prototypes. More than 50 per cent of the
components were carried over from the ZL 114/7,
The plan was to have the new cars ready for the
26th Congress of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union. For two years the cars underwent

comprenensive testing and finishing ocfore being
finally signed off for production in January 1978.
The first production model of what was officially
named the ZIL 116 was built in November 1978.

The ZIL 115 is now perhaps better known as the
ZIL. 4104, having been renamed almostimmediately
to bring it Into line with the new Soviet vehicle
indexing system.

 

> One of the exiremely
rare ZIL 111D

convertibles, based on

the later four-headlamp

version of the original

ZIL 411, the ZIL 111G.

(Julian Nowiif)
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As was now normalfor ZIL, its enormous seven-

sealer body rode on a soparale chassis, with

independent front suspension andalive rear axle

suspended on serni-elliptical leaf springs with an

anti-roll bar. The air conditioner and spare wheel

lived in the boot. Steering was by recirculating ball

with, unsurprisingly, power assistance. Front and
rear brakes were ventilated discs. The engine was

even bigger and displaced 7,695cc, the cooling

system having a capacity of 21.5 litres! A three-

speed automatic gearbox was again used, driving

the back axle via a split propshaft. The power of

the engine was 316&bhp at 4,500rom, with peak

torque of BO8Nm kicking in at 2,500rpmn. The result

was simply amazing — the 3,600kg limousine was

capable of 119mph and could get from a standing

start to B2mph (1OOkm/h)in just 13 seconds. Even

with completely flat tyres the ZIL 115 with its clever

suspension design was still capable of 99mph.
The fuel tank held 120 lites of the 95-octane

petro! neecled jor the high-powered engine, which

it guiped at a rate of 22 litres for avery 100km

travelled (12.8mpg}. However, the most striking

feature of the ZIL was its cornering ability. The

new ZIL was 6,330mm long, 2,088mm wide and

1,500mm tall, yet on a wide road this large and

heavy machine could be steered with ease and

take corners at surprisingly hign speeds. Driving
a ZIL down narrow streets and in or out of

 

courtyards, however, was considerably morc

complicatec due to its sheer size — definitely a car

for the open road!
Variations of the ZIL 4104 included the 71

41043, equipped with soecial-equipment for use
on parades, such as a roof that could be rolled
back te allow the VIPs to stand up anc be seen.
The ZIL 41044 was a ceremonial cabriolet version,

its original designation being ZIL 118. Compared
to the parent car, Its wheelbase was 580mm
shorter. This first series of ZIL 4104 cars were built

up until 1983.
Ground clearance was rather low, which meant

that driving a ZIL on rough country roads was not

such a good idea - although the chances of 4 ZIL

being forced to travel off-road were highly remote.
However, it was built In such a wey as to make

sure that the occupants were as safe as possible

should the Cold Wer warm up, and the threat of
nuclear war was reflected in the car’s construction.

The entire body was allegedly sealed with a special

material to try and protect the occupants from
radiation. The windscreen had a special laminated
screen and the side and rear windows were made

from special triple-layered glass. In addition, thanks
fo careful chassis design the car was almost

impossible to overturn, and practically all the vital

systems were duplicated — there were two ignition

systems, two 74amp batteries connected in

¥ The ZIL 114,
announcedin 1967 to

coincide with the 50th

anniversary of the

October Revolution, was

the sharpestZIL to date.

(Autocar)
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W The ZIL 117 was
a shorter version of

the massive ZIL 714,
announced in 1972.It

was used as an escort

car on convoy duty or
for those members of

the Politburo who didn’t

quite rate a full-size ZIL.

tAutocar)

parallel, two fuel pumps and two electrical circuits
to make sure that the car could keep going in an

emergency. The wiring system, ignition and fuel
systems were also clesigned to work under the
most arduous conditions.

Inside, the ZIL 4104 was far and away the most
luxurious car ever made in the Soviet Union. Door

trims, the window frames, the dashboard and
the centre console were finished in 1Omm-ihick

Karelian birch, At the disposal of the two most

important rear passengers, who were able to relax

on a gigantic plush velour trimmed sofa, were
ramote controls for the radio, electric windows,

heater and air conditioning. The rear seat Itself

was adjustable for backrest angle and height. The
back doors could be opened both from the rear

seat and from the occasional seats just behind

ihe driver. In the partition between the driver anc

ihe passengers there was a clock inscribed with
the ZIL name. And that was just the start - each

ZIL then had its own special equioment, acced

to meet the particular requirements of the user to

whom the car was originally assigned.

By comparison, the front cabin area was not

so plush, but in no way could it be described

as spartan. However, the space for ine driver
was arguably a little limited for anyone of above-

 

average height, and the scope for adjustment
of the front seats was minimal even if they were

trimmed in leather. The steering column, however,

was adjustable. The instrument panel had all

the necessary dials to keep an eye on the car's

performance, althougn the steering wheel was
rather thin and in fact looked a tittle lke the one

fitted to the VAZ 2101 Zhigull. The transmission

iunnel housed a large Riga radio receiver below
which was a Vilma cassette unit. The door mirrors

were electrically adjustable.

Each ZIL engine was run on a dynamometer

for 82 hours before being fitted to the car,

Once complete the finished car was given a

2,000krn road test and was only passed to its

final user once every little fault and flaw had been
ironed out.

Every ZIL was built under conditions of strict

secrecy, with each car having its own individual
dossier recording its construction and service

history. The cars were managed and maintained

in closed garages by a special division of the KGB,

Everyoneinvolved in making and maintaining each

vehicle waslisted! alongside cletails of the work they

did io it. Everything about the ZIL 4104 ensures
thatit will remain, without doubt, one of the word's

most amazing cars. i
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his was perhaps the most

stylishof all the ZILs, the ZIL
117¥ Convertible. Just éight

were built between 1973 and

1979. (Auiocar}

“The ZIL 115 was the

replacémenit for the ZIL 114. It
was better Known as the ZIL

4104.(Alexander
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 a 
he 1980s was arguably the most

revolutionary decade of the 20th

century. Britain and Americatrail-blazed anew

approach te government, rejecting the past-
war mixed economy consensusin favour of a
no-holds-barred free market. The Soviet Union

changed dramaiically too, Thé era of glasnost
(‘openness’) and perestroika (‘restructuring’)

brought in by Mikhail Gorbachev, the Soviet
Union’s leader from March 1985 until the

country’s final demise in December 1991,
challenged many of the socialist beliefs held
sacrosanct sinée the October Revolution

while trying to maintain a belief in the ability
of a planned economy to meet the needs of

everyonein society, regardless of how much
money they had, Everywhere in the Eastern
Bloc, officialmomentum accelerated to make

upfor lost time in producing consumergoods,
as the population wearied of everything being

’ in short supply and generally out of date, Just
as in the West, the desires of ordinary people
increased, and nowhere was that more
true than in the world of cars. Not only did

more people wanta car but they also wanted

                  
Telcom CTS

The Soviet Union itself started to open

up to outsiders and by 1989 it wasrelatively

easy for Western tourists to go on self-
drive holidays there. They could take their
own car or hire a Lada from Intourist in 16

major cities. For those who wanted a break
from driving, there was always the option
of chauffeur-driven Chaikas or Volgas in

Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev, Riga, Sochi,
Tashkent andTbilisi.
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Peneeelaee CemeeliaLe reached esaTreeniacic
cM cle atl ea CoMm els) Lg nozzle from the Prieta
driver who had just finished using it and __ picture was taken in
stuck it in his pétrol tank. Then he Nrrorni ls] Ste eeRU
go io the cashier's window and payfor the aeeeecried
number of litres of petrol required; and Clee RyCaralt)
the pump would stop automatically when {Lada 1600ES)from
it reached the amount for which the driver England to Moscow.
had paid. To help motorisis keep on top of ferorer-1a]
maintenance, the Soviet authorities had
installed turn-offs with ramps alongside
major roads. Drivers drove up the ramp,
stoodin thepit under the car and made any
necessary repairs or adjusiments. There
was even a Soviet equivalent of the AA and
RAG called Sovaviotrans, whose vans relate
workshopstook care of repairs that owners

Aya eitceelellimmematihon

By the end of the decade Russia was
the fourth largest producer of trucks and
the eighth largest producer of cars in the
world. More than three-quarters of all
ihe Russian automobiles and commercial
vehicles were produced inside the Gorki
(now Nizhniy Novgerod)-Togliatti-Izhevsk
triangle, this region alone producing as
manymotor vehicles as Britain or Spain.

Aa ESTsTammeDeLee road network,
excluding roads within industrial and
agricultural enterprises, amounted to
more than 1.6 million kilometres, of which
nearly 1.2 tillion were hard-surfaced in
concrete, asphali or fora=\=P ALShoo
cent of the hard-surfaced roads ere1i bss
gravel, however, muchof the Soviet road
network was unstable in bad weather. Ta)
marshy areas and in the far north many
PoetsMnieMesatdMeL jereialtister al
November and May, when they were
Peer eitMeNRELAcleem CarenAlois
transport industry still faced big problems
getting from A to B, a particular problem
when it came to shipping perishable food
PYM eelcle

There were now, however, petrol stations

at regular intervals along the rare Kel=tece
which at least reduced the risk forme Ul avaLials)
out of fuel. Most Soviet petrol stations
offered twa graces of petrol - 76 octane,
which was favoured by most soto)i Sram Ub=1-] 6)
because it was cheap, and 93 octane, less
popularbutthen again notallthatnecessary
PORCESMScR Tomsc
to run on low-grade fuel. The stations were

                    
‘ peddniLL
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--Lada’s iniporter was

always cleat about what .
their car had to offer

British motorisis - big

car motoring for small
car money.Thisis
a brochure cover

from 1981. (Author’s

coHection)

The Avtoexport
showroom in

als[tC a be

(Avtoexport)

3,000
18,200 |
2,500 |

9,800
“69,700

118,800

168,000

251,400

_ 730,100
1,280,000

1,300,700 -
Screltieeie ee CaAelotelelas

li 1987 Avioexport had a foreign trade

turnover upward of $6 billion - 48 times
NelESM MATAR CLeCMn aUeeetel (tates:

in 1989 was 4.94M 10]tse Meese

million copies! Promising new cars and
new concepis that emerged as prototypes

suggested a bright future for the Soviet

motor industry. Fate, however, had other
ideas, because by the end of the 1980s the
Soviet Union and the Communist system

were in terminal decline.

The various fépublics, many of which
had once been independent nations, took

advantage of the liberal approachto politics
introduced by Gorbachev and started to and Russian carmakers.

 The economydrivethateconomydrivethatdoesn’tcutcomersas

suggest that they would exercise their right:
ret a in the Soviet Constitution, to

secede from the Union. In 1989 Russia—the

largest republic — convened a new Congress
of Deputies and by 1990 was, like many
other republics, passing laws ihat directly
contravened and challenged the Soviet legal

system, This, coupled with the creeping
commercialisation of Soviet businéss, meant

that the unique environment in which the
Soviet motor industry iad developed was
soon to be no more. The 1980s wasthe last

period of rejative stability, and for many
years the last period of progress,for Soviet

pean tmee8es
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#TheBritish importer
created its own version

of the VAZ 2106, the Lada
1600ES, Much of the

additional equipment,

suchasthealloy wheels

and the vinyl roof, was
added to the cars once

they hadarrived in the

United Kingdom.

(Author's collection)

AZ, AZLK and VAZ Ied the way in the

changeover to front-wheel!drive in the 1980s,

although VAZ mace sure it didn't putall iis eggs
in one basket. The perennial VAZ 2106 was

hardly changed at all: in 1980 it was fitted with

ozone-friencly carburettors; from 1985, for export
models at first, a five-speed gearbox used on
the VAZ 21074 Riva was offered; and in 1988

the exhaust system was modernised with
additional baffles.

The rest of the original rear-wheel-drive models

were gradually phased out as a new range of
cars came on stream, all mechanically similar to

the original Zhiguli but with a substantially revised
bodyshell and technical refinemenis that made

inem more pleasant to drive. The VAZ 21071
1,284cc saloon was dropped in 1981 and the VAZ

in CARS OF THE SGVIET UNION

 
2101 1,198cc saloon In 1982, their place in theline-

up beingfilled by the VAZ 2105, known in Britain as
the Lada Riva, first seen in 1979 but produced en
massein 1980.

The VAZ 2105 Riva was a clever re-skin of

the original Zhiguli. Every external bocly panel
was changed, but the basic structure, and thus
the silhouette, remained the same. The interior

was entirely redesigned, with round insirument

dials and a matt black energy absorbing safety

dashboard. Square headlights with a washAvipe

system were joined by a number ot mechanical
refinements and changes, none of which

fundamentally altered the car though they made
il more efficient and easier to drive.

Thefirst model in the new series was the VAZ

?105 Riva, powered by a 1,294cc 65bhp engine
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Sreaahamaceeaannmeeneet,

          
#Thelong-running,
seemingly immortal VAZ

2106 continued right through
the 1980s and beyond.It
becamethe most popular
ofali the rear-wheel-drive

Ladas. This is a 1981 VAZ

21061 with large profile

aluminium bumpers.

(Author's collection}

©The VAZ 21061 was sold

in Canada as the Lada 1500,

probably the only marketin
the world where Ladas were

offered with whitewall tyres.

 
(Author's collection)

a
: TOS MUCH TOOLATE 12388-1951
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The VAZ 2105 was a

clever re-skin of the

original Lada. Every

external body panel was

changedbut the basic

structure, and thus the
silhouette, remained the

same. (AvioVAZ)

  
‘ 3When marketed in

Britain the VAZ 2105 was

called the Lada Riva. The

 
first cars were sold in

spring 1983 as the Riva
1800GL.

(Author's collection)

 :
|

|
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with the overhead camshart driven not by a chain,

as had been usual VAZ practice, but by a belt. By

the end of 1980 it had been joined by the VAZ

21053 wiih the 1,452cc VAZ 2108 engine underits

bonnet. Next to join the family was the VAZ 21051

Riva, which had the 1,198cc engine from the

original VAZ 2101 Zhiguli; it went into production
in 1981. All were fo remain in production, largely

unchanged, well into the 1890s.
A luxury version, the 1,452cec VAZ 2107, was

announced in 1982; it featured a refined interior

with seats incorporating headrests, a six-dial
instument panel and a Mercecles-like chrome

radiator grille. One of the first VAZ 2107s completed
was the seven-milionth Lada to be made. The

2107 series was the most expensive Togliatti

saloon, based on the classical VA/ layout.

Models were also offered with 1,294cc (21072)

and 1,570cc (21074) engines. As for their less

costly VAZ 2105 sisters, these too remained part

cf the VAZ line-up well way beyond the demise
of the Soviet Union in 1991. There was also the

21079, with a rotary engine — of which morelater in
this chapter.

In 1984, the same year that the last VAZ 2108

and VAZ 21013 rolled out of the Togliatti gates,

the VAZ 2104 station wagon completed the new-
look line-up. It was offered in three versions: the

VAZ 2104 with a 1,294cc engine; the VAZ 21044

powered by an 1,198cc unt; and tne VAZ 21043

with the 145¢cc VAZ 2103 engine. The original

VAZ 2102 Zhigult estate car finally retired in 1986
after 660,900 had been mace. The iast one mace
was a VAZ 21023.

Sales of the new car in export markets were

extremely successful, duiiding on Lada’s reputation
as a maker of solid, unpretentious and reliable cars

ior motorists who wantedto drive ona budget. Lada

introduced the new car to Canada, building on its

entry to that market in 1978 with the VAZ 21061, sald

as the Lada 1500. It was also popular in Finland and

Holland. Indeed, the new Lada range won converts

right across both Eastern and Western Europe,
Cuba where It was a popular choice for taxi work

and as far away as New Zealand.

Britain in particular became a very lucrative
market for Ladas. Sales in the 1980s rockeied,

especially in the North and the Midlands. A Lada

was, for many working people,their only chance of

buying a new car. Redundancy payouts from the

Governmentingpired closure of Britain's indusirial

heartland — including its car industry - and the

additional cisposable income people found by

buying their council houses for monthly payments
that were less than the rent, all heloecd provide a
markat for the Lada.

Lada’s marketing campaigns were cleverly

pitched at this target working-cless market. Tag

 

 
TOOMUCH TOGLATE 1888-1951

         
       

© Thisis a British market

1986 Lada Riva 1200L,

based on the 1,198cc

VAZ 210571, (Author's

collection}
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An 1982 VAZ announced
a more luxurious version

of its new range, the VAZ

2107.[t featured high-
back front seats as well

as a prominent chrome-

plated grille. (AvioVAZ)

esa

lines included ‘The economy drive that doesn't

cut corners’, and ‘Tough cars. Tame prices.’
Autocar’s road test of the Lada Riva 1300 in

January 1984 wes quite clear: ‘We reckon that
for most potential owners the pros and cons are

largely outweighed by thet low price tag. There
is no doubt that the Lada Riva offers reasonable

motoring at an affordable price.’ Later that yearit
alsc put the more expensive VAZ Lada Riva 1500

GLSthroughits paces.It felt pretty much the same
about the more expensive car as It did about the

cheaper model, criticising its heavy controls and
general lack of refinement but praising it for being
a straightforward, well-equipped car that offered

good value for money.
In 1982 Lada became the sponsors of the

Classic snooker lournament and offered a Lada to

= CARS OF THE SBVIET UNIGN

 
any player wno made a 147 break; Sieve Davis,
who achieved it, later cormmented that the players

had joked that the prize for missing the final black
was two Ladas. Indeed, jokes about Ladas (or

Skodas) were almost mandatory in the routines of

many contemporary comedians:

Q: How do you double the value of a Lada?
A: Fill it up with petrol.

Q: Why do Ladas come with a heated rear window
as standard?

A. So your hands stay warm while you're
pushing It.

Q: What do you call a convertible Lada’?
A: A skip.
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Q: Have you heard about the new ada
18-valve?

A: Yes, Eight in the engine and eightin the
radio.

Q: What do you cail a Lada at the top of
@ hill?

A: Amiracie.

Q: Whatis the similarity between a Lada and a
bathtub?

A: You can't step out of either one in a public
place.

Q: What's on the last page of a Lada owners
manual?

A: The bus timetabie.

Q: Why do Ladas have a rear wash-wipe?
A: To remove the flies that crash into them.

Q: How do you overtake a Lada?
A: Run!

A chapis clriving up the M7 in his Lada. Suddenty
there's a loud bang, clouds of smoke billow out
from underthe bonnet, and the Lada starts to lose

speed quickly, The driver pulls off onto the harc

shoulder. A few minutes later a Porsche pulls up in
iront of him and the driver leaps out.

‘Do you wani a tow, mate?’ he asks.

 
PeRE ROCeti mlsMectile om (cla belt

Clockwise from top left: the Lada Niva (VAZ 3424),
the Lada 1500 and 1200 estates (VAZ 21023 and

2102), the Lada Riva 1300 GL (VAZ 2105), the
Lada Riva 1500 GLS (VAZ 2107), the Lada 1200L
(VAZ 21051} and the Lada Riva 1200 {VAZ 21051).

(Author's collection)

PaCS
the new réear-wheel-

drive Lada range was.
the VAZ 2104 estate

Feral ie aUereliad
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  #When imported into
Canada the VAZ 2107

was briefly sold as the

Dennis Signet, as can
be seen from this 1886

sales brochure. The

‘Dennis’ prefix derived
from the name of the

car’s Canadian importer,
the Peter Dennis Motor

Corporation. The
Lada name eventually

returned with the arrival
in Canada of the VAZ

2108 Samara range.

(Author's calfection)

esc
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"ves please’, says ine Lada driver.

‘No problem, but if | go foo fast then youll have
fo let me know by putting your indicator on or I'l

forget myself and keep on motoring!’
He hitches the Lada to the back of the Porsche

with a tow rope anc the two men set off. Ten
minutes later a Ferrari pulls up alongside the

Porsche, challenging the driver to a race. The
Porsche driver takes up the gauntlet and the two

zoom off, forgetting all about the poor Lada tagging
along behind. Finally hey take an exii toalittle
village and zoom pasi a pub with a man standing
outside with his pint in his hand. |e runs inside to
his friends and shouts:

“You'll never quess whatI've just seen! A Ferrari
and Porsche racing at 150mph — and a Lada

indicating to overtake!’

 
in the middle of Spain, a Lada is driving along and
meets a donkey. The donkey, never having seen
a Lada before, asks: ‘What are you?’ The Lada

replies: ‘I'm a car. And what are you?’ The donkey
laughs: ‘Ha ha ha ha...yes and I'm a horse...

A chap goes into his local garage anc asks the
mechanic ‘Do you have a windscreen wiperfor
my Lada?’ ‘Sounds like a fair swap’ replies the
mechanic.

The joke, however, was on thosein the motortrade
who hadn't had ihe foresight to get themselves

signed up with Lada, During the heacly days of the
laie 1980s, British Lada dealers had one of the mest

profitable franchises in the industry, with 20,000
a year rolling out the showroom doors by 1986.
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#® ©The Lada Sport

Group 6 rally car was

madeto order by

the Togliatti factory.

Examples competed

in the Soyuz Rally in

Estonia, Finland’s
Thousand Lakes Rally,

the Acropolis Rally in
Greece andin Britain’s

RAC Lombard Rally.

(Avtoexport)
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seen In 1984. (Avioexpar?)

hose wonderful men in

theirflying machines...

VAZ 2105 gets put through

A

1)
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The new Riva range was introduced gradually, with

each variant generally arriving a couple cf years
afterits home-market launch, providing the dealers

with a steady flow of products that they could sel:
without having to invest in state of the art, glass-
and-chrome showrooms. In 1988 sales were

aven higher — 30,000 budget-conscious motorisis
bought the company’s cars, mostly the bargain-
basement Riva, though the front-wheeal-drive VAZ
2108 Samara was also starting to gain fans, The
VAZ 2121 Niva had made its mark too, being

without any effective competition for a compact,

low-cost yet civilised four-wheel-drive car.
Lada was the ideal franchise to bolt on to a

suburban or country filing station or a used car
business. A Lada dealership may have lacked

prestige, status and glamour but it invariably

 

had a solid and loyal customer base and, more

importantly, steacly profit margins. However, despite
the fact that by 1989 Lada was tenth in the British
bestsellers’ list, its irnage was not as bright as its

sales figures suggested. in an era when branding
was becoming ever more importart, Ladas never
found favour arnang the newly emboldened middie
class simply because they were unashamedly
utilitarian and cheap to buy.

That unsophisticated and easy-to-maintain
nature of Ladas was one of their mest appealing

features to conservative British motorists. However,

back home VAZ were busy showing that it could

be as innovative as any other manufacturer. In late

1980 the company proudly announcedalimited
production run of 250 twin rotor Ladas. A single
rotor 7Obho VAZ 311 rotary engine wasinstalled in

ATwo wheels on my
Lada and I'mstill rolling

along... A VAZ 2105
showsthe audience how

to save on tyre rubber at
the 1985 VAZ-Autorodec.

(Avioexport)

TOOMUCHTOOLATE 1922-1991
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a basic VAZ 21071 body to create the VAZ 21018.

The car was technically quite advanced, with an

electrical systern that was way ahead of the norm

for the period. A ‘black box’ analysed various

engine inputs triggering electronic firing of the

ignition coils. The soark plug design featured twin

electrodes, still pretty unusual today.

The cold-starting device was an antifreeze

injection system. When trying to start the car in

extremely cold conditions the driver could squirt

some cf the liquic antifreeze nto the engine to try

and stop the plug electrodes from icing up!

A standard downdraught carburettor was

used but with altered jet sizes, and a two-stage

alr cleaner was employed. The seals on the

apex of fhe rolors got their share of oil through

a special lubricator and the oil level in the sume

was maintained automatically. A beltdriven cooling

fan was upgraded to an electric type for later

versions. Getting the best out of the rotary Ladas

meart keeping the engine revs up. The brake

system though was always overworked, as ihe

free-revving engine didn't offer much in the way of

engine braking.

The VAZ 21089,first made in 1980, lookedjust

like a standard VAZ 2105 but was powered by one

of two twin rotor engines, the VAZ 411M or the VAZ
4132, Transmission was a four-speed manual and

the car could be supplied with an extra fuel tank,

When new, the VAZ 21059 cast 52,000 roubles

— a veritable fortune for 2 Russian car buyer — out

it could top 112mph and hit 62mph (10Okm/h) in

just nine seconds. However, finding the cash to

ouy a rotary Lada didn’t trouble too many peapie,
as the cars were sold to stale organisations such

as the KGB and the Ministry of the Interior that

could justity the need for such an expensive high-
speed car.

The VAZ 21059 was joined in 1982 by the VAZ
21079, based on and looking just like the more

luxurious VAZ 2107. It used the 120bhp two-
rotor VAZ-411-01 engine, with an equivalent size

oF 2,300cc, or the slightly larger two-roter VAZ

4132 engine offering an extra 20dhp. No torque
figures were given for the engines but both had

9.4.1 compression and weighed in at 180-140kg
per engine. Transmission on the VAZ 21079

was a five-speed manual and the price tag was
58,000 roubles.

Unfortunately rotary powered Ladas were

even less reliable than the NSU Ro8Qs, an early
rotary-engined car that had a notorious reputation

for short engine life. According to the limited

information available, rnany Lada rotary engines
didn’t make it through as far as their first 10,000km

fiter and oll-change service. At best, enginelife
seems to have been no more than 20,000km,

and in some cases exasperaied users replaced

 
>The imposing VAZ

2107 grilie is tested
out on this 2106-based

prototype. (Julian Nowill}

ESE
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VAZ Zhiguli Lada Riva (and derivatives) — British market 1980 to 1990
model

 
Lada 1200 Saloon VAZ 2101

Lada 1200 Estate VAZ 2102
Laca Riva 1200 Saloon VAZ 21051
Lada Riva 1200 L Saloon

Laca 1300 Saloon VAZ 21011
Lada 1300 ES Saloon

Lada Riva 1300 E VAZ 2105
Lada Riva 1300 L

Lada Riva 1300 GL

Lada Riva 1300 SL VAZ 21072
Lada Riva 1300 Estate VAZ 2104
Lada Riva 1500 GLS VAZ 2107

Lada 1500 Estate VAZ 21023
Lada 1500 ES Estate

Lada Riva 1500 Estate VAZ 21043
Lada 1600 Saloon VAZ 2106

Lada 1600 ES Saloon

Lada Riva 1600 SLX VAZ 21074

the rotary power unit with a more conventional

jourstroke engine!
In 1982 some Lada rotary units were installed in

rally cars. Feeding through two twin-choke Weber
DCOEs meant at least 150bhp was available for

some serious high-speed motorsport. The rotary

 

1, 1980C May 1974 October 1982.
May 1974 October 1985
April 1984 October 1989
June 1884 October 1989

1,294¢6¢ March 1980 May 1983
October 1977 March 1980

April 1991 April 19¢2
October 1989 April 1992

May 1983 May 1986

May 1986 April 1990
October 7985 Aor 1992

1,452cc April 1984 May 1988

October 1977 October 1965
October 1977 March 1980
October 1985 Autumn 1996

1,570ce September 1978 April 1984

May 1988 April 1991

engines were developed without a huge amount

of publicity, parity because they had military
applications, outin 1988 several VAZ rotary engines

were put on display at an exhibition in Moscow.
The VAZ rotary car programme continued in a small

way until production came to an end in 2004.

 
TOOMUCH TOOLATE 1888-1881

€ Developed for the
1990s was this extremely
effective and coherent

proposalfor the VAZ
2107, There are clear
shades of the GAZ 31029

Volga in the front end,
especially around the

light units. (éulian Nowil})

es1
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#The VAZ 2121 Niva

remained largely

unchanged threughout

the 1980s apart from the
introductionofa five-

speed gearbox in 1985.
There were no external

238

changes. (AvioVAZ)

T he other mainstay of the VAZ range, the VAZ2121 Niva, began the decade with a gold
medal at the international trace fair in Poznan
in 1980. Meanwhile, across the caplialist West
— including markets as far apart 4s Britain, South
Africa, Canada and Australia — it provided off-road
motoring fo awhcle new class of driver, predating by
several years mini GUVs such as the Suzuki Vitara
that later came to dominate this sector, indeed,
when the original Vitara was launched in 1988
the Japanese acknowledged the inspiration that
tho Soviet machine hac provided. So successful
was the Niva during the 1980s [hat off-road clubs
sprang up right across Europe.

Changes to the VAZ 27121 were few. In 1985
the gearbox became a five-speed unit. However,
in spite of this welcame change the main

= CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
disadvantage of the Niva remained — as ft does
io this day — the design of its transmission. The
gearboxis based on that used in mainstream rear-
wheel-crive VAZ cars, and the transfer box ig not
integral with the basic gearbox but bolted on as a
separate unit. This cornponent is extremely noisy
and, by being separate from the main gearbox,
addsto drivetrain vibrations.

Apart from local market special trim models,
the 1965 gearcox upgrade was the only change
of any significance made to the Niva until the
mid1990s. The European market versions, put
together by importers and which proliferated from
the 1980s, were designed for an increasingly
affluent class of buyer. Spring 1983 was celebrated
by an open-top convertibie, designed by the
French carriage-builder Wassermann. In 1988

a
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“Umporters throughout the

world created their own

unique Nivas. This is the
British Cossack from 1990.

fAuthor’s collection)

“=The British itiporter

eCeC RhheiLeeman
as a working vehicle and asa

TARORCLom Wace)
DerclaiCcs Mee Me CoMitcle-we Tile Lobs

feared to tread.

(Author's collection)

TOO MUCH TOOLATE 19288-1881
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               # Nivas were sold

everywhere, including
Australia. This example

is competing in the 1986

Wynn’s Safari, which
traversed the Australian

outback. (Avtoexport)

Pua

Britain got the Cossack, which added colour
coded cloth seats, front bull bar with driving fights,
wheelarch extensions and styled alloy wheels to
the basic Niva. In France and Belgium there were,
among others, the Téiga and the Safar, which,
while leaving the mechanics and bodywork
unchanged, offered extra equipment that was
elther extremely useful or simply cosmetic. Either
way, all of this enabled the Niva to maintain and

 
improveits sales throughout the '80s, satisfying its
existing converts and tempting new customers —
including England's 1966 World Cup football hero
Bobby Charlton! There were eventually so many
Nivas throughout Europe that at the end of the
decade many owners were invited to take part
in the Nivalp, 2 grand excursion taking several
days to roam through the French, Swiss and
ttalian Alps. i

VAZ 2121 Lada Niva - British market 1980 to 1990
ae

Lada Niva LHD AZ 2121 +,57000
Lada Niva

Lada Niva Cossack

= CARS OF THE SOVIET LINIGN

DiscontinuedPNTicehWd Engine size | Introduced
model

November 1 978
February 1983
January 1988

February 1983

September 1995
September 1995
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The French importer
created and sold its own

open-top version of the

VAZ 2121, the Niva Plein

         
Soleil. (Author's collection)   
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Sedaeens

#Oneof thefirst official

pictures of the GAZ 3102

Volga, taken in 1982.

fAvicexport

aye

AZ, like VAZ, kept the rear-wheelctrive faith. In

1980 it was awarded the prestigious ‘Golden
Mercury’ international award for its contributions

to the automotive industry and international trace,
and in March 19871 its ten-millionth vehicle rolled off

the production line.

In the early 1970s ihe GAZ 24 had looked
rather modem and, as was usual for Soviet cars

of the ’70s and ‘80s, it remained in production for

a lang time. The planned economy had no room

tor planned obsolescence. However, as early as

the micd-1970s the weaknesses of the Volga were

becoming more and more obvious, and NAMI
came up with tdeas to solve the problems that

simoly couldn't be ignored. In 1976 Its researchers

highlighted the Volga's lack of directional stability

at high speed andits low level of passive safety as

i CARS OF THE SOVIET LINION

 
being in most need of attention. NAMI suggested

a new style of front suspension, even putting
forward a date — 1978 — forthe introduction of the

new system. Changes were also suggested forthe
rear suspension. Instead, In 1977-8 GAZ simply

introduced the minimum changes necessary to

meet the new international safety regulations being

aciopted by the Soviet Union. The front suspension

remained unaltered until 2003, when the change

from a high-maintenance kingpin-based set-Lip to

one using sealed-fortife ball joints was prompted

by a substantial increase in sales to private as

opposed to flect buyers. The driver behind Ihe
change wasn't really to improve the handling — it

was to make the car easier to maintain by people
who didn't have a fleel manager or company garage

to keep their car on the road! The rear suspension
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got an antiroll bar at the same time but the idea

of coil springs, first meoted in 1978, remained no

more than a concept finally explored on a prototype
unvelled in 2003, the GAZ 811G7.

By the 180s the GAZ 24 also looked old and

outdated, Moreover, the introduction in 1977 of the

GAZ 14 Chaika, which was much closer to the

top-line ZIL, created a gan in the Soviet matoring
hierarchy above the GAZ 24 but below the new

Chaika, GAZ designers therefore set to work on a

more upmarket version of the 24initially called the
GAZ 3101 — the first GAZ model to use ihe new

sivié of Saviet vehicle designation. Prototypes of
the 3101 were produced in 1976-7. From the very
beginning the designers wanted to offer several
engines — the traditional inline four, a V8 and the

much discussed but never built sb-cylinder unit.
In its initial form the 3101 was, however, very much
a cosmetic tart-up of the mainstream Volga with
faw mechanical or sheet metal changes although
Some were tested with a 3.5 litre V6 engine.

As the project developed the changes went
Ceeper and a revised bocyshell was developed.
The central part - the passenger area — was
unchanged, out the boot was larger and longer

and helped to create a more wodge-shaped

profile. By now the new medel was called the GAZ

3102 Volga. There were apparently a few examples

made combining elements of the car in its early

protetyee form and the proposed option of a V8

engine. This car, the GAZ 31011, had a 4,250c¢ V8

engine and the original proposal for the grille of the
GAZ 3102, a rather sporty and rakish mesh effect.

This sporty mesn grille of the 1980 prototypes

was eventually replaced with a more sedate

waterfall grille for the production cars. By this stage
the fuel tank had been relocated behind the rear

seat, out of harm's way in the eveni of a rear-end

shunt, although for some reason it returned to the
boot floor during the 1980s.

Limited production of the GAZ 3102, powered

by a new version of the long running ZMZ 2445cc

engine began in 1981 and it was officlally launched

in 1982. It was first used by the KGB anc other
important official bodies in 1983, before being made

more generally available to official organisations
after 1984, Because members of the public were

unable to buy it until after the collapse of the Soviet

Union, the GAZ 3102 developed a reputation that

it has retained ever since as a prestige vericle,

  The GAZ 3102 Volga
wasthefirst serious

update of the GAZ 24.

Althoughthe central
section of the body was

unchanged,the revised

front end gave the car a

much more up-te-date
appearance.

{Author's colfection}
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<The revised réar aspect of the GAZ

3102 Volga made an already long car

even longer. (Autor’s collection)

=. Underits. skin the GAZ 3102 was a

bit of curate’s egg. True, it had disc

brakes and the option ofa 12-valve

OMSLeTct Meeseeeemeh
front suspension that needed regular

greasitig, the only transmission available
was afour-speed manual, and power

steeritig wasn’t on the optionslist at all.
AUTRE OO)1eit1erg]
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driven or used only by those in positions of autnarity
or power. So deep-rootedis this belief that in 2008
GAZ was still able to charge a premium over the
standard GAZ 31105 Volga series (the latest updale
of the venerable GAZ 24) for the privilege of owning
one! Nowadays, however, it is used both by the
government and by private individuals seeking a
litte class and, in a world dominated by German

prestige cars,a little individuality.
Tne GAZ 3102 Volga was surprisingly different

te look at from the standard GAZ 24 Volga.it had

restyled front wings with a slight wraparound
effect for the indicators, a prominent chrome grille

with tectanguler headlamps and a new bonnet.
The front overhang was longer by 200mm, the
bumpers were larger and up front had rectangular
driving lights mounted undemeath. The new rear
end was larger, squarer and topped off with large,
horizontal ight units. The front doors lost their
apening quarterlights in favour of one-plece glass
and all the doors got new handles. Theinterior was
completely revised, with a padded, soft-rim steering
wheel, a new dashboard and fully acjustable
headrests on the front seats, which hac a stepless

reclining mechanism. Some of the special features
included new armrests on both front and rear

doors in the hockey stick style first seen on the
VAZ 2108. Inertia reel safety belts completed the
seating improvements.

 

ye
  

 
  

esTaNOAHOH as /

The instrument panel was moulded from

thermoplastic, which was not only considerably
more up to date than the dated metal GAZ 24
dashboard but was also simpler to make. All
instrurments were now round. The controls for
the indicators, headlights, windshield wipers and
windscreen washers were placed on the steering

column, while the centre console housed the
controls for the heating and ventilation system.

To the right under the dashboard was a fire
extinguisher, fitted as regular equipment, The
rear window was heated too, instead of relying as

before on a hot-air blower to clear ice and mist.

Mechanically, there were disc brakes up front,
each caliper fitted with two large and two small
pistons. All cars got a diagonally split hydraulic
system and stronger servo. The rear drum brakes
had @ pressure regulator to prevent them locking
up under hard use. Power came from a more
powerful 105bhp 12-valve ZMZ 402.10 version of
the long-running 2,445cc engine — enough for a
top speed of S4mph — and 205/70 RB 14 radial
oly tyres were mounted on wheels with stylish full
wheel covers. !

For the first time in the Soviet motorindustry, 4]a mass-produced passenger car featured a pre- |
combustion chamber and electronic ignition. Work
on developing this technology nad started at the i)end of the 1860s. |

                           
€A GAZ 3102 Volga

undergoes crash-testing
at the NAMI test centre,

Therelatively low level

of damage showsthe
inherentstrength of the

Volga. (Avicexport)       
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     Win 1985 the mainstream

Volga was updated to
becomethe GAZ 24-10,

featuring many but not
all of the mechanical

improvements made
to the GAZ 3102. Drum

brakes werefitted all

round. The revised

plastic grille and full-
size wheel covers can

be seenin this twilight

publicity shot.

(Author's collection)

 
=

Allin all then, the GAZ 3102 included a number

of major improvements, but some things remained
as before — ihe front suspension still needed to be

lubricated using & grease gun every 5,000km and

the steering column wasstill oddly positioned. The

ignition key was hidden away below the steering
column and tail drivers still didn’t nave enough

headroom. What also remained unchanged,

however, was the Volga’s almost mystical ability to

offer a comfortable journey along Soviet roads and,
ii maintained, an almost unbreakable reputation

forreliability.

GAZ built some models equipped with a twin

rotor VAZ 411-01 engine, as used in the VAZ 21079.
The GAZ 31028, mace in 1985, had an engine

equivalent to 2.6 litres and produced 140bhp. There
was also rumoured to be a three-rotor 210ho VAZ

431 model, but it was never officially listed. An

axperimenial version with a modular engine alsa
existed — two single-roter engines combined into ane

with the possibility of turning one of them off. This car
was built by NAMI and the concept — displacement
on demand — was similar to a system developed by
General Motors in the 1980s for use in the Cacillac,

creating e V8-6-4 engine as required!
The rotary models were used by the KGB and

traffic police, but the engines weren't noted fortheir

long life. For more general use by the police and
the KGB GAZ built a number of V8-engined GAZ

3102s, following in @ long tradition of shoehorning

big V8s into the medium-sized Voiga. First up 
= CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

had been the experimental Volga 31011 with

the 4,250cc V8 160bhp engine and automatic
transmission made in 1977 as part of the 3102

development programme. This was followed by

the GAZ 31014, another experimental car, built in

1985 and powered by the 5,530cc ZMZ 505,10

V8 220bhp engine, complete with two four-barrel
carourettors, mated to an automatic gearbox, beth
from the Chaika GAZ 14.

The production V8 cars were the GAZ 31012

Volga, with the a 185bhp 5,530ce ZMZ 503.10 V8

engine, fed by a single four-barrel carburettor and
which churned out a staggering 450Nm oftorque

at 2,500rpm; and the GAZ 31013 Volga which was

the same car but had electronic ignition. Both had

a three-speed automatic gearbox and were made

available from 1986. Looking very much like a
mainstream GAZ 3102, the cars retained the ncse-

heavy stance of their V8 Volga predecessors, only
slightly reduced by the 9Okg lead plate underthe

boot mat to help keep the back end on the road.
They were quite simply the fastest cars on Russian

roads, being even quicker than a Mercedes Benz

500 - at 62mpn (100km/h) the engine was only

using a quarter of its power! Unsurprisingly, the

shatteringly fast GAZ 31012/8 needed to be driven

with respect — especially on slippery roads, where

careless use of the accelerator could easily send it

spinning across the steppes.

The low-key appearance of the GAZ 31012/3
was Quite deliberate. From the outside they looked
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like any other GAZ 3102 so that when used by the
police they wouldn't arouse the interest of ne’er do

wells. Nevertheless, Soviet drivers soon learned

how to recognise them since the traffic police

vehicles had special antennae and in most cases

two exhaust pipe outlets. Some, however, were

altered to have just one tailpipe.
The GAZ 31012 and 81013 cars weretoall intents

and purposes hand built. They were given high-
quality paint jobs and their small-scale production
mnade it possible to equip thern with all mannerof
auxiliary equioment. Al had power steering and
some had electric windows and air conditioning.

Although they remained in service with the KGB
and its successor the FSB after the Soviet Union

came to an end, ihey were gradually sold off to

private buyers as they got older and more suitable

foreign cars became available. Even so, they
remain rare and do not come onto the second-

hand market very often.

The total number of KGB Volgas based on the

GAZ 24 bodyshell built is unknown. The last were
builtin 1995. Mostof the earlier cars built before the

GAZ3102-based cars were destroyed afterfinishing

their KGB service, although one or two escaped
ino private ownership. Second-hand buyers of any

Volga V8 find that they own an extremely powertul
car but one that is not very easy to keep running.

Spare parts are hard to come by for the engine
and transmission. They are also awkward cars on

which to carry out major repairs, as the drivetrain is

really too large for the bodyshell. Some parts, such
as the powersteering, are unreliable and they need

regular servicing — which can be problematic since
there aren't that many mechanics who are familiar

with thern. They need a lot of high-quality fuel too
- about 20 litres per 100km (14mg) — which in
Soviet times was specially imporied irom Finland.

Finally, starting in cold weather isn’t easy and the
KGB manual actually recommenced that they
should be kept in a heated garage.

The GAZ 8102 was the basis for a number of

prototypes that were never put into oreducticn.
These were the GAZ 31025 of 1983, powered

by a 7Obhp 2,i12cc Indener diesel engine; the
GAZ 3102L, a long wheelbase limousine built in

1987; and the GAZ 31015 of 1989, with a 2,600cc

166bho Merceces engine.
In 1985 the mainstrearn GAZ 24 Volga was

updated, becoming the GAZ 24-10 and being made
available for general sale. There were no sheet metal
changes but a numberof importarit mechanical and
trim modifications were introduced, most of which

had been launched on the GAZ 3102. One of the

reasons suggested for the cosmetic approach to

improving the GAZ 24 rather than more substantial
modernisation was that in 1985 work began on a

fundamentally new Volga, the GAZ 3105,intended
to replace both the GAZ 3102 and the GAZ 74
Chaka, The GAZ 3105, 4 fourwheelcrive V8,

was most certainly aimed at the higher echelons of
official motorists. However, twas part of a family that

 
VAs can be seen, the

GAZ 24-10 Volga did not

changein profile from
its GAZ 24 predecessor.

Inside, it shared the
revised and far more

luxurious trim introduced
on the GAZ 3102.

(Avioexport)
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>Theestate car in the

GAZ range was similarly
upgraded in 1986,

becoming the GAZ 24-12

Volga. (Author's Collection)

*Volga estates had
three rows of seats

although the third row

‘was really only suitable
for extremely small and

compliant children, The
rear backrest can just be

seenin this picture ofa

Belgian market example.

(Author's collection)

GAZ had a long

tradition of building

high-performance

versions of the Volga

in extremely limited

numbersfor use by the

Soviet security services.

The usual approach

was to put the biggest
available GAZ engine

that would fit under the

bonnet. To look at, the
cars did not differ at all

from their mainstream

counterparts apart from

a slightly lower stance

caused by the weight

of the engine.This is a

GAZ 24-34 Volga, the V8
version of the GAZ 24-10.

(Group GAZ)

2ua
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was intended io include mainstrearn general sale

variants with smaller engines and front-wheel-crive
only, the GAZ 3103 and GAZ 3104, Sadly, political
events at the start of the 1990s resulted in these

plans all but grinding to halt. Just 55 examples of
ihe GAZ 3105 andits sister cars were built by hand

betweenits official public debut in 1992 and the end
of production in 1996,

The ungraded GAZ 24-10 did gain a chaice of
modemised ZMZ engines. The ZMZ 402 produced
100bhp, needed 92-octane fuel and was able to

reach 9imph, while the ZMZ 4021 churned out

20bhp but was able to use cheaper 76-octane

fuel and had a slightly lower top speed of 86mph.

Contactless electronic ignition was standardised.
Brakes were now dual circuit with servo assistance

but still comprised crums all round. The rear axle

 

   

was improved, and the wheels came with larger
205/70 R14 tyres and plastic trims. The dashboard
and steering wheel camefrom the GAZ 3102,finally
replacing the horrible thin, shiny plastic steering
wheel that had been fitted to the GAZ 24 since

production started in 1970. However, after adopting
the GAZ 3102 dashboard the ald heating system

wasn't as ice-breakingly efficient as beforé —nct so

good fer a Russian car! The front seats got headrests
and up front the chromium grille was replaced with @
matt black plastic unit. Bumpers were new and the
doors lost their quarterlights but got new locks.

Although the new car was announced in
1985, production didn't get under way until 1986.
Consequently between 1985 and 1286transitional
cars were made, most often combining GAZ 24-

10 mechanical components with GAZ 24 body

TOO MUCH TOOLATE 1888-1881

€The GAZ 3105

wasintended as the

replacementfor the
GAZ Volga series.

Development started
in 1985 with running

prototypes built in 1987.
Thefirst cars weren't

built for sale until 1992,

and just 55 were made

before production
ended in 1996. This

is an early prototype,

pictured at a Soviet
research establishment.

The interesting low

waistline, with the
bottom of the door

windowsin Sine with the

top of the wheelarches,
was dropped for the

production cars.

fAvitoexport)
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> Oneof the few

production GAZ 3106s
made, the first being

hand built at the Gorki
works in 1992. The

basic lines ofthefirst

prototype cars remained
but with a slightly more

pragmatic approach
to the door windows!

fAuthor’s coffection)

and trim. These cars officially didn't exist and were

given no formal model code, but unofficially they
were known as the GAZ 24M.

The GAZ 24-0? estate car was similarly updated
in 1986 anc named the GAZ 24-12, Production got

under way in 1987 although export versions had
been using the new plastic grille since 1985, Both
saloon and estate car were made until 1992.

The KGB also got a version of the GAZ 24-10
known as the GAZ 24-34, with twin fuel tanks and
a V8 drivetrain derived from the GAZ Chaika 74.

The engine normally used was the 195 bhp ZMZ
503.10 although some are believed to have been
built with the 220ohp twin carburettor ZMZ 505,10.
it was even more of a Q-car than the V8-engined
GAZ 3102. Production ran from 1987 to 1992.

The GAZ 3102 Volga was never officially

exported outside of tne Eastern Bloc and export
sales of ihe GAZ 24 and its successor the GAZ

24-10 outside of the Comecon market faded

away during the 1980s. The esiate car remained
the most popular model sold in Western markets,
remaining on sale until 1992 in Belgium with a
choice of Peugeot diesel engines, the 2,000cc
XDP 88 and the 2,200ce XD2P 2.3 |,

In 1985 President Gorbachev started to

push the idea of joint ventures between Soviet
enierorises and their Western counterparts as

a way of introducing new technology and new

 

 
management techniques into the stagnating Soviet
economy, Thres years later, in April 1988, a high-
level protocol was signed in Mascew between
the Americans and the Sovists to encourages

development of trace links. An elite group of seven

companies, including Ford, forrned the special
American Trade Consortium specifically to develap

joint vertures. Ford and GAZ started looking at a
project to build the Ford Granaca/Scorpio at anew

plant near Gorki as a replacement for the Volga.
However, in March 1989 Ford pulled out of the deal

and the plans were abandoned. GAZ wasleft, as it

had been for so long, with the long-running Volga

to sall to aspirant Soviet motorists.
As the GAZ 3102 came on stream, with access

strictly limited to official users and buyers, ine more
proletarian GAZ 24-10 was made much more
widely available as a new car option to private
Soviet motorists. In the 1980s a GAZ 24 officially
cost 15,800 roubles and its replacement the

GAZ 24-10 cost 16,300 roubles, at a time when

one USSR rouble was officially worth $1, though

the illegal exchange rate was about four roubles
perdollar.

It is often said in Russia that from 1985 the

quality of GAZ cars started to fall and the GAZ 24-
10 is not seen as being as reliable as the GAZ 24

was. However, things were to get much worse in
ihe 1990s. Ml
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T” real Soviet autornctive revolution startedat the end of 1984 whenthefirst front-wheel-

drive production VAZ was revealed. The decision

to build the Soviet Union's first mass-produced
fron-wheel-drive car the VAZ 2108 Sarara,

was made on 16 September 1978. The car was
inspired by the front-wheeldrive Lagoda g00cc

three-door hatchback prototype made by VAZ in
1976, itself inspired by the VAZ 1101 frort-wheel-

drive prototype of the early 1970s. The Samara

looked very much like the Lagoda and, indeed,

the later VAZ 1106 compact saloon prototype. This

new generation of cars had to meet not only local
needs but also Western tastes, the aim being to

export a substantial number of cars to secure hard

currency for the Krernlin’s coffers.

The concept, as well as tne design, was studied

 

by NAMI in co-operation with VAZ engineers.
Several body styles were considered: thres- and
five-door hatchbacks and elso a four-door saloon

that was originally slated to receive a unique body
style with its own panel pressings. The saloon
was even given its own code, VAZ 2110. Limited
finances meant that the final production saloon

adopted a more pragmatic solution sharing
panels forward of the © post with the hatchbacks.
However, the werk on the stanc-alone four-door
wasn't wasted, its prototypes forming the basis for

work on the first postSovist Lada thet appeared

in 1995, confusingly also called the VAZ 2170

series, During development work on the new front-
wheeldrive range VAZ engineers looked closely

at its European competitors, including tne Opel
Kadett/Vauxhall Astra, Ford Escort and Renault 9.

#An early official

publicity picture of the
VAZ 2108 Samara, Lada’s

first production front-

wheel-drive car, built in

1984. (Avioexport)

TOOMUCH TOOLATE 1988-189)
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#The VAZ 2108 Samara

was an extremely

modern car, well able
to match the best of

the rest available from

global manufacturers
while still offering

features required for the
Soviet market, such as

decent ground clearance

and easy-to-maintain
mechanical components.

(AvtovAZ)

Cars were tested in the extremes of East Siberia,

where temperatures dropped to minus 40°, and
the Kara-Kum Desert where they climbed to that
much above zero!

The first production front-wheel-drive VAZ was
called the 2108 in its first version, which had a

1,288cc engine, an all-new three-door hatchback
bedy and a fourspeed gearbex. Tne first one
left the production line on 18 December 1984.In
Russia it was initially called the ‘Sputnik’, although
the name didn’t catch on and the car was more

commonly known either by its VAZ model code
or colloquially as the ‘Eight’ Its export name was
‘Samara’, named after a tributary of the Fiver Volga.
At the time ofits launch VAZ revealed that as well

as the launch three-door 1.3-itre model the car

would be made with a full range of engine and bocly

aa,OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
options, including 1.1-litre and 4.5-litre engines and
a five-door bodyshell.

For thefirst time inthe USSR, thegrille was made

out of body-colouréd plastic, the bumpers were
integral to the style and bodyshell of tne car, the
clutch was operated by a cable anc the boclyitself

was rust-proofed using the cataphoresis process.
The Samara engine had a single overhead cam

driven by a rubber belt and was eveniually built,

as promised, in 1,099cc and 1,469ce versions
as well as the original 1,288cc unit. It was largely

designed and produced in-house—although
the combustion charnbers were developed in
collaboration with Porsche and the carburetior

was licensed from Solex. Suspension was by

McPherson struts up front and by torsion bar at

the rear. Rack-and-pinion steering was anotherfirst
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for the Soviet car industry. Togliatti's first automatic

assemblylines were introducod for ihe production
of this car.

The Samara was a major step forward for the

Russian car industry. lts aerociynamic bodyshell
had a respectable coefficient of 0.36 and the build

quality, while not up to Wesiern standards, was
much better than most other Eastern European

cars. Consequently, when the Samara was

announced it received some good press reviews

in the West although there were some reliability
niggles. Electric problems were rife and clutch

discs seemed to have a very shortlife. This situation

was exacerbated in many cases by the minimal
maintenance the cars often received, especially

irom budget-conscious Westem owners who were

ihe car's main buyers.
The nine-millionth Lada, a white VAZ 2108, was

built on 24 May 1985, the ten-millionth just over a
year iater, on 9 October 1986 - again a VAZ 2108.

         ESiNREaSADREPentl
In 1987 the range was expanded by the SoearaEsrUeeeen easttLit) maVaraEoee Creag

addition of the VAZ 21083, which had a 1,499cc at the end of 1987,initially as a three- touchdown at the end of the Togliatti i |
engine producing 71bhp, a bored-out 1,288c¢¢ unit door only. The British importer, as eaeUeNtMESSLE) | ‘
that carne with a five-speed gearbox; and the VAZ was becoming usual, created its own TCCRMeeetreeCeeentl fe |

_ 21081 with a SSbhp 1,089ce engine based on the SeeCREMElehateeRecitiitte-ils! Ree vcssteleSiR 7-V-aUGece

83bhp 1,288cc unit but with a reduced stroke. Tne trim details at its import centre. The front many of which were designed | i |
smallest engine was reserved for export markets. PERaUCi etutil eatceuticeti and built by the plantitself. The i
Top speeds were 87mph for the 1,099cc engine, Peetemnteee eTRRsCircuit FreciagestereseelMere |eatReta stort ll

|

92mphn for the 1,288cc unit anc 9?mph for the Pe ReaaeTeleietaell hetterete en it introducedwith the launch of the .

1499cc. Fuel sconomy respectively was 7.9 Soviet véfsion.(Aitho VAZ 2105 Riva. (Avioexport)

lites per 100km (35.8mpqg), 9.3 litres per TOOkm
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# Soonafter the

launch of the original

Samara, in 1987 VAZ
announcedtheTive-

door 2109, (Avioexport}

 
>A 1989 British

market VAZ 2109

Samara, badged
the Samara 1300L.

(Author's collectior) \a
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(S0.4mpg} and 9.5 litres per 100km (29.7mpq).

In the same year the company also presented
the VAZ 2109, the five-door derivative of the VAZ

2108. This was available with ail three engines, the

1,099cee model being the VAZ 21091, the 1,288cc
ihe VAZ 2109 and the 1,499¢¢ VAZ 21093. The

12-millionth VAZ, macle on 6 July 1989, was a right-
nanc-crive VAZ 2109.

The VA7 2109 was followed in 1989 by the VAZ
71099, which was a VAZ 2109 with a three-box

four-door saloon body and a new bonnet, 4 new
grille and mew wings up front, as well as a better

instrument panel. The VAZ 2109 for 1992 and then

the VAZ 2108 for 1994 adopted the new front-

end styling features of the 21099, replacing the

previous rather bitty arrangement with its distinct

front moulding and huge panel gapin the front wing

where the panel met the rest of the bodywork, The
saloon's rear overhang was increased by 200mm

fo allow for a truly huge boot. The car was given its
21099 code to differentiate it frorn the VAZ 2110,

which had been the original proposal tor a four
door Samara-based saloon but which was by

this time starting to evolve into a completely new

and separate model line. Full-scale production

and marketing of the VAZ 21099 didn’t begin until
December 1990, coded VAZ 210993 with the

1,288cc engine and VAZ 21099 with the 1,499cc.
To differentiate the three-box saloon, which was

intended to be a cut ever so slightly above tne

hatchbacks, it was given its own name in some

markets: Sagona in France, Diva in Belgium and

Forma in Germany.In Britain, however, It remained
a Samara.

 
A@® Top of the British Lada
range in 1989 was this
Lada Samara 1500 SLX

complete with one of the

less ugly body kits that,
for reasons which remain

shrouded in mystery, the

importer regularly bolted
onte its Samarasin the

misguided belief that

these grotesque plastic
mouldings added to the

car's appeal. (Authors
colfaction)
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Bee MeratUree)tearele saloon
wasfor it to have its own entirely unique body

RCMACRuetea
the prototype;first revelryerve tM Leta lars

revMitteMM Siete eesaeexhibition:
TaeCHLuliMURELLolig

approach that involved eects emoeaed
PSRefCaecaeeaistelea
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Sarreeecgste(erseee
door Samara was given

the formaltitle VAZ

PahMe Larengy

with the five-door VAZ
ate)fel

“The four-door VAZ
21099 had longer rear

overhang than the
hatchback model, giving 
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The VAZ 2108 Samara hac first arrived in

Britain in November 1987 as a 1,288ce three-

door with a standard five-speed gearhox. There
were three trim levels — L, SL and SLX - all

created by the importer on the basic Soviet VAZ
3108, All of the Samaras sold in Britain were

fettied and buffed up at Satra’s Carmaby import
centre to include — depending on the trim Sevel

required at any particular time by the British
imoorter's marketing strategy - new grilles, body
kits (sorne of extremely dubious taste}, racios
and wheeltrims.

 
Motor magazine welcomed the new Samara

as ‘a massive leap forward for Lada...It offers
unrivalled price for size value, combined with fair
performance and economy, safe handling and
very generous equipment. On the negative side,
the ride is poor, the finish downright shoddy and
- compared with Lade’s own Riva,..the Skoda
Estelle, FSO Polonez and Yugo 55A — it’s not
that cheap’ Priced at £4,795 the Lada faced
competition from the Fiat Uno 45 Fire at £4,780
but was much less expensive than the Ford
Escort 1300 Popular at £5,662 and the Peugeot

 

€ Belgian buyers got
the chanceto buythis

extremely smart soft-top
Samara, a coach-built

car developed by the

local importers.(Authors

collection)

@ The Lada Samara T3
came seventhin the

4990 Paris-DakarRally,

when 1982-3 Formula

One world champion

Jacky Ickx was at the
wheel. In 19917 it came

fifth. Developmentof the
car had started in May

1989, prompted by Lada-

Poch, the French Lada
concessionaire, Apart

from the generalstyling,

headlamps, windscreen

and grille badge there
wasn’t a huge amount of

genuine Samaraleft in
the T3. The rear-mounited

engine was a six-cylinder
3,600ce Porsche unit

developed by NAMI to

produce 300bhp. The

gearbox and all-wheel-
drive transmission were
borrowed from the

Porsche 959. Suspension

was designed by the

Tupolev aircraft plant

and the body was
made from carbon fibre

reinforced plastic panels
fixed to a tubular frame.

Top speed was 138mph.

(Author's collection)
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#This NAMI 0290 was powered by an extremely well-

developed VAZ 2106 1,568cc engine, which with its
Mitsubishi turbocharger churned out 180bhp. The car could

reach 180mph.it was madein 1989 and had permanentfour-
wheeldrive. The car’s nickname was Appelsin (Russian for

‘grange’). The doors were taken from the ZAZ1102 Tavria
but muchof the bodywork was made from plastic materials

~ total weight was just 960kg, Note the wheels — standard
Samara units!A later version, the 0300, was built in 1891

and was powered by a 2,300c¢ 16-valve ZMZ engine that in
detuned form would later become a standard production

option for the GAZ Volga range. (Avioexport)

This is the 1989 Australian sales brochure for the Lada

Samara Volante, lt was marketed as a sport hatchback

thanksto its sports road wheels and go-faster siripes.
(Author’s collection)
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309 XE with its ancient Simca engine at £5,545.
What Car? pitched the Samara 1300L up against
the Mini City E, the Citro&n AX 10E, the Flat Uno

45 Formula, Hyundai Pony 1.8 Sonnet and the

Renault Five Campus. They weren't impressed
and ranked the Lada bottom of the pile, noting

that they were ‘not convinced that build quality is
as good as we'd like to see, even at this budget

Price, The Lada may offer a low cost way into
medium hatchback motoring, but it might prove
difficult to advance to anything morerefined after a
year or two of hard use." It admitted, nowever, that

the Samara did ‘offer a lot of car for the money’,
Five-cloor models arrived in Britain a yearlater

in October 1988 along with 1,498cc versions of
the three-door. The five-coor cars with the larger
engine came in February 1989. Writing of thefive-
door 1300L, Autocar and Motor said: ‘Lada is

building cars to an acceptable standard’. At just
£4,926 the five-door Samara 1300L looked an

excellent buy compared to the 957cc three-door

Ford Fiesta Popular at £5,004, the Austin Metro 1.0

City five-door at £5,237 and the five-door 1,/08ce

Renault Five Campus at £5,320.
A rotary-engined Samara, the three-door VAZ

2108-91 hatchback — only everoffered to Russian
ouyers - was powered by the two-rotor VAZ 415
engine. At 56,000 roublesits price new was4little
less than the 21079. It had a five-speed gearbox
and could reach 124moh, needing just sight
seconds to accelerate from rest to B2mph (O0km/
h). It was followed by the five-door VAZ 2109-91,
which used the samedrivetrain.

The Samara formed the basis of a concerted

effort to became involved in motorsport A Samara
44 was built for the 1985 Soyuz Rally, Transmission

was permanent 4VWD and the engine, directly
derived from that used in the classic Zhiguli series
but boosted to 150hp, was placed above the rear
axle, on the left side. The Samara-EVA of 1987 had

a 1,860cc engine with 16-valve cylinder heac, a
turbocharger and electronic injection. Again derived
irom the VAZ 2106 unit but new placed centrally,
this could produce 300bhp when a normally
aspirated version of the same engine produced a
mere 160bhp, The only engine part thet survived the
tansplant from the Zhigull was the cylinder block,
and from the Samaraitself came just the shape of
the coachwork — produced in fioreglass around a

 

 
- LEAVES THE OTHERS FOR

no |

 
TOO MUCH TOOLATE TS88-1991

             
   

oe ‘Sheltenbar
Bex

A more practical
approachto Samara

 
marketing down under
was the Australian Bizivan.

Britain also had a Samara

van,(Author's collection)

€© Cuba's President Fidel

Castro tries out the new

Lada Samara in 1989.

, His younger brother Raul
reputedly drove himself to

work every day in his own

white Lada. (Avtoexport)
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tubular frame — and the headlights. The Samara S-
Proto of 1989 had a layout similar to the Sarnara-
EVA but boasted a rnaximum power of G50bhp.

Exports of the VAZ 21 08/3/99 were generally net
as successful as the VAZ 2106 series. Its higherprice
pliched it up against stiffer competition thal, while
amaller, was arguably more sophisticated. However,
in countries where rugged ability to get the joo
done was perhaps more of a buying factor than the
smoothestride and thefinestinterior trim mouldings,
fhe Samara foundits niche. It was sold reasonably
successiuly in Ausiralia and Canada, for example,
where Itwas marketed alongside the VAZ 2121 Niva.
it was more popular in the Soviet Union and the
Eastern Bloc, retaining a market in these courities
aven after the collapse of the Iren Curtain thanks to
its low price, ease of maintenance and ability to cope
with rough roads ancl poor driving conditions. i

  
#theSamarawas WAZ 2108/9/99 Lada Samara - British market 1980 to 1990

quickly co-opted onto~—British model AvtoVAZ Engine size Introduced Discontinued
the motorsportcircuit medel

to promote the image of Lada Samara 1300 L 3-door VAZ 2108 1,288cc Novernber 1987 Aoril 1991
Soviet cars abroad. This Lada Samara 1300 SL 3-doorLeda Samara 1200 SLX 3-door May 1989example was battiing

     
for the chequeredflag in Lada Samara 1300 L 5-decr VAZ 2109 October 1988 April 1981

1989. (Avioexport) LadaSamara 1300 SL 5-door ;Lada Samara 1500 SL3-door VAZ 21083 1,499c0 October 1988 April 1991
Wcrash-test survivor -a Lada Samara 1500 SL6-door—VAZ 21088 February 1989=April 199

Lada Samara showsits Lada Samara 1500 SLX 3-door VAZ 21083 October 1988 Agri 1981
Lada Samara 1600 SLX 5-door VAZ 21093 February 1989 April 1991mettle. (Avtoexport)
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he Samara had a major influence on the last
car to be approved for production by the

Soviet government. Ironically, t was a car that
truly filled the role of ‘people's car. At the beginning

of the 1980s VAZ designers and engineers
starting thinking about designing a car totally

different fram anything that the company then
produced — a car smaller than anything else built
at the time in the Soviet Union but which could still

carry four people in relative comfort. lt was to be

the Soviet Union's take on the fast emerging ‘city
car concept.

Work on a concept vehicle started in 1981,

watched over by leading designer Yuri Kuteev.
At the same time engineers at the SeAZ plant

in Seroukhov, which made the SZD —- a plain

and simple means of transportation for people

with limited physical ability — realised that their

own product was out of date, being little more

than a motorised wheelchair powered by 4

motorcycle engine.

Several SeAZ engineers, supported by their
chief engineer Alexander Popov, told Minavtoprom

that the Serpukhov enterprise desperaiely needed

to introduce a new product. They tound allies in

the corridors of power and in 1983 the SeAZ team

found themselves working at the VAZ plant ta make

a new car for disabled people. The starting point
was a development by NAMI — a small experimental

car called the Oka(‘Eye’), intended exclusively for
use by disabled drivers. Its name came from the

river that fows past the Serpukhov factory. The
experimental Oka was short, narrow, and stil

powered by a motorcycle engine. The biggest

# A prototype Oka
undergoing pre-

production tests.
Production models

had a different and

simpler door-handle

arrangement, replacing
the traditional external

handle with a button and

arecess in the B post to
access the latch - not

dissimilar to the first Fiat

Pandas. (Jiuwian Nowill)

TOOMUEH TOOLATE 1888-1991
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# An early prototype
of the Oka shows the

simple yet effective

styling ideas that were
to stay with the car

throughoutits life. Note
the clam-shell bonnet,

designedto allow easier
access to the engine

compartment.

(Julian Nowell}

eae

 
 

problem facing the engineers was right there
in the engine bay, since at that time the country
didn’t have its own small engine suitable for cars in
this class.

Meanwhile VAZ was finalising production of its
new VAZ 2108 Samara, the first mass-produced
Russian front-woeel drive car, for which the
company had engaged Porsche to helo with the
design of a new engine. Everyone was fred up with
enthusiasm for the new car, for frontwheel-drive
and for trying out new ideas. A senicr engineer
at the olant, Andrei Rozoy, developed an original
twin-cylinder engine but thal was rejected when
ii beoarne known that the new city car was To
be mass-produced, To make mass production
easier it was necessary for the engine to be
hased instead on an oxisting VAZ unit, Therefore

CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
in 1983 the engineers took the VAZ 2108 1,288¢6c
engine and, to putit crudely, out it in half, to create
a perfectly serviceable 649cc single-overhead
carnshaft two-cylinder unit with a power output of
30bhp, The Oka was then able to ride the crest of
the creative wave engulfing Toglatti, especially as
there was now a practical and affordable solution
forits Power SOUTCE.

For futherinspiration for what was siill intended
to be a car for disabled drivers the design team
looked east to Japan, the world leaders in micro
car development. The carthat inspired the exterior
design, completed by Yuri Vereschagin, was the
Daihatsu Cuore, which most closely resembled
ihe Russian team's original thoughts for the Oka.
The team first looked at producing a plastic-bodied
version, but the SeAZ team wanted the car fo be
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as easy to build and as durable as possible. They
considered plastic to be inferior to metal because

of fis cost and its perceived lack of long-term

durability. At ane stage they even wanted io use
metal bumpers going against the global trend in
favour of plastic fenders.

Despite being tightly restricted by the project's
design parameters the team continued their work,
aven thoudh at times it seemed the project would
never makeit into production. Then the minister in

charae ofthe Soviet motorindustry, Viktor Polyakov,
visited the Togliatti works, and Icoking at the clay
styling buck for the Oka he realised that what he
hac before him was in fact a true people's car, with

ihe potential to solve a major problem facing the

country — how to produce enough goods to meet

the ising demands of Soviet consumers. After

this the scope of the project went beyond simply
replacing the limited-use SZD and insteac creating
anew entry-level vehicle for Soviet motorists. Since
the ZAZ 988M was bigger than the previous ZA7

985 and its proposed replacement, the ZA7 1102,
was likely to move even further away from the
‘cheep and cheertul’ niche originally occupied by
the ZAZ 985, the Oka could become the car ihat

anyone could afford to buy,
The first prototypes were built, Dut then

almost everything was quickly changed: the rear
suspension was not good enough, the boot was
too small, the front subframe was too complex.
In fact three cliffereni series cf prototypes were

developed before the final design was agreed,
The length was Increased by 100mm and the rear
suspension was changed to resemble 4 smailer

 
#Thelittle Oka, also
knownas the VAZ 1111,

was a well-sorted mini

car, offering decent

motoring for those ona

budget. (AvtoVAZ)

TOOMUCHTOOLATE 1888-1551
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version of that used on the VAZ 2108 Samara.

There were some problems with the headlights
foo, The headlight unit was developed by NAMI,
which had been trying to develop 4 single standara
headlamp for usé on ail Soviet trucks, cars and
buses. It was imposed upon the Oka tearm, who

managed to successfully incorporate the chosen
rectangular shage into the body.

The finished Cka was neat and trim, small at

just 3,200mm long and 1,422rnm wide but very
capacious. The relationshio between weight,
engine and tyres even gave it good offroad
abllity, although this was an unintended benefit. Of
greater relevance was the fact that the Oka was
@ remarkably competent car at seed, Although
some people felt that such a narrow car would
be unstable tests showed that it was no more

prone to overtuming that any other car, The Oka
had obviously benefited from the work on the VAZ
2108 Samara and Porsche’s input into that model.

lt was subjected to an extensive series of tests and
trials, including spending time up in the Georgian
mountains, before being signed off in March 1984

for production as the VAZ 1117.
The Soviet authorities had great hopes for the

Oke. It was to be built at a proposed gigantic

industrial complex in Yelaiouge in Tatarstan and
would put an end to the Soviet Union's long-
standing shoriage of cars. However, the plans
for the massive new factory were inexplicably

abandoned. In hindsight, the cause was most

probably the lack of available resources at the
end of the Soviet era for anything other than the

most essential of industrial investment. Insiead,

production was farmed out to existing factories
across the country. Some were to be Built at

the VAZ Togliatti plant, some at the SeAZ plant
in Serpukhov, and sore in Tatarstan following a
decision in June 1985 to fuild it at the KamAZ

truck plant in Naberezhnye Chelny.
The KamAZ truck plant was one of the Soviet

Union's greaiest automotive achievements,
ostablishing from scratch on a greenfield site
one of the world’s biggest truck and truck-engine

manufacturing plants. Work had started in 1869, the
first truck being built in February 1976. Since then
more than 1.7 million trucks and 2.3 million engines

have been made by KamAZ, which remains one

of the world’s top ten truck manufacturers, offering

= CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
a massive range of vehicies in the 16- to 32-ton
classes.It is perhaps most farnousin the Westfor
the regular appearance ofIts drivers on the truck
class winners podium of the Paris-Dakar Rally.
Production of the Oka at KamAZ started on 6

November 1987, with the thousandth rolling off ihe
fine in March 1990.

The SeAZ plant built its first Oka in 1989 after

being completely revarmged and re-equipped. Ai
the same time the plant wasofficially transferred to

the VAZ group, which had started to make Oka cars
at its Togliatti works in 1986, Okas were only ever a
tiny part of the VAZ plant’s output, just 20,000 being
produced at Togliatt! between 1986 and 1995. VAZ
found thelittle car unprofitable to build and in 1998,
when the Importance of making a profit in the posi-
Soviet motor industry was paramountin the minds

of the plant's managers, the Oka equipment was
dismantled and sent to SeAZ, which along with the

KamAZ plant continued producing thelittle carinto
the 21st century. Marketing and sales of the Oka

were primarily in the hands of VAZ, but KamAZ also
gold it underits own badge.

Development of the Oka in the Soviet era was
limited, although very early on a three-cylinder

engine of 820cc producing 400h9 was developed,
again based on ihe VAZ 2108 unit. This wasinsialled
inthe 1988 prototype VAZ 1121, developed with an
eye on exports, and gave the Oka a top speed
of 87mph. The same engine also went into an off-
road prototype. However, this new powerunit never
went Into full production and Okas continued to be
powered by the original 649cc engine until 1996.
Top speed with the iwo-cylinder 29bhp engine was
75moh but fuel economy was a very creditable 6.4
litres per 100km (44mpg). The gearoox had four
speeds, driving the front wheels. Front suspension
was by McPherson struts with torsion-beam rear
axles on coil springs at the pack.

The Oka was indeed a basic car although it

was a modern design. However, the instrument
panel was taken from the original VAZ 2101 Zhiguli
— virtually identical to the one Fiat had introduced
in 1966 for the original Fiat 124 — which with its

rectangular shape and dated graphics rather
spoiled the effect. Indecd, many components wore
shared with other Soviel cars to make it easier for

owners lofind spares. The engine, being effectively
half a VAZ 2108 unit, shared such things as
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pistons. Many other components were taken from
the VAZ 2105, for example the radiator and sore

heater parts. The front wings were cetachable for
easy repalr.

The Oka was a tight car to drive, nimble and
responsive. The driving position was able to
accommodate surprisingly large people but the
three pedals were well offset towards the centre.
The gearchange was not that good either, and
the heater did little for rear seat passengers. Four

average sized people could fit easily into the Oka,
which was no mean achievementbearing in mindits

tiny external dimensions. The capacity of the boot
with the rear seats folded down and the front seats

moved forward made it passible to carry things

as large as a refrigerator or a 25in television set.
However, when loaded in this way trips over rough

ground were not a goodidea, as the exhaust pipe
would then drag on the ground. Indeed, the ever
popularrole of Soviet and Russian cars 4s transport
for families to and from their dachas, complete with

vegetables grown on the family plot, was perhaps 4
litle beyond a car as small as the Oka,

The VAZ 1111 Oka didn't really becomethe all-

purpose people's car of the Soviet Union — the
VAZ. 2104/5/7 Riva series was much better able

io fulfil that role, mainly becauseIts was bigger and
not that much more expensive, However, the Oka
soon found its own niche in ihe Soviet and post
Soviet marketplace as a city car. Sales were also
heloed byit being the cheapest new Car available
- a positive advantage In the early post-Soviet
era when many working people were offen short
of money. ll

 
#The styling of the Oka

was bang up-tc-date
when it was unveiled

in 1986. The tiny car
was built for a time in

three separate factories

including, ironically, the
massive KamAZ truck

plant. (Author's collection}
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@#The undoubted

potential of the ZAZ 1102

Tavria, both domestically

and for export markets,

wasnotfully realised as

a result of the collapse
of the Soviet Union.

The Ukrainian factory
was unable to maintain

either the quantity or the

quality of production to
meet even local needs,

muchless to explore

sales beyond the nation’s

borders. (Avioexpor}}

AZ continued to make its 968 series

throughout the 1980s — the two millionth ZAZ
was built during October 1982 — but by the end of

the decade it had introduced a bang up-to-date
three-doorfront-wheel-drive hatchback, the Tavria.

The story of the ZAZ 1102 Tavria, however, goes
back as far as the 196Qs,

In November 1963 the idea of a front-wheel-

drive ZAZ was suggested by a budding young

engineer Vladimir Steshenko, who was inspired by

the idea of front-wheel drive by the famous Austin/
Morris Mini. The Mini was particularly attractive

lo Steshenko because it was beating all of its
competiiors in rallies, including the Porsche 911,

Fiat Abarth 600 and Volkswagen 1200 Beetle, all

of which had a rear-engine, rear-wheel-drive layout

similar to ihe Dnieper Cossack,

CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
The prospect of working on a front-wheel-crive

concept was a shockfor the ZAZ workiorce, to say

nothing of the higher echelons of the government.

They had, after all, only just finished getting the

ZAZ 965 into production, which with its all-round

independerit suspension and air-cooled V4 engine

was hardly a conventional car. And work had

already started on its successor, the ZAZ 966,

which was where the omnipotent Minavicprom
saw the future of ZAZ — as a producer of small cars
with rear mounted air-cooled motors.

Work on what was cventually to become the

Tavria continued in parallel with the design and
development of the ZAZ 966 and the ZAZ 968,

even though officially the ZAZ front-wheel-drive

project did not exist — Minavtoprom had not

given it a green light, and technically projects  
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outside of the official economic plan shouldrit

really nave existed. As far as the men from the
ministry were concerned, the priority was to

increase production capacity for the existing ZAZ
968, which sold like hot cakes In the car-starved
Soviet Union.

The first frontwheel-drive 7AZ concept,

designed independently by the company’s

engineers, was bullt in 1970 just before VAZ

pulled togetierits own first experimental take on

FWD. This was the very first ZAZ 1102 three-door

hatchback. By ihis time Steshenko was ZA7’s

chief designer. In 1974 a saloon version of the
front-wheel-drive hatchback was built and in 1976

a four-wheel-drive 1.2-litre hatchback was made.
In 1975 MeMZ started work on a water-cooled

fourcylinder engine for the new car. Road tests,
however, revealed many design shortfalls in the
ZAZ 1102 that needed to be ironed out before the

car could be put on sale.

Onlyin 1978, when aprototype had alreacy been

worked Up and the technical and clesign problems
resolved, did the plant get official consent to design

and develop the ZA7 1102. That sarne year the

showcase VAZ plant at Togliatti, after toying with

frontwheel-drive conceptsin the early seventies,
had officially started work on its own front-wheel-

drive project. Being @ hatchback helped ihe
2AZ get an official green light. Orders from the

highest levels of Scviet government had decreed

that almost all new passenger cars produced

by AZLK, VAZ, IZH and ZAZ were to be

haichbacks, which explained the thinking behind
tne shape of the new Moskvich, Lada, [ZH and

ZAZ cars that were launched during the 1980s.

Several prototypes were successfully tested

in Siberia during 1978, giving the project another
welcome boost.

ZAZ first planned to produce its new cars in

1981 but official sign-offs far both the car and its

engine weren't actually given until 1982. The new

water-cooled engine for the car had been ready for
production since 1979. The first six Tavrias were

eventually made in 1986 with a few more follawing

in 1987, out full-scale production didn't get under
way until 1988, with sales across the Soviet Union
starting in 1989.

The first delays were caused by ihe revamped
Ford Fiesta being announced In 1981. The

head of Minavtoprom, Viktor Polyakov, wanting

fo make sure that the socialist car was just as

good as the capitalist product so the Tavria was

benchmarked against nat only the Fiesta but also

the newly introduced Austin Mini Metro. Then in

1983 came the Fiat Uno and Peugeot 205, and
in 1984 the new Renault 5. Fach time the Soviet

authorities heid back while each new competitor
was benchmarked against the ZAZ — all of which

seemed eminently sensible to make sure that the
Tavria didn't miss a trick, burt fn reality It left ZAZ

consiantly playing catch-uo against the latest
Westemcars.
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W The ZAZ 1102 Tavria

was a major step forward
from the ZAZ S68M.

As these pictures from
1988 show,It was an

extremely siyiish car

even allowing for the

high ground-clearance

dictated by the needs
of Soviet moterists.

(Avtoexpoart)
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> Someof the first ZAZ
1102 Tavrias had these

non-flush headlamps,

although the original
cars usedin publicity

shots had flush fight
units. The latter type

didn’t become standard

  
on all models until 1991.

(Avioexport)  
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Conspiracy theorisis in the former Soviet Union
have suggested that Polyakov, who farmerly worked
or VAZ, deliberately held up work on the new ZAZ
‘Oo make it easier for the Togliatti team te develop
and launchits frontewheel-drive VAZ 2108 Samara.

By holding back the Tavria, there was less chance
hat foreign currency to pay for technical help from

western motor companies would be diverted away
rom VAZ, who were developing their car with helo
rom at least ten Western finns, including Porsche.

ZAZ in contrast developed their car with virtually

no outside help. Only the design of the driveshafts
came from abroad, courtesy of British firm GKN.

The ZAZ 1102 Tavria itself was a sound piece of

design, combining all the qualities of a supermini
— economy, compact dimensions, hatchback
practicality — with the need to accommodaie Soviet
conditions — high ground clearance and easy
maintenance features.It had a specially designed!

four-cylinder, overhead camshaft 1,0970c MeMZ
245 engine. There was a five-speed gearbox,
front disc rakes, electronic ignition and a three-

door hatchback body with energy absorbing
bumpers. Front suspension was by McPherson
struts, The S06engine gave the aerodynamic
oar — its coefficient was 0.87 - enough oam~ahto

reach 9Omph. There was also 4 low compression
model, the ZAZ 1132 Tavria, which could run on
low grace 7G-ociane petral. In 1988, just to add a
bit of spice to the mix, there were even rumours of
a powerfull rally version being unleashed, powered
by a 18V turbocharged engine derived fram the
VAZ 2108, producing 180bhp. Pictures of such 4
car did eventually surface but it seems unlikely that
it ever competed in earnest.

In 1988 the Tava took part in a promotional

four to showcase new products of the Seviet auto

industry, a 13,000km endurance trial that ran
from Riga through Petropaviovsk to Kamchatka.
The two ZAZ cars needed nothing more ihan

replacement shock absorbers.
Onrelease the Tavria immediately encountered

ihe same problems as il had done with the ZAZ
966 and ZAZ 968 — demand for what was one

of the lowest-priced cars then available ta Saviet
buyers was colossal and production capasily
simply couldn't meetit. Ai a selling price equivalent
10 $5000 there were many more customers wanting
to buy Tavrias than there were Tavrias. The Soviet
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government had established the price at which the
Tavriawould be sold —asincieed itcid for every Soviel

car—-and even with demand way above supply the

orice remained atits comparatively low level, which
fuelled demand even further. Tavria buyers joined

the waiting lists that prevailed for every Soviet car
and bided their time until a car became available.

Even so,in the first couple of years 150,000 Tawrias
found homesall over the Soviet Union, helping the

olant to build its three-milionth car in June 1989.
Total ZAZ production though was down following
tne introduction of the 1102 — from 167,485 in 1987

when the 988M dominated the lines, to 138,700 in

1989 when tne Tavria joined it on the tracks.
The Tavria was easy to drive, It had sharper

reactions than theVAZ 2108 Samaraand was much

more sensitive to drive — indeed, some might even

say that it wasalittle nervous. Handling was safe
with a tendencyto understeer and at high speeds
the rear end could drift a little on corners. The 1.1-

litre engine pulled rather well but the strengths of
the engine were hidden by the strange choice of
gearratios. A very low first gear was useful only for
getting under way, which helped to hide the lack
of torque in the engine. A rapid shift to second
was necessary to maintain acceleration. Fifth gear
was really an overdrive ratio andi fourth was quite
high too — to get any real acceleration a shift down
to third was required. Even so, the Tawria was a fun
carto drive with lots of character.

Quality control was sadly not a strong point
_- indeed, ZAZ cars had often suffered variable
quality. East Germans referred to them as ‘Stalin's
last revenge’, which was perhapsa little unfair as a
well-sorted ZAZ wasreliable and sturdy. The early
Tavrias suffered many teething troubles, though,
which in the absence of a full-scale aftercare

programme owners had to put right themselves.
Exports, which used ihe Tavria name, were

limited outside of the Eastern Bloc although

Avtoaxport hac high hopes for it, and even
produced a catchy television commercial in which
a driver ran out of fuel in his Tavria. Stopping to

contemplate his fate, he lights up a cigarette with
his Zippo. Then, a brainwave —he drains the petrol
out of his lighter into the Tavria anc! happily sets off
again, accompanied by the caichline: ‘Sometimes
you forget about petrol you need solittle of it. The
Tavria car from the Soviet Union. ll
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(>The main export
markets for the ZAZ

1102 Tavria were the

Eastern Bloc countries.

This example was seen

in Bulgaria in 2006,

complete with an East
GermanIFA W50 truck.

(Author's collection)
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UAZ siarted the 1980s quietly and could have
gone out on a real high if history had taken

a slightly different course. It continued to produce

the LuAZ S69M Volin without any changes, but did
develop a number of models that didn't makeit into

large-scale production. One was the LuAZ 2403,

a tractor unit designed for use at airfields, and the
only VAZ-powered LUAZ, The ZAZ 2320 was a

dump-truck based on the LuAZ 2403 but with the

mechanical components of the LUAZ 96SM. The

Valin itself was importedinto Italy in the late 1980s
oy Martorelli. For the Italian market the air-cooled

MeMZ engine was replaced by a Ford 1117c¢
unit, more commonly found under the bonnet of
a Fiesta.

In the summer of 1989 LuAZ unveiled the Proto,

with plastic coachwork and the same engine

as the ZAZ 1102 Tavria, Work on the Proto had

started early in 1988 at the NAMI design centre

in Leningrad, but ff never made it into production
— which was a shame, becauseif any single Soviet

car summed up the spirit of glasnost it was this

one, with its cheeky, funky styling and its explicit

focus on driving for fun. Indeed, it was rumoured

ihat the whole project started at the instigation of

President Gorbachev, who wanted to encourage
young clesigners and pro
of a small NAMI unit — initi

Leningrad which historical

oted the establishment

ally with just six staff — in

ly had gained 2 reputation
as one of the most western orientated of Russian

citles. Minavioprorn asked the new unit to create

a small jeep for use by

to production starting at

ural people with a view

 
he LUAZ plant. That the

LuAZ plant wasitself working on a similar machine

TOOMUCH TOOLATE 1968-1991

PA LUAZ 969M shows

’ off its prowess by
dealing with driving
conditions that would

leave many other

machines standing.

{Avioexport)
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¥The LuAZ 1301

would have been a true

European challenger to
the host of micro-SUVs

that Japan produced, but

it didn’t progress beyond

the prototype phase.

(Paul Raiser)

was not an issue, as by this time competition
between Soviet enterprises was the spirit of the
age. The Proto wasn't Just the first product of the
Leningrad NAMIstudio, tt was also the iast, as the
promising offshoot in what was soon to become St
Petersburg once again was a victim of post-Soviet
economic contraction.

The bonnet and front wings of the Prote were a

single unit, opening up to give amazing access To
the engine — ratherlike the Triumph Herald or the
BMW Mini. The engine was the MaMZ 246 unit used
in the Tavria but the transmission was completely

new, The gearbox had six gears, ihe lowest two
of which were effectively 4 low-range selection.
The front axle took its drive from the second shait
of the gearbox — there was no transfer box. Front
suspension was independent by McPherson
struts, at the back, also independent, by a de
Dion axle. The rear diff wasfixed to the chassis on
rubber mounts to reduce vibrations. The engine,
front suspension and front drivetrain were itted
to 2 subframe so that the whole assembly could
be removed in a single unit without any need fo
dismantle the body.

The body liself was made up of & solid structure
welded together from pressed steel panels with
detachable external panels made from plastic — 4

technique used mast effectively in 1980 by General
Motors on the original Saturn. The advantages

 

 

of this were that the car could be more easily

assembled and facelifts would be easier. The
interlor was designed for four passengers under
the so called ‘95 per cent perceniile’, under which
95 out of every 100 adults would find it very easy
to gat cornfartable. The seats could all be folded
flat to create a passable bed for two orfolded

up and forwards to create a large luggage area.
However, the use of the angular VAZ 2108 Samara

steering wheel was a little incongruous when
set against the smooth, rounded shapes cf the
dashboard.

The Proto was undoubtedly a clever vehicle
- it also looked great and could have been a
serious competitor to the Suzuki Vitara, but only
one prototype wasfinished. A second, using VAZ
2108 mechanical components that would have

offerad more power than the Tavriarengined car,
was neverfinished.

In 1989 the finished MeM7Z-powered prototype
was driven to the NAMI headquarters in Moscow,
put a week later it was returned to Leningrad, no

iests having been carried out at all during its time
in the capital. No reasons were given but it was
felt that there was little point in testing a vehicle
that LuAZ simply wouldn't be able to put into
production.

As well ag the Proto disappointment LUAZ was

also unable to getits ownin-house designed LuAZ
1301 into production, development of which had
started in 1984. This vehicle was superficially
similar to the Proto, both dosing small, SUV-type
vahicles with a similar chunky appearance and a

Tavria power plant, Both also used plastic in their
body construction. The LUAZ 1301, hawever, would
have been a more complex car to build. It originally
had air suspension, a completely new area of
technology for the plant, to improve its off-road
abilities, but later versions developed in the post
Soviet era had more conventional suspension.

Sadly, development of new products by LuAZ
after 1990 was seriously hampered, primarily
due lo the poor economic climate that engulfed
the Ukraine following the collapse cf the USSR.

During Saviet times LuAZ had fuilt about 16,500
vehicies @ year, including those mace for the Red
Army, but it would be anotherten years before ihey
would again drive as many cars off the end of their
production line. ll 
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Caen

AZ trod water during the 1980s. Its main
customer wes the Soviet military complex,

which was generally quite happy with the rough out

teady and steady UAZ 469 and 452. In the 1980s

ihe Ulyanovsk designers created severalinteresting

vehicles that were not put into production usually
due to a lack of financial resources. In 1980 iney

came up with an electrically-powered vehicle,

and a 1,.5-ton minitruck with a diesel engine, the

KAZ 3727 - of which more later - was designed

for a vehicle plant in Kirovabad. In 1983 a team of
UAZ designers was awarded the highest of State

prizes for designing an amphibious vehicle, tne

UAZ 3907 Jaguar. This model was designed for
ihe Red Army, in particular for frontier guarcs. On
water it could reach 9 knots and there is stil no

similar vehicle in production anywhere in the world.

       

The company’s mainstream vehicles remained
largely unchanged, although a series of running
alterations were made to both the 469 and the 452

families throughout tne 1980s to try and keep inem
competitive.

In 1985 the UAZ 451 two-wheel-drive versions

of the forward-control van and pickup series were

dropped and only four-wheel-drive vehicles were
made thereafter, The range was renamed to bring
it in line with the new Soviet system of vehicle

identification: the UAZ 452 van became the UAZ

3741, the UAZ 451D pickup ithe UAZ 3303, the
UAZ 452B minibus the UAZ 2206, and the UAZ

452A ambulance the UAZ 3962. Besides these

formal changes to their index codes, the engine
was changed from the 2,445cc UMZ 451M 72bonp
unit to the 8Obhp UMZ 414.10, also 2,445c¢. Top

A@The ambulanceversion
of the UAZ 452 was

renamed the UAZ 3962

in 1985. Apart from

some small mechanical

changes, designed to

improve the vehicle’s

longevity,little else

was altered. (Author's

collection)
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 AThe UAZ 4696 was renamed the UAZ 91512, and
although its appearancedidn’t change a number
of small but important mechanical changes were

made beneathits skin to improve the reliability of

this extremely capable off-road vehicle. Even so,Ti

remained very much a utilitarian vehicle with little

attention paid to creature comforis, retaining tubular
seats and a practical metal-and-rubberinterior.

(Author’s collection)

  
The UAZ 469 was renamed the UAZ 3451in 1985.

At the sametime useful but rather minor mechanical
changes were made to what remained a crude bui

extremely effective off-roader. (Avtoexpori)

|
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Speed went up a litte from 59mph to G2mpeh.
Powerassisted dual circuit brakes were installed,

and new, more roliable drive axles had changed

gearratios. The vehicles equipped with screened

electrical equipment and a pre-operational heater

for the engine were called the UAZ 33031 {pickup},

UAZ 37411 (van) and UAZ 39621 (ambulance). In

1989 the engines were again changed to another
update of the UMZ 451 series, the UMZ 4178.10,

which produced 92bhp and boosted top speed to

88moh. And until the introduction of a larger engine

option in the mid-1890s, followed by fuel injection

in 2006, that was pretty much it for the Loaf anc

Tadpole. in 1990 four examples with a completely

new body style, the UAZ 3972, echoing some of

the styling themes seen in the RAF 2203, were fuilt
in ambulance trim. They remained as proictypes

following the collapse of the Seviet Union.
In essence the UAZ light commercials remain,

to this day, pretty much unchanged since the

first examples rolled out of the factory in 1958.

The cab is very tight and the heateris surprisingly
weak, so the heat that comes from the centrally

mounted engine is quite welcome in winter. The

steering colurnn is fixed and no adjustment is
orovided. Proper seats with contoured padding

didn't arrive until the turn of the century. Steering is

without any assistance and the instruction manual

specifically recommends drivers not to turn the

wheel when the vehicle isn’t moving. Tne design

of the front suspension allows only the track and
not the camber to be adjusted, Thefirst examples

of the UAZ 450 family did not have proper sealed
jolnts so after passing through water drivers had to
lubticate them — the tool kit thoughtfully included

a grease gun, Improved steering joints were

Quickly introduced, which extended thelr life fram

10,000km to 20,000km at least, and with regular

servicing they now last for considerably longer.

Driving a UAZ light commercial is not difficult,

if the driver is in good physical shape — both the

gearshift and the steering require a lot of effort.
To bring the front axle into play, net only must

the transfer box be used but on examples made
before the late 1990s the front wheel hubs have

to be locked using a special hexahedron spanner.

This is not a quick job and later models have simple

Eimo-type clutches that can be turned by hand. On

road fuel consumption, with just one axle engaged

 

and travelling at 60km/n (7mph) was about 10

litres per 100km (28mpq). However, under urban
conditions this increased to 18 litres (15.6mpq) and

when off-road io 25 litres (11.2mpqg}.

Minimal changes were also made to the 469
series, In October 1984 ihese vehicles were

renamed to bring them in line with ihe new Soviet

vehicle numbering system, and the UAZ 4698
became the UAZ 31512. In 1985 a military version

with wheel reducers to increase ground clearance,

the 3151, replaced the UAZ 468. The medical UAZ
469BG becamethe UAZ 3152.

At the same time a whole ratt of minor changes

came on-stream, not least of which was that the

original 2.4450 UMZ 451M 72bhp engine was

replaced by the 8O0bhp UMZ 414.10 unit for civilian
vehicles while the UMZ 4.414.1G replaced the UMZ

451 MI in military versions. Both sitll displaced

2445cc, ouitoo spesd was now 68mph compared

to 62mph with the previous models,
The appearance of the capable little jesps was

changed only slightly. However, because of the

design of the revised dual circuit brake system,
which involved changes to the bodyshell, it wasn't

possible te swap bodies between pre- and posi-
facelift models. To lock at, the new vehicles nad

larger front and rear lamps, separate number plate

light and a reversing lamp — pari of upgrading

the lighting equioment to meet international
standards. Mechanically, the clutch and brake

pedal mountings were changed. All forward gears

 
The UAZ 2206 was

the post-1985 minibus
of the UAZ range.it

offered very basic
accommodation with

tubular seatsforall

occupants.

(Author's collection)
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         #The drop-side pickup
continued as the UAZ

3303, complete with its
wooden bedy.

{Author's collection)

=} In 1985 the two-wheel-

drive option for UAZ’s

light commercials was

dropped. After this there
were just two mass-

produced Soviet medium

panel vans — the ErAZ
762 and the four-wheel-

drive UAZ 3741. (Author's
coifection)
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gained synchromesh. The battery was relocated
to the right-hand side of the engine bay, and the

steering column was a collapsible one so as to
be safer in a crash. The rearview mirror gained
an anti-dazzle feature, seat belts were fitted, and

the heater was more powerful. Hazard lights were

added and the wiring loom gained plastic plug

connections. Improvements were made to the

drive shafts and axles, improved seals and gaskets

being part of a programmeto extendthelifespan of
these componenis. There was a more economical

carourettor. Other changes included telescopic
shock absorbers and, for civilian models, seven-

instead of nine-leaf rear springs to improve ride

comfort. Transitional models mace during the

medel changeover — whichlasted until 1988S — and

incorporating elements of both pre ancl post 1984
models had the suffix -O1 added to their new four

and five digit inclex codes.
In 1989 the transitional models were cropped

altogether and so was the -O7 suffix. The engine

was changed to the more powerful 92ehp
overhead-valve UMZ 4178.10 (UMZ 4179 on military

models), although at 2,445cc its displacement was

unchanged. A servo-assisted braking system was
added and the civilian model's drive axles were

modernised in 1889. To increase ihe dynamic

capability of the UAZ, the gearratio of the final drive

was reduced from 4.625 to 5.125. An improved

gear change was also achieved by subtle changes

io the transmission {modified axles can be
   

identified oy the letter 'M’ stampedinto the casing).

Top speed remained unchanged at 68&mph but

flexibility and economy were improved.
The UAZ 469 was sold in Europe during the

1980s, cashing in on the off-road market explosion,

but its worst enemy was found to be rust. Several

improved versions were put tagether by importers

— for example,Italian importer Martorelli offered an

ltalian VM turbadiesel engine, a Peugeot 2.5 TD
SObhp unit or a Fiat 2,000cc DOHC motor.

In 1989, UAZ took part in UNESCO's Great Silk th,
Road International Expedition, part cf a project to }
explore and chart the culture and history cf the

ancient trace link between Europe and Asia. The
UAZ vericlestravelled the entire 10,000km route aver

the offen treacherous Central Asian roads, shewing At
suchillustrious companies as Mercedes-Benz how
it should be done. They climbed mountains to more

than 2,000m above sea lavel, where they showed

clear advantages over the German vehicles in bath

soeed and general performance.
In the 1880s the Soviet military finally got

round to thinking about getting itself a new jeep,
no doubt prompted by the revarnped Land Rover
80 and 110, which had taken off-road ability -

and with it the prowess of the NATO forces who
used the Britisn 4x48 - to a whole new level. An

order was therefore passed to UAZ io develoo

a replacement for the UAZ 469/37151. The plans

were impressive: new models, the latest factory
equipment and mass production in ever greater

 

emDTweaa ret)

developed atthe end of the

1980s as a replacement for

the long-running UAZ 469

Cry tcem UlmerMela

CureeensomeLs
made. This is an example
ofthe latt

rectangul

cireular headlamps. (U/AZ}
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 #The drop-side pickup
continued as the UAZ

3303, complete with its
wooden body.

(Author's collection)

> In 1985 the two-wheel-

drive option for UAZ’s

 
! light commercials was

dropped. After this there
were just two mass-

produced Soviet medium
pane! vans - the ErAZ

762 and the four-wheel-

drive UAZ 3741. (Author's

collection)
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           >Thefinal evolution of

the stillborn replacement
for the UAZ 469/3151

series was the UAZ 3172,
designed at the end

of the Soviet era, The

picture shows a military
specifaction model. The

prototypes werebuiit in

1992. (UAZ)

e118

numbers. Fortunately, UAZ had already been
thinking4little ahead of the game.

In 1875 the company hac begun working on 4
new SUV, and the first mock-up was unveiled in

1980 as a sharply styled three-door. By this time

the project had gained the working title of UAZ

3170. At 325mm road clearance was greater than

the 215mm of the UAZ 469, while its height was
lower — 1,960rmm compared to 2,050mrm. tt hac

non-independent leaf spring suspension. Military
examples were officially tested between 1982 and

1983 and led, between 1985 and 1987, to the next

development, the UAZ 3171, aimed firmly at military
users. By 1990 four working prototypes had been

built. A civillan example was revealed in 1980 but

the focus remained clearly on ihe military variant.

The next protetype, drawing upon the lessons
learned trom the UAZ 3170 and 3171, was the UAZ

3172, By this time its desioners had a clear idea
of what was expected of their new vehicle. It had

to be capaple of carrying a ton of equipment or
ten fully-equipped soldiers. Fuel consumption for

ostrol models was set at 15.7 litres per 100km
(f8mpg) and for a projected diesel version 14

litres per 100km (2Ompg). Top speed was to be

between 7Imph and 8imoeh. Coil springs were

chosen for the suspension, as they offered far

greater off-road ability than leaf springs, a point
proven by Land Rover's 90 and 110 series. Thanks

to wheel reducers in the hubs ground clearance
was a staggering 830mm.

= CARS OF THE SOVIET LINIGN

Nine UAZ 3172 prototypes were bullt, the frstin
1992. The engine was essentially the same UMZ 4
4179 used in the UAZ 3157 but boostedin size to
2,886cc and capable of chuming out 103bhp.There
was also provision for a diesel-engined option which

with a snorkel could travel in water up to a metre
deep, All could climb gradients of 50 per cent

UAZ tested their new jeep against the best
the rest of the world could offer - the Land Rover

Defender 90 and 110, the Toyota Land Cruiser
the Land Rover Discovery, the Mercedes Benz G-

wagen, the Cnewolet Blazer and the Ford Bronco,
Oftroad, the UAZ 3172 outperformed them all

— even, according to UAZ, the Land Rovers! 4
Intended for a massive production run, it passed |
its final pre-production tests in 1993. However, the
financial crisis that groped the Red Armyafter the
fall of the Communist government prevented the
UAZ 3172 from making it into production.

Looking back with the benefit of todays
knowledge, ine UAZ 3172 was indeed a promising
design.It could seatafull crew ofsoldiers, steering
was easy and visibility was good. Todrive, It wag

a vast improvement over the UAZ 3151.Thesimple
body shape was attached to an extremely strong
chassis. Ail three differentials — front, back and

centre — could be controlled by the driver using
a hydraulic drive systern. Both axles were solid
in the finest tradition of the best off-roaders but

the brekes remained drumsall round. The power
steering wasfitted with a damper to absorbjolts. i
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@The UAZ 3972 was intended as a possible replacement
for the long-running UAZ forward-controllight commercial

series, but only ambulanceversions were developed, as

replacements for the UAZ 3982. Aithough mechanically very
similar to the older vehicle, the prototype featured a much
more driver-friendly interior with a full dashboard and sound

insulation. The project, which was starting to come togetherat
the end of the 1980s, was a victim of the collapse of the Soviet

Union. To this day UAZ arestill fielding what are essentially the
same forward-control vehicles that were offered at the end of

the 1850s! (Viacimir Varaksin)

This is the short-wheelbased military version of the

stillborn UAZ 3171, the proposed replacementfor the long

running UAZ 469/3151 series, The interior was surprisingly

luxurious for a military vehicle, with a fully equipped padded
dashboard. (Viadimir Varaksin}
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 Br aos ea cadmeastae crs pcepermanah

/ Metallic paint was
offered on the Moskvich

2140SL to complement

its new, stylish interior.

(Avioexpor}

Db. the 1880s Moskvich and IZH went theirseparate ways, with Moskvich eventually

adopting front-wheel drive. Moskvich introduced its

final variation on the long-running 408/412 there
in June 1981. This was the Moskvich 2140 SL.

sometimes Known as the 2140 Lux or 1600 SL,

which was only bullt for a short time and primarily

for export, although some were sold within the
Soviet Union. tt wasn’t that successful at rescuing

Moskvich’s precarious position in non-Eastern Blac
markets but did have some success in markets

such as Finland, where it was sold as the Elite. Twas

instantly recognisable by its large plastic bumpers,
which al the front incorporated the indicator lights,

and plastic rubbing strips along the lower door

panels. Other changes over the standard Moskvich
2140 included improved electrical systems, a

 

 
modern, moulded plastic dashboard, high-quality
seats, inertia reel seat balls, new doortrims, one-

piece front door windows and ihe option of metallic

paint. Rear lights were bigger and bolder too.
The bumpers along with some cf the other trim

components were sourced from abroad. Generally
these spare parts were not readily for sale in the

Soviet Union, anc if repairs were ever needed they

were often replaced with parts frorn the standard
Moskvich 2140 series.

A number of the changes first seen on the

Moskvich 2140SL ~ large chrome hub caps

being replaced with chrome-plated nuts and a
decorative hub centre cap, an improved heater,

single glass front doors {also adopted by IZA),
the modernised gearbox and a final drive ratio

reduced to 3.89 — were quickly introduced to
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the Moskvich 2140 series. In addition the oans-

piece chrome bumpers were replaced by ones

: with plastic end caps, the radiator grille lost its
chrome surround and the ceriral badge was

simplified. The heacresis becarne the frame type
q that allowed for better vision.

The Moskvich 2138 1,260cc saloon was

dropped in February 1983 while the Moskvich 2137

FE estate car was built until 1985. The Moskvich 2140

lasted until 8 July 1988 — net bad for a basic design

that had first seen the light of day in 1964. AZLK

nad certainly squeezed every crop of potential out
of it. However, the company had jong been acutely

aware cf its desperate need for a new car to keep

the Moskvich ilag flying. By the beginning of the

1880s Moskvich exports weré down to 20,000 a
year, and even in the carstarved Soviet Union a

Moskvich could be bought off the shelf. Quality
control suffered too as a result of falling sales,

which did nothing for the reputation of the brand
either in the Soviet Union or in export markets.

in spite of the pramise shown by the C range of

prototypes, AZLK decided to make an even bigger

leap forward for its new car. Following completion

of tne Moskvich 2140 modernisation programme,

the company appointed a new chief designer, Yuri

Tkachenko, who was Interested in moving forward
with front-wheel drive. The C series of prototypes

had, of course, been rear-wheeldrive.
Tkachenko had been trained at the Moscow

Higher Technical School, from which he graduated in

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

  
 
 
 

 
 

 

“The Moskvich 2140SL of 1981 was a

top-of-the-line upgrade of the standard
2140. It was intended primarily for

export markets, wheré it was usually
sold as the Moskvich t500SL. Some,

however, were sold within the Soviet

Union. (Author's covfection)

“>The biggest external change to the
Moskvich 2140SL wasits huge plastic

} : bumpers. The rest of the bodywork

AUA 2S9 — réiiained lafgely the same,including
: the revised rear end with its rather

: TehMUL)oiit-TmeerhomesT=LeerNmceetre)
by the numberplate. (Author's collection)
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             4 Someofthe features
introduced on the 2140SL

were also included on

mainstream models. This

is a ‘series two’ version

of the Moskvich 2140 -

note the absenceoffront

door quarter-lights and
a new style of bumper

with plastic end caps.

(Author's collection)

The styling changes
intreduced for the

Moskvichin 1976 were

actually quite effective,

especially bearing in
mind the limited extent

of their scope. This is a
later ‘series two’ variant,

seen in Bulgaria in 2006.

(Author's calection)
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1955.In 1972 he became the deouty chief designer

at ZIL and from 1977 to 1985 was chief designer al

AZLK, In 1985 he returned to ZIL, where he stayed
until 1991. Besides his work on ZIL trucks and

Moskvich cars he also developed the transmission

units for the KemAZ truck range. He was in charge

of the AZLK 2141 programme, the car which was
destined to replace the 2140, from 1977 until 1984,

when it was signed off for production. It was his
decision to use the Anglo-French Simca 1308/

Chrysler Alpine as a ‘mule’ to test components for
the new Moskvich 2141 series.

To reduce the development time for the new

Moskvich, the AZLK team opted to use someof

the less dated components from the 2140. These

included the UZAM 412 engine, the clutch and

the brake system. A running mock-up was built,

which for the sake of speed combined these
components in a front-wheel-drive format with the

body of the Simca 1308/Chrysler Alcine. The five-

door hatchback bodly of the Anglo-French vehicle

had received plenty of plaudits for its styling.

The 1308/Alpine hac an interesting history,

having peen developed by the British arm of

Chrysler using 4 Simca drivetrain that had first
been seen in the Simca 1100 in 1967. Originally

there was a proposal to also develop a rear-wheel-
drive version of ihe car, specifically for the more
conservative British markei which, in the 1870s, still

wasnt fully convinced of the benefits of front-wheel
drive. This was abancaned when it becarne clear

 

that to create two mechanically different cars for the
same market sector would not befinancially viable,

especially when the British arm of Chrysler Europe
was losing money hand over fist. [he front-wheel

drive 1308/Alpine was announced in 19/6 and

was built at first only at the Poissy plant in Paris. In
1976 it won the Car of the Year award and started

to be assembled by the British arm of Chrysler at

the Ryton factory just outside Coventry.
The Moskvich mock-up, combining Russian

mechanical components with a 1308/Alpine bady,

named 'Maksimka’tookjust four monthsto build and
was demonstrated io ministers at the A7ZLK sports

stadium in October 1977. They liked what they

saw and gave the car a green light for production

— complete with its Simea/Chrysler bodyshell! While
this decision heloed to cut development costs, the

engineers and designers — whe had thelr own in-
house styled mock-ups reacly to roll - felt snubbed,

and they neverreally took the 2141 to heart as they
had earlier Moskvich cars.

Under the skin, though, the 2141 and the 13806/

Alpine turned out to be completely different. The

Russian car had a longitudinal engine instead of

the transverse layout used in the 1808/Alpine.

Although the AZLK designers had looked at both

transverse and longitudinal layouts, the UZAM 412
motor was too long to install transversely when

mated to a five-speed gearbox. However, Renault

and Volkswagen both used longitucinal engines
with frontwheel-drive — the Renault 20/80 of 1975
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€Thesimilarities

between the Moskvich

412 of 1970 and the end-

of-the-line Moskvich

2140 are clear from

this picture - the visual

changes were restricted
to modificationsin trim,

 
but were nonetheless

surprisingly effective.

(Hungarian Moskvich Club)
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         :
ji     

#The Moskvich 2140 was

lightly facelifted at the start
of the 1980s. The grille

and the front windscreen

iost their bright trim work.

(Hungarian Moskyich Ciub)

>In 1987 Moskvichfinally

  
got a new car. The Meskvich
2141, a five-door hatchback,
was announced with a great

fanfare, coming asit did

 
on the 60th anniversary of

the October Revolution.

Red, then, is an appropriate
colourfor this example.

 
(Avtoexport)

 
eau
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and the Volkswagen Passat of 1973. The designers
at AZ7LK came up with a tine design that made the
best use of the longitudinal engine layoul. This
included making sure that weight distrioution was
balanced, 62 per cent on the front axle and 38 per
cent to the rear, They also ensured ease of access
for maintenance and repair — it was possible to
dismantle and remove the gearbox, complete with
final drive unit, without taking out engine.

One additional acivantage of this layout was

discoverad by AZLK's engineers. In the evert of an
accident the engine would absorb frontal impact
and, by moving backwards and downwards under
the passenger compartment, reduce the energy
of the impact considerably and help to prevent
serious deformation of the passenger area. The
longitudinally-located motor was also helpiul in
paving the wayforfuture possible variants, including
a 4x4 option.

Coil spring independent front suspension by
McPherson struts and coil spring non-independent

rear suspension were used instead of the torsion
bar system in the Simca/Chrysler. The rack-anc-
pinion steering gear was mounted directly onio the
front scutile directly above the gearbox. The unique
Moskvich designeddrivetrain led te the development
of a body that turned out to be very different from
the Anglo/French car. Larger diameter 14in rather
than the Alpine/1308's 13in wheels required larger
wheelarches, the wheeloase was sligntly shorter,

the rear cverhang was also shorter and the front

overhang was longer, although cleverly disquised by
the rounded nose profilo. The interior was an entirely

original design too. All that eventually remained al
the Anglo-French car were some elements of the
roof construction and the windew profiles!

The AZLK 2141 series was shaping up to be a

thoroughly contemporary Car apart from one thing -
its engine. Various attempts were made to upgrade
and enlarge the UZAM 412 unit. Designing a new
engine wasn't a oroolem but finding the investment
necessary to get it into production was virtually
impossible. At the time the Soviet motor industry
was in the throes of introducing three entirely new

cars from ZAZ, VAZ and AZLK, while GAZ and ZL
were developing new irucks, SO resources were

stretched to breaking point. Long negotiations with

companies as varied as Peugeot, Mitsubishi, Alfa
Romeo and Renault to supply engines andalicence

to permit thelr eventual construction by AZLK all
failed, wasting valuable developmert time.

Finally, in Septernber 19886 Minavioorom
organised a competition for the development of
a new engine for the new Moskvich. Teams trom
VYAZ and AZLK picked up the gauntlet, and the
ministry's technical review board considered their
oroposals during March 1987. VAZ had adapted
an existing engine — the recently announced 2108
Samara unit elreacy in production, while AZLK hac
opted for ihe clean sheet of paper approach. The
Moscow plant's engineers had been working on
a naw engine since 1983, prompied by a growing

 
€The Moskvich 2141

may have looked like
a carbon copy of the

Chrysler Aipine/Simca
1307-8 butin reality

it was an entirely

original design.

(Author's Collection)

TOOMUCHTOOLATE 1588-1981
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#Thefirst Moskvich 2141s roll

off the Moscow production line

in 1987. (Avicexpart)

>This cutaway picture shows

the longttudinal mounting of
the engine in the Moskvich

2141, positioned very close to

 
the front of the car. The result

washandling that was rather

prone to excessive understeer,

making the car less nimble

than, for example, the VAZ
2109 Samara,also a five-door

1500 hatchback.(Avioexport)
ii
|
i1
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realisation that the larger cngines promised by

the Ufa plant were not likely to be ready in the

foreseeable future and that In any event they would
- be reworked versions of an increasingly obsolete

powerunit. The AZLK engine waslighter and offered

f greater scope for future development, especially in
the area of lean-burn fuel technology, Moreover, the

AZLK engine had been developed as a range of

both petrol and diesel models. Minavtoprom gave
i agreen light in May for AZLK to take their proposals

forward, and the company brought in the British
engineering firm Ricardo to help with development

and production of the new family of engines.
Fetrol and diesel versions of the new AZLK engine,

designated the 21414 and 21428 respectively, were

dilicially unveiled at a special Moscow exhibition held

in 1988 to mark 70 years of Soviet engineering. It

bore no similarity to any single foreign engine.It had
four cylinders in line, tightly placed relative to each
aiher. The petrol model hac a capacity of 1,795c0
and a belt-driven overhead camshaft. The block was

     
eee

ee

 
cast iron and the cylinder head aluminium, marking &

break with the past as the 2140 andits predecessors

all had alurninium blacks. Electronic ignition was also

included in the design cespite Russian motorists’
preference for more old-fashioned but more easily

maintainable contact breakers. Using a simple

Lada carburetor the engine developed 95bhp — an

impressive performance by anyone's stanclarcls. The
diesel engine, of 1,890cc, was based on the same

block and cylinder head as the petrol version but had
arather modest output of 65bhp. There was a high

levelof commonality between the two typesto reduce
the cost of production and to simplify the supply of
Spare parts. Compared to the VA7 2106 engine, tne

AZLK was claimed to be ten per cent easierto build,
more compact and more economical.

Production was pencilled in for 1991, the 21414

first and then the 21423, and by 1988 AZLK was
already installing new equioment in Its engine

assembly unit. The intention was to build 240,000

motors a year, inclucing 80,000 diesel types.

rowever, the engine bacame another victim of
ne collagse of the Soviet Union in 1891, when

ihe new Russian Federation’s Finance Ministry

was unable to continue funding the project. When
the chequebock slammed shut AZLK had already

spent just over half the investment necessary

© oulld the engines. New equipment had been

 
installed in the Moscow works and in plants

owned by component makers. The cost of these
and all tne other investments neecled to introduce

the new car totalled $358,900,000 — transferred

as debt to AZLK’s balance sheet, crippling tne

company's chances of surviving in the post-Soviet

era from day one.

All these delays in developing a new engine
meant that AZLK had had no choice but to launen

their new car with two existing engines, the 1,478ac
UZAM used inthe Moskvich 2140 and the 1,568cc

VAZ 2106 used in the VAZ 2106 Zhiguli, VAZ 2107

Riva and the VAZ 2121 Niva. Both engines had

to be offered because the Togliatti plant couldn't

supply the extra 200,000 engines that would be
needed if all ihe new Moskvich cars were to have

the higher powered VAZ engine.

TOOMUCH TAOLATE 1888-1991
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#Theoriginal sales
brochurefor the

Moskvich 2141 was an

exuberantaffair, no

doubtreflecting the
joy that the company

finally had a carto sell
that wasn't a veritable

antique.(Author's
collection)
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#The Moskvich 2141 was

not sieek, but as can be
seen from this rear view

it was a solid-looking

machine. (Avicexport)

 
 

 
Using the existing engines wasnt a simple job,

howaver, The 2141 had a much lower bonnetline
than either the AZLK 2140 or the VAZ cars and
changes were needed to the engines themselves
to get them into the available space. The AZLK 214)
wasfitted with the VAZ 2106-70 unit. Changes had
been made mainly to the lowerparis of the engine
~ the mountings themselves, the sump and the oil
pump. To further reduce height, the air filter was
relocated away from the top of the engine to the
rignt-hand side wheelarcn.

The AZLK 21412 was built with the UZAM

331.10 engine, a thoroughly reworked UZAM 412
unit, albeit stil 1.478cc. tt produced 726hp. To
decrease Its height, the designers developed a
new inlet manifold, the flange of which underthe
carburettor was lowered by 26.5mm. The air fiter

CARS OF THE SOVIET UNICIN

 
wasrelocated to the front panel and changes were

made to the sump, oil purnp feed pipe and the
coverfor the distrioutor gears. The changes aimed

at increasing the engine's efficiency were directed
towards making it work wilh a weakerfuel mixture
over as wide a range of loads as possible. To do
this the combustion chambers were changed to
create swirl as the mixture entered, creating a far

more effective mix of petrol and air that resulted in
mare efficient use of fuel.

To keep the bonnet line low the long-running
Moskvich gearbox hac to be redesigned ‘oo,
with the shafts arranged almost horizontally. This
allowed the engine itself to be mounted lower
down, to bring the crankshaft in line with the

gearbox, and to be located 6Omm to the right of
the car's central axis.

Unusually for the Soviet era the AZLK 2141 was
subjected to ‘customerclinics. These revealed both
good and bad aspects — the rear window design did
not collect a lot of mud, removing the need tor a rear

wiper, but the driver's seat was condernmed as being
less cornfortable than the onein the 2740. Even so,

ihe 2141 was a definite step forward. lt was quite
srnart, with its black plastic bumpers and radiator

grille matched by matt black coorwindow frames,
and withits five-door body it was also practical— for
instance, the spare tyre was located underneath the
boot, which didn't need to be unloacied in order to
access It. Even without entirely new engines,it was

lighter than the ChrysierSimca, used less fuel, had
better ground clearance (essential for Soviet users)
andalargerinterior.

The new car was signed off for production in

April 1983, and finally, in 1986 -— when the four
millionth Moskvich was made — the AZLK 2141,
branded as the Moskvich Aleko for export markets,
started to trickle off the production line, its launch

neatly coinciding with the 27th Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The first
Moskvich 2141 was completed on 12 February that

year, but full-scale production didn't get under way
until July 1988, when the final 2749s rolled off the
line. Thanks to the emerging policy of glasnost the

cars shortcomings soon becarne wall known and
widely publicised, not least of which was its lack of
performance. [op speed of the UZAM-powered car
was 9O0mph, with O lo 62mph (1O0km/h} taking 4
mind numbing 18 secands. The VAZ 2106 engine
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*AZLK alwaysfelt that
its cars were cut above

Lada and IZH modeis -

as this Soviet advertising
shotfor the Moskvich

2144 clearly shows!

(Avtoexport)

Anotherlost

opportunity was the
forward-Icoking AZLK

2139 Arbat, a people

carrier developed by

NAMI. (Julian Nowil)

TOOMUCH TOOLATE 1984-1981
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          >The front-wheel-drive

Moskyich 3733 minivan

is perhaps the least
well-known Moskvich.

It was developed as

part of a proposed

joint venture with the
Bratislava vehicle plant

in Czechoslovakia.

(Julian Nowéltl)

 
improved thingsalittle -top speed went up to 88mph
and thrae seconds was shaved off the O-62mpn

acceleration time. Neither of the engines available

al launch wasreally up to shifting what was a heavy

vehicle, even though its aerodynamic coefficient
was one of the besi ever achieved by a Russian car.

The export name Aleko, incicentally, was derived
from ‘Automobile Plant Lenin Komsermel.

A huge amount of money hac been invested

in upgrading AZLK’s production facilities in
readiness for the new car, introducing new levels of

technology, automation and flexibility. There were

comouter-programmed machine tools, robotised
carts delivering components to work stations, an

automated warehouse complex, and an enormous

new panel plant that could rapidly change the

dies on fis presses from one type of panel to
another. In theory the plant could easily cope with

rapid and painless transitions between different

models of car. The flexiole production system was

intended to produce a wide range of models and

modclifications, inclucing an estate car and an MPV-

like microbus. However, what actually happened

was that a single mode! was made for 15 years,

the quality of assembly was consistently low and,
thanks to a combination of circumstances — some

of which were acmitiecly beyond the central of the

plent itself — annual production dic net rise above
106,000 cars even in its best years, though the

Official target was 200,000. Indeed, in 1989, the

first full year of 2141 production, AZLK built just

74,058 cars — well down from 182,030in 1987 ths

last full year of the 2740.

The Aleko was never seriously exported in the

way that the Moskvich 408 and 412 had been, other

than to former Eastem Bloc countries, even though
there wereplans to start exports to Westem Europe
in 1987 followed by a launchin the USA by 1991,
The few cars that were sold outside of the Soviet

Union were usually fitted with the VAZ 2106 engine.
The lack of a suitable power unit was the main

reason why export sales cidrt take off, especially
the lack of a diesel. With the prospect of its own

diesel engine seeming to recede everfurtherinto the

distance, AZLK looked to foreignfirmstofill the gap.
They tumed first te Ford, from whem they chase the

4,758e¢ 6Obhp XLD418 diesel in the hope that it

would attract budget-conscious Western cusiomers

by offering thern an economical and spacious car

at a very affordable price. At the 1990 Berlin Motor
Show an AZLK 2141 with the Germar-built diese

engine, first seen in the Ford Sierra range anc
thereafter in the Escort and Fiesta, was presentec

as the Lada Aleko-141. The engine produced bett

its maximum torque and power at lower revs thar

the UZAM 331.10 and VAZ 2108 engines,offering
the AZLK 21411 Moskvich diesel a high degres o
flexibility. So as not to lose too much acceleratior

AZLK combined the engine withafifth gear ratio ¢

0.782 and a final drive of 4.1°1. At a steacly 58mpl
the diesel Moskvich used 5.7 litres of fuel per 100kn

(49mpg) and at 7omph it used 7.0 litres (40mpg
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That economy came at the expense of top speed —
aless than sprightly 84mph. Acceleration to 62mph
(i0Ckm/h) took 25 seconds.

The gearboxes in the first cars had had

problems with fifth goar, so a revised gearbox was
guickly developed which was launched In Aoril
1990, These models had ihe suffix -01' added

to their main model designation. Improvements
were also mace at the same time to the master

brake cylinder, final drive, bodyshell and 29 other
components. AZLK claimed the new car was good
for 200,000km without any problems and thus well
worth a 38 per cent price increase!

In 1987, as part of his programme of economic
changes, Soviet leacler Gorbachev decided to allow

anteronsing individuals io complement the state

Sector by starting up small businesses, and the long-

running Soviet restrictions on private ownershipoflight
vans and pickups were lifted. AZLK responded very
quickly by developing the frant-wheel-drive Moskvich
2336 pickup, based on the 2741 hatchback. Thefirst

examples were seen in 1988 at the Autodesign-88
exhibition in Moscow, which showcased the latest

ideas frorn the Soviet motor industry, Procuction
dant finally get Linder way though untl December
1993, as the AZLK 2335 when powered by the VAZ
2108 motor and as the AZLK 22359 with a UZAM

331.10 engine under the bonnet.

The AZLK 2141-KR was perhaps the most
extreme development of the Moskvich. It was

built in 1989 for Group B rally work and hadits

 
pee

   

1,995cc engine located cenitrally. With two Weber

carourctiors it produced 175bhp, but didn’t cover

itself in glory on the motorsport circuit.

There was also a special car buili for use by the

militia, the AZLK 21418-01, and a special export
version, adapted for Latin America, the AZLK
2141-131. Plans were announced in 1990 for the

introduction in 1992 of a four-door version, the

AZLK 2142, development of this salcon having
started in the mid-1980s. In 1992 an estate car

prototype, with a severe vertical rear end, was

spled at a Russian motor exhibition.

In 1987 and 1988 the NAMI Institute developed
a Moskvich people carrier called the AZLK 2189

Arbat. It had a very modem design and came just

jour years after the square-shaped Renault Espace
was launched. The 2139, which had shades of

the original Portiac Trans Sport about it, carne

with seven seats, a sliding door on the right side
and 180° seats, justlike the all best American and

Eurapean models. This Soviet multi-purpose vehicle

was scheduled to be built at a new plant in the
Kaluga province, but the plant was neverfinished

and the AZLK 2189 remained a prototype, At the

same time AZL_K got involved in a joint project with
the Bratislava vehicle plant in Czechoslovakia,

which had been building Skoda Rapicle Coupes, to

develop a front-wheel-drive light van, ihe Moskvich
3733. This was planned to be built as both a one-

tonne van and a microbus but the plans were yet

anothervictim of the collapse of the Soviet Union.

  

TOOMUCH TOOLATE 1588-1851
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A#Until the new IZH 2126

was ready for production
IZH continued to

manufacture its own

take on the long-running
Moskvich 408 theme.

This is an example of

the post-1982 facelift
model, the JZH 4121E-

028, seen in excellent
condition in 2006. Note

the lower door handles

and the fackof front door

quarter-lights.

(Vladimir Varaksin)

n the last decade of the Soviet Union's existence

I7H not only updated their existing Moskvich-

derived 2125 and 412 IE range but also worked on

anew model, for which planning had begun at the

end of the 1970s. Several designs for a hatchback

were produced between 1978 and 1982, with
aerodynamic ideas developed in collaboration with
the Moscew University and Renault engineers.

Definitive prototypes appeared in 1984, when

the car passed government tests and production

was agreed — at least in principle. Finally, in 1987,

nearly ten years after the first sketches had been

penned, the car-buying public finally got to sec the
new IZH 2126 Orbita. Its name, like others used by

(ZH, such as the Planeta and Jupiter motoreycles,

was inspired by the successes of the Soviet

aerospace industry.
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The IZH 2126 hac a smart, unpretentious five-

door hatchback bodyshell, with a very respectable

aerodynamic coefficient of 0.36. tt shared a number

of components with its predecessor, including its
UZAM 331 1,478cc engine (an update of the long-

running UZAM 412 unit) and its rearwheel-drive
ive rear axle, but the front suspension was new,

eaturing MacPherson struts. Brakes were servo-
assisted, discs up front ancl crums at the back.

Several components were also common to ather

Russian cars ffor exarnple, the front heacllights

were ihe samc as ihe Lada Samara}. However, the

promising [ZH found its fate mixcd up wilh lhat of
he Soviet Unionttself and mass production did net

start until 1991,

Z| maintained its place in the market with
he (ZH 2125 haichback and 112IE saloon, which
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“The 1ZH 2126 was the factory’

penned car. Full-scale production didn’t really get practicality and a well-engineered Pereacieestae mulecaicmehel emSd
going until 1991, although Rteer rereasd simplicity and rugged nature of rear-wheel drive was appreciated by many
publicised after its raihase RU eee Soviet motorists as being far better suited to the unmade ereCRreecg

 
(Author’s collection) rural areas. (
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#The facelifted kombi

1ZH 21251 featured flush-

fitting door handles

alongside a new griile,

front wings and bonnet.

Rear-end styling of
this car and its saloon

counterpart were

unchanged. (Avtoexoor?)

2S

were cestined to remain in production until 1997,
Production levels hovered around the 130,000 per

year mark throughout the eighties and into the first
couple of years of the nineties. A numberof changes
were introduced during the 1980s to improve the

venerable duc's driving characteristics, similar to but

not exactly the same as the changes introduced by
Moskvich in 1976 to the AZLK 2136/7/8/40 series.

The Izhevsk cars had originally been marketed both
under their own IZH brand name and the name

Moskvich, but ihe latter was dropped as IZH’s own

identity developed. Indeed, lznevsk workers we>e

guile put out if their car was called a Moskvich.
In January 1980 the IZH series gained front

disc brakes, a sealed cooling system with an

- CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 

expansion tank, a more efiective heating system
and front seats with headrests. Externally there

were no changes. But two years later, in March
1982, substantial imorovements were made to
both the IZH 2125 Kombi and the 412 IE, which

considerably changed their exterior appearance.

The new cars got slightly tweaked front panels
and bonnet lic, flush door handles relocatect

further down the side of the car, one-piece

front-deor windows, new instrument panel and

switches and a changed radiator grille in black,

with revised round headlights and sidelights and

indicators mounted vertically at the end of the

grille (a little like the British Ford Cortina Mk 2}. The
overall dimensions stayed pretty much ihe same,
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This is an IZH 27151- i |

 
01, the facelifted pickup I
truck announced in

1882. The grille design
was shared across the Ly

full IZH range; cars and 
hatchbacks got chromed

  
i

bumpers, however. 1

(Author's collection) i

 
;

The bed of the IZH |
27151-01 wasfitted !

with grab handles to
aid loading. The rear

 
Moskvich 412.

(Author's collection)

  
 

  
reflectors are from the | a  
 

although the new car looked very different from
both its oredecessorand thestill current Moskvich
2136/7/40 series, However, the public designation
of the IZH saloon model remained the same,

although according to the in-house classification
records the revised model was actually called the
IZH 412-028. However, the Kombi was renamed
the IZH 21251.

The pickup and van models received the same

changes and were renamed the 2/7151-01 and

2715-01 respectively. They also gained stronger

rear springs, boosting their payload by 50kq. In
1987 a version of the van was introduced with

windows and longitudinal rear seats, cesignated
the IZH 27156.

 
TOOMUCH TOOLATE 1988-1991
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--The IZH 27151-01-013 was an extended pickup truck with the load In 1987 IZH added the 21756to its range. To createit,
bed extended by welding on an additional rear section. iZH started to they took the mainstream IZH 2715-01 van and added

 
side windows and longitudinal seats to what had been

develop the medelin 1978 in response to. eecaCemmeCy
concessionaire. (Aut? coijection} the load area. (Author's collection)    
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he other main Soviet builders of light
commercials — RAF and BAZ — changed

litle during the 1980s, although in the case of
the former it was not for want of trying. The RAF

2903 minibus, marketed by Avtoexport as the

‘Baby Bus’, continued in production throughout
the decade. A number of rare special editions

were also built, One interesting variant camé

from the Finnish company tamro, whe created a

special ambulance with equipment to resuscitate
patients, These vehicles had a high roof that
mace it possible for doctors io work more sasily
on their patients. This concept proved to be very
successful and was later adapted by RAF forits
own medical versions. In 1988 a hign-rooied

mobile resuscitation vehicle, the RAF 2914, and an

ambulances, the RAF 2915, supersecied the Tamro-

 
modified RAFs. Tamro models, which were used
in Moscow as well as Finland, can be recognised

by their brillant yellow paint with red strips along
the sides. The French firm Labbe built armoured
vans for bank collactions. Other specialist versions

built by RAFitself included the RAF 29 2, amobile
laboratory for use by law enforcement agencies.

Anumberof extremely specialised models were

mace especialy for the 1980 Olympic Games
hald in Moscow. The articulated RAF 3407 road

irain was designed to take athletes and guests to
and from the capital to the Olympic village, which
was located to the south-west of Mascow. At the

end of the Olympics these vehicles were sent to
the Exhibition of Achievements of the National

Economy of the USSR, where they were used to
carry tourists. The RAF 2907 was a minibus with

 
TOOMUCHTOOLATE 1888-1891
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in 1987 RAF updated
their mainstream

minibus with a more

powerful engine and

improved brake system,

including front discs,
from the GAZ 3102 Voiga.

The new RAF 22038

featured a revised front

end with a matt black

grille and inside there
was a new dashboard.

(Avtoexport)
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The RAF 22038

featured one-piece front-
door windowsand larger

mirrors comparedto its

predecessor. (Avioexport)

an extremely well-equipped salon, intended for
use as transport for Clyrnpic competitors, while ihe

RAF 2909 metal-sided pickup was built in srnail

numbers to provide a fleet of service vehicles for
ihe Games. Electrically-powered models, the RAF
2207 and RAF 2210, were built for use by judges

at the competition and there was even a special

example designed to transport the Olympic flame

without allowing it ie go out!
Inthe mid-1880s RAF took a close lock at how

it could modernise the 2203. The need for this

— the only vehicle in its class In the Soviet Union
— was enormous, since the vehicle's deficiencies

were legion: short suspension Ite, peor handling

and road-halding and ineffective brakes in spite of

a hydraulic booster for each brake circuit.

The Riga designers whe planned to bring the
RAF 2208 up to an acceptable level were influenced

by the Byelorussian engineer Viadimir Mironov,
who worked for NAMI. He designed a simple and

reliable suspension layout that drew upon ihe
orinciples enshrined in McPherson struts but could
be fitted onto the RAF 2203. Working with the chief

designer of RAF, Ivan Danilkiv, Mironov also planned

a radical upgrade of the braking system complete

with servo assistance. They also worked up anew
steering column and refreshed the exterior with a

new radiatorgrille, front-coor windows and mirrors,

The first prototypes were up and running by 1983
— some even included the front disc brakes and

high-performance engine first seen on the GAZ

3102 Volga. The changes improved not only the
reliability, but alse the driveability of what was by
now called the RAF 22038-30.

To keep the cast of making these changes

down, the designers made savings wherever they
could. They opted to make the new suspension

components themselves in Jelgava rather than

outsourcing them to another factory, which was

quite radical as RAF nad always relied very much

upon bought-in components. Not that they had
much choice — RAF production numbers were

too low for any other plant to consider making

the necessary investment to build the revised

components. The final cast of introducing all the
improvements into procuction models wasrelatively
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small, However, the final decision to invest had to

be taken by both the senior management of the

plant and, more importanily, Minavtoprom, which

had ultimate central of the purse strings.
As an interim measure to hold the fort until

ithe 22038-30 was given a green light, in 1987

RAF had introduced the RAF 22038-02, a mildly
upgraded version of the RAF 2203, which drew

upon the updates made in 1985 to the GAZ 24-10

Volga. The RAF 22038 inherited from the Volga

the ZMZ402 100bnp engine and dualcircult brake
system, and could be identified by its restyled

plastic raciator grille and new wheeltrims. Inside

there was a more stylish dashboard with round

instrument dials. RAF also strengthened the body,
improved the anti-corrosion treatment and mace

some detail improvernents to the suspension.

 

In 1989 two exarnples of the RAF 22038-

30 were seni on a gruelling test run without any

serious problems to Vladivostok. One of them

passed ihe full siate testing programme, which

was a reauirement for any new vehicle to go

inte production in the Soviet Union. In spite of all

this, there was still no authority or support for its

production. The RAF 22038-02 interim solution

became the permanent answer to RAF’s quest

for a new product and was io be the last vehicle

that the company mass-produced. In 1990 the

RAF 22039 appeared, a 13-seat variant with

longitudinally mounted seats.
At the end of the Soviet era RAF is believed

to have startéd experimenting with expanding

its mainstream range to appeal to peaple other

than its traditional users. Many of thé vehicles

TOE MUCH TOOLATE 1888-1891

 
A#This is the RAF 2194,
a purpose-built mobile
resuscitation vehicle.

The high tep was unique

to this model. (Avioexpart)
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#Althoughfirst unveiled
in 1973 and seen by sports
fans the world over thanks

to a few examples being
hand built to serve the 1980

Moscow Olympic Games,

the practical ErAZ 37360stiil
didn’t go into production

during thelifetime of the

 
Soviet Union. (Avicexport)

This is one of the small

numberof ErAZ 37305 box

 
vans especially made to

service the 1980 Moscow

Olympic Games.

(Author's collection)
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#Althoughfirst unveiled

in 1973 and seen by sports

fans the world over thanks

to a few examples being
hand built te serve the 1980

Moscow Olympic Games,

the practical ErAZ 3730still

| didn’t go into productionI

  
during the lifetime of the

 
Soviet Union. (Avicexport}

This is one of the small

number of ErAZ 37305 box

} vans especially made to

| service the 1980 Moscow
Olympic Games.

 
(Author's cafiection)

 
|
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developed, which were all based on the RAF 2203

series chassis and body, didn’t see the light of day

until the early 1990s, including the RAF 33111
drop-side pickup oné-ton truck and! its double-
cao sister, the RAF 3311, both of which are

thought to have been running as prototypes in

1989. Two purpose-buit vans were also reported
to have been tested in 1990, the RAF 2920 with

an insulated box van bodly and the RAF 2924, the

latter kitted! out for use by vehicle maintenance
mechanics.

ErAZ continued to make the ErAZ 762 series

and built its 100,000th van in 1982. The ErAZ 762B

upgracie had been introduced in 1976 and the ErAZ
162V followed in 1987. A five-seat Korbi version,

the ErAZ 762VDP was introduced in 1988. By

1988 ErAZ was building 16,000 vehicles a year.

In the middle of 1983 work started again on
preparing for mass production of the ErAZ 3730

parcel van. Being a box on wheels andtall enough

jor a man to walk around Inside, the high and
capacious body of the ErAZ 3730 made it ideal

jor a wide range of tasks: passenger vehicle,

 

commercial van, taxi, mobile

disabled persons’ bus.

Between 1984 and 1987 the Yerevan body

shop and assemblylines were rebuilt, including the

instalation of new welding equipment and a system

of overhead conveyors with a total length of 3.4km.
The press room was also re-equipped. In 1984

ErAZ sianed a co-operation deal with tne Polish

Lublin factory, at the time also loaking to iniroduce

a new light van. In 1985 the ErAZ 3730 — although
still not in production — was awarded the bronze

medal at the Soviet Union's Auto-prom Exhibition

85, which celebrated achievements by Soviet
automotive enterprises. In 1986 ErAZ built their first
isothermal van, the FrAZ 37307, demonstrated at
the international exhibition fn Poznan in Poland. In

spite of all this, progress on getting the new van

actually into production was painfully slow, and
full-scale production still hadn't started at the end

of the Soviet era. Consequently the company
entered the free market era armed with no more

than Its ancient out nevertheless extremely rugged
ErAZ 762. li

laboratory and
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€The 100,000th
ErAZ 762 leaves the

production line. The

factory was the first and

to date remains the only
motor plant in Armenia.

(Author's collection}   
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#This NAMI 3305 was

the prototypelight truck
developed to spearhead

anew range of Soviet

light commercials. It was

passed to the UAZ plant
for further development,

wherefor a brief time it

was renamed the UAZ

9727. (Avicexporl)

se

he USSR was extremely proud ofits enormous
volume of truck production. However, the

country made very few commercial vehicles in the
4.5-tonne range that was popular across Europe.
The nesd for such a vehicle was considered at
no less a forum than the 26th Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, after which
work began at NAMIin 1984 and a meeting with
Minavteorom was held every week to ensure that
the project stayed on track. The project was keenly
supported by Geydar Aliyev, the First Deputy
Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR.
Aliyev wanted Azerbailan to become a yehicle
production centre like Georgia and Armeria,
where the Kutais (KAZ) tuck and Yerevan (ErAZ)
van plants had introduced qutornotive industry and
ine accompanying jobs, technology and prestige

Ba!TF OF THE SOVIET UNIEIN

 
to what were generally less developed parts of the
Soviet Union.

In 1985 engineers fram UAZ joined the project.
The tearn bought examples af the Renault Master,
eco Daily, Mercedes Benz 90/7 and Ford Transit
in orderto learn from the best In the business. Ths
design of the Soviet vehicle was simple but ne less
up-to-date thanits European compeiiors, with live
axies front and rear, 1Sin wheels and, initially, dun
prakes all round, later replaced by discsat the front
The engine was to be that old Soviet stalwart the
UMZ 2,445¢0c, used in other Soviet commercials
such as the UAZ series and the RAF range.

One of thefirst models, buill by NAMI in Januar
1986 as the NAMI 3305, was passec io UAZ witl
the instruction to develap a new engine for it 4
quickly as possible. A non-lurbo 7Obhp ivec
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diesel was chosenas ihe template and prototypes

fitted with this engine were very successtul.
The core of the small-capacity truck range was

o be a massive van. The ministry insisted on this:

the Soviet light truck must have more space and

bigger doors than its European rivals. The first

running models were made with NAMI; the second
and third series of prototypes were mace entirely
in Ulyanovsk.

By 1986 what had become the UAZ 3727 vans

were being tested by the factory's engineers and

planning had even started on building a diesel
engine plant. Production was intended to start

within four years. The designers developed a

wide range of models, including low- and high-top

vans, a pickup truck and a microbus. However, the

management of UAZ refused io have anything to do

wilh the project. They had a stable productline in

demand by existing customers — production during

ihe eighties was running nice and steadily at around
53,000 units a year. The factory simply didn't want

ihe hassle of introducing a new range, especially

as past experience told them that there would be
insufficient funds available from the government to

produceit. Aliyev's idea about setting up a factory
in Azerbaijan started to look increasingly attractive

to the new vehicle's supporters back in Moscow.

In 1987 work began on building a new factory —

KIAZ - in Kirovabad, now Gyandzha, which would

be capable of producing 40,000 vehicles a year.

To cape with the lack of experienced labour, robots

 
wore to be used as much as possible to make the

bodyshalls, while mechanical components, such

as engines and gearboxes, would be shipped in
from Ulyanovsk, Other Soviet factories were also

asked to get involved, Including GAZ and VAZ; the

latter helped out with plastic components.

In auturnn of the same year, with design work

all but camplete, the Britisn IAD firm was called

in to cast its eye over the new vans, They mace

changes to the basic design and developed
independent front suspension, whicn naturally was

more complex and more expensive. Back in Great
Britain they tested the sole prototype and seven

printed brochures advertising the van as the Mult-
2500 or BAZ 3783,

It was expected inat the new KIAZ plant

would be ready to build its first vehicle in 1989.
This would be the KiIAZ 3727, which was the

long wheelbase, high-rocf version of the range.
Hawever, canstruction or the new plant was, as

was Usual for the Soviet Union, running behind, so
a decision was taken to also build the new vehicle

— in its low-roof, short wheelbase version — at the

Bryansk motor vehicle plant (BA4, in beth van

(BAZ 3783) and ambulance (BAZ 3778) forms.
The short wheelbase, low-roof van design was

also restyled - It was nowhere near as angular as

the KiAZ 3727, adopting slightly ‘softer’ themes

including round headlamps and more rounded
window profiles. Power came from the ubiquitous

UMZ 4178 2,445cc engine. BAZ, however, was

  

   
“The KiAZ 3727 light van

was only built as a prototype.

The factory that was under

construction to build this

useful-looking vehiclé was a

| ‘A re s victim of the collapse of the
Soviet Union and was never

completed. (Avioexport} 
Ss
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better known forits soecial multi-wheeled chassis
and off-road truck tractors with 16- to 34-tonnes

load capacity, and was not really geared up for

producing something like a light van.
A UAZ team was sent to BAZ to helo out, By this

ime though, those in power were having second
houghts about the whole idea of building a new

factory for the van, be it at Kirovabad or at Bryansk,

partly due io the high cost of equipping what were

in practice two entirely new plants to build two new
products. Minavtoorom, which was now led by the
ormer Director-General of GAZ Nikolai Putin, was
inclined to favour the Gorki works, which could take

on the new small truck more easily and without

such a high investment. Some of the design

blueprints for the BAZ series were reportedly

passed to GAZ Even so, half-hearted production

took place at Bryansk for several years, with few

vehicles being made — certainly not enough to
cover the cost of the investment made to enable

BAZ io expand tts catalogue. Mass production

naver got under way and the quality of the vehicles
that were mace was very poor, Production petered

out in the early 1990s and BAZ returned to its
successful work as a maker of multi-axle heavy

vehicles for use on- and off-road. Light commercial

vehicle development in post Soviet Russia was
conesnirated at the GAZ works in Gorki, leading

fo the Introduction in 1994 of the phenornenally
successful Gazelle which neverthe-less shared

much of its DNA with the BAZ product.

 
Meanwhile, in Kirovabad approximately 96 per

cent of the plant had been built and 70 per cent

of the production equipment installed by 1991,

Then came the collacse and break up of the

Soviet Union and the plant was left high and
dry with nothing to build. A newly independent
Azerpalian, together with Turkish partners, tried

to organise the assembly of Land Rovers before

setting its sights a bit lower with the production of

bicycles, sewing machines and lawnmowers, The

KIAZ 3727 itself remained a rarely seen prototype,
a vehicle that today is largely unheard of even
in Russia.

The basic design of the Soviet Union's answer

to the Ford Transit was shared with Poland to help
strengthen ‘fraternal and industrial connections’
between the two Soviet bloc countries. Besides

having political motives this collaboration had a

technical imperative too: the Poles hada licenceto

build a British based diese! engine, known in Poland
as the Andoria CTSC. There waslittle chance of

UMZ getting its own diesel into production in time

to power the new van, so the Poles provided
the means by which UMZ could offer a ciesel

option while It got its own engine designed and
into production. However, the projectfell by the

wayside as the Iron Curtain was drawn back, The
Poles went their own way, developing the vehicle

as the Andoria-powered Lublin range,in size close
to the BAZ interoretation but in style much nearer

to the KiAZ take on the project. i

aeminaietsepc
=: The BAZ 3783 ambulance,

shownhere, and its panel

sister thé 3778, were both

products of the Soviet era,

but production really only
tock place at the BAZ heavy

engineering works — and then

 
on a very sporadic basts —

from the start of the 1990s
until about 1995, Power came

from the ubiquitous UMZ 4178
reMeEee||
a successful maker of heavy-

duty multi-axle vehicles.

eenelah
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he flagship of the GAZ range remained the
GAZ 14 Chaika, introduced in 1977. The four

door convertible, the Chaika 14-05 was introduced

in 1982 and remained part of the Chaika line-up
until all production came to an end in 1888. For

parades in Red Square, cabriolet Z7lLs were used;

for similar events away from Moscow, cabriclet
GAZ 148 tookthelr place.

Each year about a hundred GAZ 14s were built

—more than the ZIL, but still not mass-produced
in the normal sense of the word. At the end of the

19803 ihe Soviet authorities decided that they
couldn't really justify keeping such an elite car as
the Chalka in production any longer. Manufacture
ended as part of the perestroika‘fighting privileges’
campaign. A total of 1,114 had been built, the last

being assembled from parts held In stock In 1989.

President Gorbachev not only ordered GAZ to

cease production, but aiso told it to destray all the

blueprints and technology used to produce the

limousine so that production could never begin

again. In 1996 GAZ considered resurrecting the
Chaika for tne benefit of collectors after a slice of

Soviet nostalgia, but this proved to be impossible
because Gorbachev's orders had been executed

to the letter. Hi

omRecael

#The GAZ 14-05 wasthe
last new Chaika. It was a

soft-top based upon the

saloon. (Group GAZ)

Production of the
GAZ 14 Chaika came

to an end in 1988. The

cars remain extremely

sought-after by motoring
enthusiasts, as can be

seen by this superb
example photographed

tn Hungaryin 2007.

{Hungarian

Moskvich Club}

325
TOO MUCH TOOLATE 18828-1891
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STILLTOF OF THE PILE

#There were few orders
for the ZIL series asit

madeits stately way

through the final decade
of the Soviet Union. This

is a pre-1983 example of
the ZIL 4104, (Autocar)

K4.|=)

pD.. the 1980s ZIL concentrated on truckproduction. A major invastment programme,
readyfor the launch of tts ZIL 4831 series, created
a factory capable of making 200,000 trucks a year.
The length of its production lines reached 60km,
and in 1988 ihe company achieved its highest
ever annual output of tucks —- 209,650! The AL
car range took a back seat, with the ZIL 4104,
introduced in the late 1970s, flying the flag.

The ZL 41045, made from 1983 to

1985, was the first facelift of the 4104.
Changes were extremely small, comprising
sorne styling alterations fo the frontlights including
the delction of the wraparound indicators. The
7IL 41045 was used as the basis of the ZIL 41046,

which was equipped with special equipment
for use on parades, such as a root that could be

_ CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
rolled back to allow the VIPs to stand up and be

seen. The armoured variant of the 41045 was the
ZiL 41081,

The next change came with the ZIL 41047, first
made in 1986. This model can be distinguished

from its predecessors by its rectangular Bosch
headlamps, complete with washers, and its
slightly restyled rear end. Other changesincluded
alectric door mirrors, the deletion of the front
door guarter-lighis and redesigned bumpers. The
range incredibly enough included a total of seven
models: the ZIL 41047 seven-seat limousine; the

ZI_ 41052 armoured limousine; the ZIL 41042

estate car, usually equipped as an ambulance;
the ZIL 41049 equipped with special equipment
for use on parades; ihe shorter{at 5,750mm) and
fighter (al 3,560kq) five-seat ZIL 41041 saloon, with
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 a wheelbase 580mm shorier than the mainstream

41047; the open-top ZIL 41044, on the same
shorter fleorpan: and the ZIL 41072, known as the

Scorpion, designed to carry escorting security
service men, with wide external running beards,

extemal handrails alongside the body and a haten
in the roof,

In 1888 ZIL revealed the prototype for a new

car, the 4102. Although based on the 41041,
this had front-wheel drive. Two examples were

presented to Soviet leader Mikhall Gorbachev,

but ihe project was canned - a victim, it would
seem, of Gorbachev's campaign against the

ostentatious privileges enjoyed by the Sovlatelite.
The ZIL 41047 remained in production as the

company's fast passenger car until the axe fell
in 2003, i

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

aritemtcced|MeaRr
the first facelift of the ZIL

4104, being most easily

eetielsettBVater

the wraparoundfront indicator

eat)smeicleaEl

reenticedMoonenccmcee aly

estate-like machine, the ZIL 41042. These

PrTacMtvtrsRamerelie)eccte RitmoeelDe

for use by the Soviet Union’s most senior

iECePIEIeRsclte-B oleicmaemel)
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1 ONWARDS

he collapse of the Soviet Union
_. between 1990 and 1991 and with it

the planned socialist economy had a serious

impact on all Soviet enterprises, including
the car industry. What had been one country
was from December 1991 a Commonwealth

of Independent States (GIS) comprising 71

separate countries, an associate member of
the CIS and the three Baltic republics. Each

state developed its own social, economic and

trade policies that in many cases featured a

clear move awayfrom the influence of Russia,
which had been the dominant memberof the

  
Soviet Union.

Apart from RAFin Latvia, ErAZ in Armenia
and ZAZ and LuAZ in the Ukraine, the

Soviet car industry had been concentrated

in Russia itself, which to a cértain degree

helped protect the bulk of the Soviet auto

industry from the post-Soviet fallout — only
‘to a limited degree, though, because the

shift from corimunism to a completely free

market took place with breathtaking speéd.

By 1992all of the mot6ér companies saw their

previously close relationship with the state
changing rapidly. No longer did they work

to an agreed plan - now they had te work
to whatever the market dictated was wanted

or needed. Their relationships with suppliers

changed from centrally planned agreements

to suppiy materials and components at set
prices and, in theory at least, at a specified

time, to contracts based on fluctuating

prices. The state itself started to demand
more taxes from business and as state

support for industry was axed previously

 
THE POST-SOVIETERA jr.
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reliable component suppliers went oui of
eeeste 7

Inevitably the car market inside the
former Soviet Union also changed. The

independence of what had been former
Soviet statés Complicated the sale of cars
in these now self-standing countries,

which imposed customs duties and looked
towards the west for new suppliers. While
a strong manufacturing infrastructure was
a legacy of the Soviet era, the same could
not be said for sales and service, The

manufacturers for the first time had to deal

not with carefully constructed ceniralised

plans for distribution but with private sales
networks, companies and organisations.

As foreign cars, both new and second
hand, started to trickle onto the Russian
market, domestic firms staried to look
uncompetitive. In the case of new cars, the
competition from Korea was particularly
worrying - the Japanese brands that had
conquered so much of Europe with the their
low-price and high-value strategy had by
this time moved firmly away from the budget

sector. Indeed, it was purely the low price
andrelative ease of maintenance of Russian

cars that kept the Russian firms going

threugh thése difficult times as they tried
to develop new product lines. A flood of
imported second-hand cars also distorted
ihe market for domestically produced

vehicles. After years of comparatively
limited choice, a ten-year-old Ford Escort

Ghia, Volkswagen Golf GTI or Opel Astra CD
looked remarkably attractive to a motorist

brought up on a diet of Ladas, Moskvichs
and ZAZs. Inthe far east of Russia, many of

these cars camé from Japan - even with the

steering whéel on the ‘wrong’side,the lure of
a five-year-old Corolla seemed to be almost
irresistible to many Russian motorists. The

imported cars offered features not available
on Russian cars but which were ideally

‘suited to Russian driving conditions, such

as power steering, ABS systems and air
conditioning.

SEWUInTCMaCOMES\=UMETT ESET(r/oce)esa AALe]
to negotiate sales and supply contracts,

eeehae

and to learn the black arts of marketing and

advertising were difficult enough without
having to confront one of the biggest
problemsthat afflicted post-Soviet Russia -
the fact that the sudden and chaotic change

from a planned to a free-market economy
allowed criminality to flourish. Even former
Soviet President, Mikhail Gorbachev, who

once travelled only in heavily guarded ZIL
limousines, was a victim of the crime wave.
His car was stolen from a guardedoffice car

PU ULCRUSEROE SCLRel CULLLhie
relReeRemaee ReNE LLLMU

(Cae CURtomn UR aN oli
feltiicmeslicm

By 2004, car thefts in Moscow hadfallen to
9,126, irom a staggering 16,531 in 1995, and
statistically speaking the average Muscovite
was by the start of the 21st century less
likely to have their car stolen or be a victim
of Grime than their counterpart in London or
New York.

It wasn't just car owners who faced
growingvillainy. The carmakers themselves
caughtthe eye of the local hoodiums. VAZ in
particular had to face plundering, theft and
organised crime with all the consequences
this had on the volume of production and the

quality of its cars. By the mid-1990s, a mass
of different criminal groups controlled much
of the distribution of cars arid parts, making

attempts to try and recover profits and
revenues to invest in new cars problematic.

Any serious effort by the firm’s management
to introduce some orderto the distribution

system resulted in increased violence and
criminal activity. Cars disappeared without

trace and re-emerged on the forecourts of

dealers who didn’t really care how they came

by cars to sell of who were ‘expected’ to
sell ihe cars supplied by certain ‘unofficial’ .
distributors. Sales of cars to dealers and

distributors, both legitmate and those fram

the wrong side of the tracks, were often by
barter, The manufacturers swapped cars for

 
cash or materials, not all of which made it
back to the factories.

The concentration of assembly-line

workers on the task in hand could no longer
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be taken for granted as long-standing social
benefits and certainties — low rents, free

health care, relative freedom from crime -
evaporated. Assembly quality in Soviet cars
SERNcrteVMaccim srlel mdoCmrelel ige)
SMRMe SatevTiNtametsmeMLCeco
system had beentofill the numeric objectives
of the state plan. Now it slumped further
as the Russian car industry wrestled with

an unregulated, chaotic and often lawléss
free market in which erratic supplies of

components, of variable quantity, had to be
assembled into cars by a demoralised and
in some cases petrified workforce. Try as

TMCROEM RICUMC tICeciameaLe
unable to capitalise on the massive demand
for cars in post-Soviet Russia: Car production
BCR ONMOM Lael scTau-T-tM EISLeeL|
1996.

Overseas companiés started to plot their
exploitation of what was oneof the last great
untapped global car markets, which would
soon — if the former Soviet auto industry

continued to fall apart and not invest in new
Gars — have no domestic playersatall. By the
mid-1990s automakers and suppliers were

looking at Russia the same waythatin thefirst
decade of the 21st century they would eye up
elsMeN diacE-lI\mea]aakeCelerretCCoe had
some sort of production plan for Russia. Thé
Soviet automotive industry had always been

more vertically integrated than in Western or
Asian couritries, with domestic manufacturers

traditionally satisfying 80 per cent of their
component needs from internal sources.

Now overseas component suppliers began
to invest in plants or joint ventures to supply
high-quality, high-technology components to
foreign brands setting up factories in Russia
PLCC Maced nitesemoUNMceleiacm

which started to cut back on in-housé parts

production.

The economic collapse in August 1998, in
which the value of the rouble slumped and

Russia’s economy came close to melidown,

ironically offered breathing space for Russian
manufacturers - cheap cars wére back in

fashion again as people simply couldn’t
afford imports, be they new or second-hand.

BUS ToMeColCcT@MILALUickeleleMel(aero Le
plans now that Russia lookéd too risky and
uncertain profits in a devalued rouble no
longer looked so tempting. TiersyomrerTt
manufacturers, especially AvtoVAZ, were

able to find buyers again for cars that were
familiar to Russian imodtorists, could “be
serviced and maintained cheaply and easily,
and were affordable to buy.

In the aftermath of the economic collapse,

the Russian governmentfinally got a grip on
the anarchic state of much of the country’s

businesses and social fife. The Perelee
President Vladimir Putin in 2000 heralded a

new era, the laissez-faire attitude of eTelatsy
Yeltsin’s regime being replaced by a far
more organised and structured approach
to industrial policy that recognised Russia's
need to retain éontrol over the essential

parts of a modern industrial society. What a
contrast to the British government, whose

policy was andstillis that car manufacturing
- indeed any kind of manufacturing — and any
Kind of strategic ownership of any national
assets are simply not important!

efforts were now made by theaterl|

Russian authorities to rein in the mafia

bosses and criminals who had for too long

GMTV aermereMemome.ie
economic base. By the middle of the first
decade of the 2ist century, the policies and

actions of the new government had created
a much more favourable climate for iridustry.

As a result, investment by both dornestic
and foreign firms in manufacturing facilities
in Russia had by the second decadeof the
century helped build up the industry again so
that the tide of imports wasfinally held back.
Exporis began to revive, although iNetm ters)

still a heavy reliance upon former Soviet
satellites such as Belarus, Kazakhstan and
the Central Asian republics that still had a

CNCiS am OMRICleatMRLMeeeeee
PTae eer Teepe ikBest=eeecLs)o

PTateMR=teyMETOME1-1e MOSMCeOM CRE
perhaps more ericouraging was that someof
the other Soviet export markets, especially
those in Africa, South America and Europe

that looked as though they had been lost for

neeh
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ever, were starting to prove once again to
aresadiiiccsiec:Cononcite
made cars-

A glance at a typical Russian stréet
PeMRELeecree CCR CUES
Soviet Union, shows moiorists have taken

advantage of the free market to shop around       for their wheels. The Russian market has

been opened up to imports since the end of
the 20th century although the government
under Vladimir Putin has sincé 2010 been

actively encouraging local production to
PeciieRisa eae)RVC elise
scrappage scheme, which paid people to
scrap their old cars and buy new ones.It
was specifically limited to cars made in the

  
country. The programme gave a real boost
io sales of Ladas and encouraged Russian

production by global manufacturers.

       
Thestory ofthe post-Soviet motor indusiry

is every bit as fascinating and unique as that
of the Soviet era — and far too complicated to

record in a single chapter. Not all the Soviet
plants survived and some canie pretty close
to collapse before finding their feet again
Substantial investment by global firms
Renault, Hyuhdai, Kia, Volkswagen, Toyota
and Ford has brought new capacity to the
Russian motor industry. By 2016, Russia was

producing just over 1,300,000 cars a year,
puiting it well in the premier league of top
20 car-making countries. Most of ihe Soviet-

               
PeReMiaMmaeete he
on, either in the form of updated designs or
in the guise of components underpinning
new models introduced by Russia’s own car
makers. And of course, millions of Soviet

 
cars remain hard at work on the roads of
Russia.

Here,thenis a ‘wheré are they now’ guide
to the Soviet cars ihat motored on into the

post-Soviei era. __ 
ie|OF THE SOVIET UNION
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Beal

t the end of the 1980s VAZ, now more

commonly known as AvtoVAZ, was one cf
the few proefitmaking enterprises in the Soviet

economy. The plant's yearly output was running
at 740,000 cars, and it employed about 180,000

workers. However, at the beginning of the 1980s
VAZ started to encounter serious problems. The

orices charged for components went up and
the purchasing power of impoverished Russian
consumers started io fall Within a couple of

years, production dropped to 674,000 cars, Even
though the company’s profits hacl evaporated, on
5 January 1993 VA7 wasprivatised as the Russian
governmentstrived to show just how committed it
now was to capitalism, even if that meant putting
the future of the country’s industry in jeopardy. By
1995 the debt owed to VAZ’s creditors was1 trillion

roubles and the firm faced serious problems net

just at home but in its export markets.

The export success of the VAZ 2108/9/99
Samara at the end of the 1980s and beginning of

the 1990s was in part due to the lack of cornparable

oroducts at the same price being available. The

Korean budget brands of Kia and Hyundai, which

drew upon Japanese technology, and Skoda, naw

backed by the might of the Volkswagen empire, hac

madelife much tougherfor the aging Samara at the
price-sensitive end of the European car market.

AvioVAZ simply couldn't afford to invest in the car to
keep it competitive. Thefirm's distribution networks

in Europe decided to concenirate on the VAZ 2121

Niva, still largely unchallenged! as a buelget SUY, all
out ignoring the rest of the firm's range.

 

 

 
By 1997, alihough annual production had

recovered t0 780,000 AvioVAZ now owed more

than two trillion roubles. Money became so short

that at one point the group was able to survive
only by barter! Even though AvtoVAZ was now in
private hands, the Kremlin realised it was simply too
big an employer to be allowed to go to the wall.
Import tariffs were raised for usec! foreign-made
cars, which were ihe main competitor in Russia
for Ladas.

The general situation at AvtoVAZ started to get a
little bit better by 2000, when increased production
after the Russian economic crisis in the auturnn

of 1998 drove buyers back to budget brands like

Lada. By thé beginning of the 2ist century, the
law-enforcement agencies were even aple to lower
the crime level surrounding AvtoVAZ, In 2002, the
firm was finally able to. start to develop the kind of
coherent distribution and marketing strategy that

was taken for granted by Western manufacturers.

VAproducts in Russia were rebranded as Ladas,
creating a single name plate the world overfor the

Togliatti factory's products.
AvioVAZ was finally able to really exploit the

potential of its first posiSowet design, the VAZ
2110 series, which went into production in 1998.

Development of the néw car had siarted in 1987
with production originally planned to start in 1992.

The economic turmoil that accompanied the end
of the Soviet Union meant that the launch had

io be delayed for four years. An estate version,
the VAZ 2111 arrived in 2000 and the VAZ 2112

hatchback the following year. The VAZ 2110 was

THE FOST-SOVIETERA 1997 0NWAROS 
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a mic-sized frontwheel-crive range powered up During 2006, AvtoVAZ was at ihe centre of
until late 2004 by the 1,499ce engine introduced-continued speculation over [ts future approach
in the Samara. The gearbox and some parts of 10 working with international companies wiih
ihe suspension were borrowed from the Samara the plant itself regularly announcing talks with
as well. From 2005 onwards, a 1,596ce engine=major companies including Fiat, Volkswgaen,
in both & and 16-valve versions was used, The General Motors and Magna. Local motoring and
Lada Priora, coded VAZ 2170, a heavily revameed business experts became increasingly cynical
2710, went on sale in April 2007 as a saloon, a about the validity of any of the stories, but in
hatchbackfollowing in February 2008 andanestate December 2007, AvIGVAZ silenced the naysayers
in May 2009,replacing the 2110 range completely—by announcing that it had chosen to link up wiih
by 2008. The Priora remains in production in Renault, the French arm of the global Renault
3018, attracting 15,000 buyers during 2017 — a Nissan Alliance.
car with its roots in communism coing rather welt Renault and AvtoVAZ agreed to form a strategic
under capitalism, partnership to share technology with a particular

One new car that AvioVAZ wasn’t able to focus on strengthening and growing the Lada
introduce was anew Niva, eventhough itdeveloped—brand. Renault saw the deal as a way of bolstering
such a car. Designed in 1985 as a replacement for—its position in the potentially lucrative Russian
the criginal VAZ 2121, the new car, which wasinitially market. The deal progressed to Renault in March
known as ihe VAZ 2123 was presented officially in 2008 buying a 25% share of Lada followed by
1999 at the Moscow Motor Show. A lack of cash the Alliance taking 4 controlling stake in Lada in
meant the Russian firm simoly couldn't afford io=June 2014.
getit into mass production, so it entered into a joint Away from the financial columns of the press, q Ey
venture with General Motors and the European—the link-up yielded some new products rolling ;
Bank for Reconstruction and Development to build=out of AvtoVAZ’s Togliatti plant, which started to
a new plant in Togliatti to make the car underthe assemble the second-series Dacia Logans, sold
Chevrolet brand. Called the Chevrolet Niva, itwas as Renaults in Russia, in March 2074, tne Logan's
launched in September 2002 with the drivetrain sister car the Sandero in May 2014 and Nissan
largely borrowed from the original VAZ 2121 Niva, Almeras in December 2012, all three cars sharing
indeed, most of the components were made by the same platform. Dacia, once a fellow traveller
AVIOVAZ, So acod was the design that the only_in the communist motoring world but since 1999
non AvtoVAZ parts were the Chevrolet badges. a subsidiary of Renault, donated its series-one
When in 2015 General Motors pulled its Opel and  Logen MCV to the Russian firm to make as the
Chevrolet brands out of the Russian market, asthe Lada Largus, oremiered at the 2011 Moscow Motor
American firm refocused its ones global operations=Show and going into production in March 2012,
on the Americas and China, the only mass-market_Lacla was now a relatively small but important part
Chevy left on sale in Russia was the Niva, where it of what had by 2017 bacorme the world’s biggest
continues to sell strongly. automaker. lil
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See)

he rear-wheel drive Ladas were still at

the start of the 2ist century a mainstay of

AvicVAZ’s output. Toward the end the 1980s the
VAZ 2108 had remained an extremely popular

car, even when the revised VAZ 2105/2107 and
front-wheel-drive VAZ 2108/2109 were available.

Its success continued well into the post-Soviet

era. Ceriainly, it was no longer considered to

be a prestige car, but good memories about
the first Zhiguli series supported steady demand
for the VAZ 2108. Between 1998 and 2002 it

was produced by RosLada, a vehicle assembly
company established in Syzran in Russia's

Samara region by private investors who saw an
opportunity to relieve pressure on the main Lada
production lines. The 2106 was also made from
2001 — the car's silver anniversary — until the very

 
end of 2005 byIZHin Izhevsk. The last one rolled
out of the IZH works on 28 December 2005.

Apart from less chrome and more matt black trim
outside, a padded steering wheel inside and fuel
injection under the bonnet, It differed little frorn the
the first ong that roared out of the factory in 1976.

A staggering 4,388,000 VAZ 2106s had taken to
ihe roads overits 29-yearlife.

The rest of the rear-wheel-drive Laas, tne VAZ

2104/2105/2107 series, also continued on into

the post-Soviet era with few fundamental changes
although by the late 1990s the Zhiguli name tag
had been abandoned in favour of the simple

model codes. This lasted only until October 2004

when the range was renamed Lada Classic.
The engine choice for the range was reduced

in 1994 when the 1,294c6 VAZ 2104 estate car

 

 

    
in 1992 the VAZ 21074 ;
was sold in Britain as the

Lada 1600L.

(Author's collection}  
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                    >The VAZ 2105 Riva

continued into the post-

Soviet era, remaining,
with its more luxuricus

VAZ 2107 sister, the

firm’s highest selling car.

(AvtoVAZ)

was dropped. Further cutbacks in the range took
glace in 1995 when the 1,198cc VAZ 21051 saloon
and the 129400 VAZ 2105 and VAZ 21072 were

axed, leaving the 1,.452ce and 1,668cc engines
as the principle power units. In the autumn
of 2004 AvtoVAZ offered Russian buyers the

chance to buy a Classic with contemporary fuel-
injection systems that, complete with an exhaust
catalyst, could meet Euro-ll standards. The last
Lada wiih a carburettor left Togliatti in July 2006.

The Classic range, which by 2007 was made up
of the 1,462ce VAZ 2105 and the VAZ 2107 with

a choice of 1,452c¢ and 1,568cc engines, on its

own took 12 per cent of the entire Russian car
market. The 2107 wasn’t only popular In Russia;

assembly in Egypt began in 2004 where Lacas
had long been popular as taxis.

Production of Ine classic VAZ 2105/2104/2107

cars wasn't just undertaken at Togliatti during the
post-Soviet era. The 2107 was assembled at

 
Roslada from 2002 until 2006,using kits supplied

by the parent factory. AvtoVAZ officially confirmed
in July 2008 that full procuction of one ofits
longest running models, the VAZ 21043 esiaie,
was to be transferred to the IZH factoryin lzhvesk.

In 2006, the estate car was joined on the lzhvek

production lines by a 2104-based van, the IZH
27175, created by combining the front section

of the VAZ-2104 with parts of the rear section of

the IZH-2717, By July 2006, the 21043 had been

replaced by the Euro-ll compliant, fuel-injected
1,568cc VAZ 21047 version. In May 2007, IZH

offered buyers the option of having their estate
car with the VAZ 2107 style grille and bonnet.
Production of the VAZ-2104 and the IZH-27175 at

IZH stopped in May 2009 whenthe factory filed for
bankruptcy but resumed in September 2010 atter

a roscue package was pul logether by Sberbank,
the main creditor of the works, to get the plant

Wo and running again and so improveits value to

316
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potential buyers and investors. Sales were further
bolstered by the IZH assembled VAZ2104 and
I7FH-27175 officially going on sale in March 2014
through Lada’s Russian dealer nelwork.

That same month, assernily of the VAZ-2107

began at Izhevsk, with all production transferring
to ZH in August 2011. The last VAZ 2105s were
built in March 2011, after just over 2,090,000 had

been made. European production of the classic
Lada eventually came to an end in 2012, the 2017
luxury saloon leaving the Izhevskline jin April and
the final 2104 estate car and IZH-27175 van in

September. The total number of VAZ2107s built
since the beginning of production in 1982 came to
2,912,500. A grand total of 1,063,000 VAZ21048
were produced, and 38,500 of the IZH-27175 van
were made in its short life. Supply of Lada 2107

component kits te Egypt cortinued until 2013,
when 1,728 were shipped out to the land of the
pharaohs, the last being assembledtherein early
9m4. Around 17,500,000 classic Ladas of all
different versions hac been made since tne first

VAZ2101 Zhiguii was pieced togetherin Togliatti in
spring 1970. It is one of the world’s most produced

LADA 2107 

cars, topping the Ford Model T and not too
far behind the Volskwagen Beetle, andis still the
car most commonoly associated with Lada. With
that many made, if ig not surprising that Lada
Classics are still a common sight across the
former USSR.

As well as cars, ihe classic Lada inspired

someinteresting commercial variants, developed
by vaz Inter Service (VIS), a specialist firm set
up In 1891 % make components for the Togliatti
company and to produce low-volume vehicles
based on mainstream VAZ models. The first of
these appeared in 1993, a pick-up based on
the 2014, of which 203 were made that year.
Large-scale production of the VIS 2345 drepside
pick-up and, using the same chassis, VIS 28462
nox van, began in 1997. The VAZ 2345 chassis
cab was made by chopping a regular VAZ 2015
in hatf, just behind the front doors, and welding
in @ strong traditional chassis and a rear panel
to the cab, while the rear axle was suspended
on leaf sorings. VIS ended production in 2008,
turningits attention to a commercial version of the
Lada Samara. lll

 

THE POST-SOVIETERH 1881 0NWHARDS

¥ The 2007 VAZ 2107
lookedlittle different

from the 1982 original.

(AvtoVAZ)
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4 By 2008 the VAZ
2121 Niva was a true

automotive classic. The

car doesn’t look out

of place in any setting

and its off-read ability

remainsat the top of the

class. (AvioVAZ)

318

ue

ada’s international success story, the VAZ

2121 Niva, coritinued into the post-Soviet era,

making new friends everywhere it was sold. The

pasic concept was so right thatlittle was needed

to keep the car competitive. In tact, the unchanged

appearance and image became just as much

a part of the car's appeal as its undoubted ability
on- and off-road.

In 1994, the original 1,570cc engine was replaced

py @ 1,690ce unit, created by stretching the original.
Fora brief period, the VAZ 21219 was built, using the

new engine and the original boay shell. Later in 1994,
nowever, the VAZ 21213 Niva was announced. This

had the 1,690cc engine, bul lne rear of the body

was redesigned io create a lailgate that opened to

oumperlevel. The interior was revised as well with

anew more stylish dashboard.

> CARS OF THE SVIET UNION

 
In 1995, a single-point fuei-injection system

from GM was fitted for European export markets.
The fuel-injected cars took the code VAZ 21214,

with throttle body single-point fuel injection

being identified by the suffix “10. In 2000 this
was replaced by a multipaint injection system,

producing SObhp, and using Russian-macle fuel-
injection components. These cars took the suffix
20). Sales started soon afterwards in Russia,

Continual changes were made to the Tuel system

to meet European commissions standards as

they were introduced to Russia, with Euro-lll cars

getting the suffix '-30', Euro-lV cars 410" and for
2018 when Euro-V was adopted, ‘50’.

In 1997 at the Moscow Moter Show, VAZ
unveilecl Russia's first MPV, the 2120 Naceshda

(‘Hope’) people carrier, based on the Niva drivetrain.
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in spite of its inoffensive design and iis distinctive
special feature of a sliding side door, it was not a
success and production, which started in 1998,
came to an end in February 2008.Its development

gave rise to another, more successful, mainstream
version of the Niva, the VAZ 2131. Produced since

1995, the VAZ 2121 nas a wheelbase 50cm longer
and five doors. There was also, foralimited time

between 1993 and 1994, a three-door car, using
the same wheelbase as the VAZ 2137.

The VAZ 2131 is now an important part of

the Lada range. It retains the basic engine and
jransmigsion of its little brother but due to Its

tonger length and its extra weight Is slightly less
able off-road. Even so, the VAZ 2137 is still highly

capable - it was a VAZ 2131 that managed io
reach an altitude record of &,860m in the Himalaya

Mountains. Engines offered were the 1,690cc
carburetor, coded VAZ 2131-01, and later a 1,774cc

version, the VAZ 2131-21. The VAZ 21310-41 had
the 1,690cc multivoint fuel-injected engine and
was first made available in 2003, while the 1,774cc

engine, which was developed by stretching further
the original motor, gained fuelinjection for 2007 as
the 21310-21, Thelarger engine was later dropped
from production when Russia moved overto Euro-
lll emigsions standards in January 2008 - so low

was production of the 1,774cc unit that it wasn't
worth an upgrade.

It wasn't until the 21st century was well under

way that the Niva again received attention from the

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

rathor busy Togliatti design team. February 2008
saw the introduction of hydraulic powcrassisted

steering for the Niva, and in Inat year the Niva was
renamed LADA 4x. Part of the deal with General
Motors io make the VAZ212G as the Chevrolet
Niva meant Lada itself could not use the Niva tagit
had made famous the world over...

Major upgrades to the Lada 4x4, aimed
at improving refinement and reliability, were
announced in September 2008 although the
improvernents didn’t make it to production cars uni
July 2009. The bodly remained unchanged apart
from a new grille, larger front indicators and bigger
door mirrors, as did the 1,690ce engine apart fram

being able to meet Euro-IV emissions regulations.
Drivetrain changes were more comprehensive and
included new and better aligned driveshafts that
reduced vibrations from the transmission system.

Suspension and snock-absorber mountings were
changed to improve siability. A larger clutch and
brake master cylinder werefitted to make thelittle
Lada easier to drive and the transfer box had new

gaskets to cure the long-standing bugbear of 4x4
owners — oil leaks. Inside, the instrument panel

was now the electronic package from the Samara,

giving lucky drivers a clock and an outside
thermometer.

Inthe absenceoffirm plans to build a new SUY,
AvioVAZ reaffirmed its commitment to the strong-

selling Lada 4x4 by starting 2 constant programme
of incremental changes, starting in April 2010 with

€ In 1994 the VAZ 2121

Niva was treatedto its

only body revision - the
rear end was altered to

allow the tailgate to open

to bumperlevel. (AvioVAZ)
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                            * At the end of 1995 the
British Lada importer

announcedthis ham-

fisted attempt at an

updated style for the
Niva -— the grotesque

plastic fascia panei did
absolutely nothing to

improve the car’s looks.
(Author's collection)

224

subtle but effective changes io the transfer case

and rear driveshafts. Just over a yearlater, in August
2011, the interior got new doortrims to makeIt just
4 little less utilitarian while in November that year
an Anti-lock Brake System (ABS} becameavailable
on the 4x4. Sefety was further enhanced In June
2012 when a Brake Assist System (BAS) was
offered, March 2013, when the two millionth Lada
4x4 was built, saw the traditional universal joints in
ihe drivetrain replaced by constant velocity joints,
which significantly reduced noise and vibration at
high speeds. All the windows were now tinted.
A new cataphoresis-based painting system was
brought Into use in May 2073, improving corrosion
rosistance and allowing metallic paint to be offered.
Alloy wheels became a factory-fit option while air
conditioning was offered frorn August 2014.

An interesting development took place in
Oetober 2014. While the 4x4 was still a popular
choice with thoseinto serious off-roading, or people
whose job needed go-anywhere capability, there
was a potential to attract new buyers. These were

 

i CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
people who neecied a second car for excursions
to the countryside but didn’t want to sacrifice
creature comforts as wel! as younger people who
wanted a 4x4 to cut a dash on thecity streets. For

these new buyers, Lada introduced the 4x4 Urban,
Outside, the Urban featured integrated body-

coloured plastic bumpers, a new grille, heated
and remotely adjustable coor mirrors and alloy
wheels as standard. Inside there was more sound

insulation, special seat trim, electric windows,air
conditioning and a new centre console with thase
all-important cup holders. The marketing people
were clearly on the ball — three-cloor Urbans in
2014 accounted for 37 per cent of all sales of the
Lada 4x4. For those who wanted some of the extra

toys, but wanted to keep the rugged look of the
original 4x4, a ‘Lux’ trim version of the requiar car
was introduced, with air conditioning. Heated seats
were also soon to bo introduced — an essential

piece of kit for Russian winters. After all this, the
new look to the radiator grille introduced in Janaury

2015 was barely noticed.
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Urban assembly started at VIS but in April 2015
moved to the Toglialt! factory, iolowing concerns

by Lada management about bath the quality and
quantity of cars mace by VIS. Less than a yearlater,

in January 2016, anolher Lada 4x4 was moved to

the main plant. The five-door VAZ 2131 had been

duit at Lada’s experimental precluction unit, created

in the late 1980s for the production of prototypes,

pilot batches of new cars and low-volume versions

of mainstream cars. In spite of being a small-scale

operation the unit was apparently profitable, but

ihe top bosses at AvioVAZ wanted to make more
use of the underutilised main lines in the massive

Lada factory. Production of the standard 2137 was
added to the Priora line, being joined in March

2016 by a five-door Uroan.
AvtoVAZ was on a roll because in May 2016

a whole range of changes, many small but

significant, were announced to Improve the way
all the Lada 4x4s performed on and off the road.

The introduction of an independent mounting of

ihe front axle differential, no longer with the engine

mounting but now on the suspension assernbly,
reduced vibrations and set the car up to receive

different engine typesin the future. New front wheel

dearings ended the need for them to be adjusted

avery 15,000km. For the first time on the Lada 4x4

gas-filled shock absorbers were fitted — quieter

and longer lasting. This was coupled with some
subtle tuning of the front suspension springs and

changesto the lower ball joints to help make the car
more stable when braking. New cies were installed

jer the sidewall panel pressings. For years, Lada

had had problerns with doors not closing properly,

water leaks and rust traos. The new dies allowed

jor tighter panel gaps and better alignment of the
doer with the body. The tailgate got new interior
trim and better windew seals to end rattles when

on the move and cut out water leaks,

Ta improve build quality, production of the
three-door Lada 4x4, which had been carried

out in a separate production building since April
1977, was transferred to one of the three main

AvtoVAZ production lines in November 2016. The

equipment in the dedicated Lada 4x4 building was

by this time seriously out of date and thoroughly

wom out, in spite of several upgrades. The
line chosen was that which had been rebuilt to

standards set by the Renault-Nissan Alliance to

 

make the Lada Vesta, production of which nad

instead been assigned to lzhevsk.

lt was perhaps timely that the Lada 4x4 shauld

find a home at the heart of the Togliatit factory - in

April 2017 it celebrated {ts 40thbirthday. AvtaVAZ
didn't miss out on this marketing opportunity and

announced a special Fortietn Anniversary model,

with unique paint colours, soecial alloy wheels,
two-tone eco-ieather trimmed seats colour keyed

to the exterior, leathertrimmed steering wheel with

contrasting stitching and a new instrument panel.
Just to make sure motorists knew they nad been

passed by something special, a unique ‘Fortieth

Anniversary’ bacige wasfitted to the front wings

and tailgate. Inside, there wes a special badge with

the unique serial number of the car from OCO1 to

1977 — this number being the year when the first
Lada 4x4 was built.

In July 2017 AvtoVAZ introduced the option of a

‘Camouflage’ paint job for the Anniversary models
made up of a combination of three metallic colours:

light green, dark green and black, Bumpers and

alloy wheels were painted in black. That month
anothertrim level was also introduced, the Bronto.

This was a seriously macho makeover, for die-

hard mud-pluggers: reinforced springs and shock
absorbers, reinforced rear axle, self-locking front-

rear cifferential, heated seats and running boards.

An exterior trim package, called ‘Image’, added

extended wheel arches, fog lights and big, chunky

black plastic bumpers. Naturally enough for such

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

For British Niva

buyers who didn’t want
to cover their car with

a big paper bag, the
unadorned Niva Hussar

was thanktully still
available. This picture
shows how useful the

new full-length tailgate

was. (Author's collection)
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                                 #The VAZ 2120

Nadeshda was based

upona lengthened Niva
wheelbase.In spite

of offering seats for
seven and full off-road

capability, it was nota
success. (AvtoVAZ)

>The VAZ 2131 Niva

was along wheelbase
version of the standard

car. Although made by

the Togliatti plant’s low

volume production unit,

by 2007 more than 85,000
had been produced.

(AvtoVAZ)

K¢—{

a brazenly outdoor machine — harking back to the
Lada 4x4's roots — buyers could order the Bronic
with the camouflage paint job, which in an effort to
attract urban warriors to Lada snowrooms was an

ootion offered from April 2018 to buyers of regular
three-door models. September 2018 saw Lada

making further changes to keep the 4x4 fresh —
a new instrument pack and smarter alloy wheel
options, inctuding for the Urban one called ‘Grizzly’
featuring a black background and polished siiver
spokes. Very stylish!

ost people outside Russia know of the 4x4
only as a three-door SUV. A huge variety of different
versions have In fact been produced by specialist

outtits, not all of which are formally part of AviaVAZ
but whose producis are made and in some cases
marketed with the firrn’s blessing.

  

i COURS OF THE SOVIET UNION

Lada Tool, part of Motorica, 4 specialist

component manufacturer that was involved right
ftom the beginning in producing components for
the VAZ 2131, produced high-roof versions of the
VAZ 2131: the VAZ 2131-02 and VAZ 2131-22 with

1,890cc and 1,774cc engines respeciively. The
VAZ. 2131-05 and VAZ 2131-25 were ambulance
versions of these two Cars.

The extremely stylish VAZ 2329, a long-

wheelbase pick-up with a double ca, was
developed by Lada Tool with production taking
place at specialist vehicle maker Super-Auto from
4995 using components supplied by AvioVAZ
There was a hiatus in production between the

end of 2015 and November 2016 when AvicVAZ's
in-house low-volume production unit was closed
down. It had ouilt the bodies for the 2329, put from
the end of 2016, with the transfer of three-door

4x4 production from its own workshops within the
Togllatti camplex to the main factory production
fines, 2326 bodies were built by Lada and sent
onte Super-Auto for final assembly. Renamed
Lada Pick-up at the end of 2016, mechanically
the diminutive truck follows in the tyre tracks of the

mainstream Lada 4x4, sharing all the upgradesthat

ine parent vehicle enjoys. Sales and marketing are
now part of the Lada brand.

VIS, which by 2074 had been formally absorbed
into AvicVAZ, adopted a more utilitarian approach
to its 4x4-based pickups, replacing the rear hatf

of a regular 4x4 with a simple framne-style chassis,
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leaf springs and a dropside body or box van.
Introduced in 1998, the single-cab varianl, based

on the original Niva, was the VAZ-2346, the dauble
cab - still with two doors — the VAZ23461 and for

a short time a three-scat king-cab, the VAZ23464.
The 2346 and 23461 remain in production, being

marketed as an integral part of the Lada brand and

adopting all the mechanical improvements made to
the mainstream Lada 4x4.

Various attemots were made to equip the

Niva with a diesel engine, including a number of
unsuccessful attempts using Russian-developed

enignes. Slightly more successful were ihe
Peugeot-diesel-engined models, the three-door
VAZ 21215-10 with a 92bhpturbo 1,905c¢ engine
and the VAZ 21215-20 with the 64bhp non-turbo

yersion of the same engine. The lowerpowered

model was offered sporadically from 1993 to 1998
and the turbo after 2001 uni! 2007, for a limited

number of markets, including France, Belgium

and Spain. These Peugeotengined Nivas were
made in such low volumes as io be litte more

than footnotes in the long andillustrious history of
the Niva.

The dirninutive but sturdy Lada was the first
vehicle to be driven under the sea, when in 1991

it was chosen for contruction-site use by British

and French engineers working on the Channel
Tunnel. During the following months no less than
45 Nivas were used without one everfalling. When

the construction work was finished, the Eurotunnel

 

imme 00a Hea 2123 &

companies who built the tunnel reckoned there
was still enough life left in the cars that they resold
them onto ihe second-hand car market. One was

retained and can now be seen in ihe Eurotunnel
museum; another can be found in the Lada
museum. Britain recelvedits last Nivas in 1997. The

last right-hand-drive Nivas were bullt in January
2001 with sales continuing in South Africa and
Australia from stocks already held into 2002.

Bom as the VAZ 2121 Niva, and now known as

the Lada 4x4, thefirst all-Russian Lada remains a

top seller in its home market — 32,949 in 2018, up
18% on the orevious year — and the mainstay of
AvioVAZ's overseas sales, deing its biggest selling

export model. Attracting a strong global following
among off-road enthusiasts, the Lada 4x4 |g in
avery sense a true automotive classic. lll

THE POST-SOVIETERA 1887 0NWARDS

 
* Made by an official

sister company of

AvtoVAZ, the VAZ 2829

is a king cab derivative
of the mainstream Niva.

Specially equipped
examples are used by
Russian natural disaster

relief teams. (AvioVAZ)

€The VAZ 2123 was

designed as the

replacementfor the VAZ
2121 Niva. A shortage of
investmentfunds meant

that it was eventually

put into preduction by a

joint venture owned by
VAZ and General Mctors.

On sale since 2002,itis
branded as the Chevrolet

Niva. (AvioVAZ)
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®The VAZ 2113 was a

revamped VAZ 2108
Samara three-door.It

very nearly didn’t go inte

production but dealer
demand persuaded VAZ
to add it to the Samara 2

line-up. {AvioVAZ)

se

he VAZ 2108/2109/21099 Semara models

remained very much on the Russian car

buyers’ radar. On 12 November 1990 the
13-millionth Lada car, a 21099, rolled out of the

Togliatti gates. The 15-millionth Lada was also
a Samara - a VAZ 21093 built on 21 October

1998. Since 1992, all Samaras had received the

streamlined frant end premiered on the VAZ 271089,

with the front wings running right to the front of the

car and the fullwidth plastic frort panel now limited

to the grille between the unchanged heaclights.
The 1,4998ce gained a fuetinjection system in

1994, originally made by GM but later replaced
with a Russian system, to comply with Western
exhaust standards. The fuel injecled cars were

initialy only made available lo export customers,
but in 2001 were offered to Russian buyers. The

i CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
carburettor-equioped cars were finally dropped in
2004. In 1997 the 1,099ce and 1,288cc engines

were dropged, but in the same year the VAZ 415

twin-rotor 185-140bnhp rotary engines were made
available to the public.

In September 2003 ithe last VAZ 2108 left
Togliatti. Retailers increased the prices of their
remaining siock of the popular model. The final
Togliattimade VAZ 2109 left the plant in March
2004, but production continued at Roslada in
Syzran until January 2006, where the first cars
had been assembled in 1999. Just [hree months

later, In Jume 2004, the last VAZ 21099 and thus

the very last of the original Samaras rolled off the

Togliatti productionline. tt wasn’t the end oftheline
though for the VAZ 2109 and 2108&. 7AZ in the

Ukraine signed a deal with Lada to produce the
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WO Cars at its factory In Zaporozhets, Production
equipment was shipped to ZAZ from fellow

Ukrainian motor company LUAZ, which had been

assembling the Samaras since 2000. Assembly at
Zaporozhets used components shioped out from
Russia, supplemented by Ukrainian parts such as
wheels, tyres and batteries. Production ran from

December 2003 when the first VAZ 2109 bodies

were welded together until October 2011, when

AWOVAZ stopped producing the kits ZAZ needed
Oo make the cars. in all, some 884,657 VA 2108s

were made, a grand total of 1,615,995 VAZ 2109s

were built and 1,040,475 VAZ 21099srolled off the
production lines.

Backin Russia, the replacementfor the original
Samara was the facelifted Samara 2, on which
work had started in October 1994 although buyers

 

 
hac! to wait until 1997 to see the first model, a four-
doer saloon, coded VAZ 2115. The front end was

new with slimline heaciights, revised wings and
reshaped body-coloured bumpers with rubber

strips. A higher bootlid opened down to bumper
level, adorned by a full-width trim panel and topped
by @ spoiler, and was flanked by new rearlights.
The sides of the car had relatively cisereet plastic
sill extensions and fulllength door mouldings. The
mechanics of the new Samara barely changed,
although the 1,499cc engine on all Samara 2s

had fuel injection and the gearbox was slightly
modemised. Brakes too were upgraded to the
system fitted to the VAZ 2110 series. The steering
wheel itself came from the VAZ 2110 and was

positioned further forward, impraving the driving
position for really tall drivers. The instrument panel

THE POST-SOVIETERA 1897 ONWARDS

             
#The VAZ 2114 was the
five-door derivative of

the Samara 2 range.

(AvioVAZ)
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#Thefirst of the Samara

2 line-up was the VAZ
2715 four-door saloon.

The only sheet metal
changesto ail the

modelsin the range were

to the front, aliowing

for slimmer headlamps
to be fitted. The saloon

also had a revised rear

bootlid and light cluster.

(AvtoVAZ)

326

had boih a sofier feel and more curvacecus look.

The new car was unveiled at the 19987 Moscow

Motor Show at the end of August although

production had begun in June in the AvtoVAZ
prototype workshop. Outside, the Samara 2 was

rather stylish although the plastic trim on ine body
sides was not always as carefully fitted as it could
be, Production of the VAZ 2115 on the main Togliatti

productionline began in 2000. its price was above
the VAZ 21099 but below the VAZ 2110 and the car

sold especially well in large Russian cities.
The VAZ 2114 five-door hatchback, which arrived

in 2002, had to be satisfied with the fith door and

lights of the 2109, although prototypes with a new
hatchback and lights had been developed. The

?1-millionin Lada, produced by AvioVAZ In 2002,
was a 27714, A three-door derivative, the VAZ 2118,

was not planned at the beginning of the Samara 2
project, bui in September 2004 production began

to replace the 2108, production of which had
ended 11 months before. It was dealer demand

that pushed AvtcVAZ to build this model to satisfy
a market for compact, affordable, three-door
hatchbacks.

In October 2006, AvtoVAZ announced that the

Samaras would be getting an engine upgrade,
The Samara was the last of the frontwheel-drive

Lada family to get what was the brand’s mosi

up-to-date mass-produced power unit, the Sihp
4,596cc engine, codec VAZ 11183-20 and first

S CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
seen in October 2004 in the VAZ 2110. The first

re-engined Samaras went on sale in January 2007,

The cars were redesignated VAZ 21134 (three

door), VAZ 21144 (five door) and VAZ 21154 (four
door saloon). The 1.6-litre engine also appeared in

ihe VAZ 2109 and VAZ 20199, being built by ZAZ

in the Ukraine, along with the dashboard from the
Samara 2, a height adjustable steering wheel and
electric front windows.

The exterior was tweaked slightly at the start

of 2008 when the light-grey side mouldings

introduced as part of the Samara 2 package were

painted in the same colour as the body betlore

being replaced at the end of 2008 by a new narrow

style of trim that was arguably a visually retrograde

step as the new look no longer extenced the

bumperstyling lines along the sides of the car.

Samaras gained a better gearbox with a more

rooust synchromesh at the start of 2010, but by

this time, they were entering the final lap of their
long life. First to ga in December 2072 was the
VAZ 2115 saloon of which 752,957 were made,

followed by the last of 73,039 three-door VAZ
27138 in June 2013 and then the five-door VAZ

2114 in December 2013, after 923,930 had been

oroduced, The career of the first mass-produced
front-whcol-drive Soviet car had finally come to an

end, although Its engineering legacylives onin the
Priora anc io a lesser extent the Lada Kalina,first

seen in 2005, and the Granta,introduced in 2011.
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Production of Samaras wasn'tlimited to Russia

and the Ukraine. Between summer 1996 and July

1998, 14,000 Samaras were built, with Russian

parts accounting for 85 per cent of the vehicle's
content, at the Finnish Valmetplant, now the source
for such cars as Mercedes GLC. The idea behind

the plan was to try and raise the quality of Samara
destined for some west European export markets

and to produceat least a few cars away from the
chaos and criminality that was wreaking havoc at

Togliatti. The Samara bodies were made, painted
and trimmed by Valmet and the 1,499cc cars

could b@ distinguished by their revised bumpers,
grilles and better trimmedinteriors.

Specialist manufacturer, Togliattipasec VIS,
saw great potential in the Samara for a new range
of commercial vehicles, aiming to meei the needs

of the increasing number of small traders in post-
communist Russia. The VIS 1708, introduced in

1998, was Russia's first frontewheel-drive van. It
added an integrated and boxy load compartment,

a composite construction made up of a sieel
frame with plastic panels, to the rear of a VAZ
2109. The floor wictth cf the loadspace, accessed

by double rear doors, was somewhat limited by
the intrusion of the Samara’s suspension turrets,
but total volume was a useful 2.26m* althougn

payload of 450kg was not so good.All in all, it
was a sound design that was easy to maintain,
nice to drive and cheap to run. What held the little
VAZ van back was 4 combination of the lack of

a diescl engine, limited production capacity al Vis
and the fractured nature of the post-Sovict vehicle

distribulion network. Production ended in 2002.

VIS had ancther crack at the light-van market in
2000 with the VIS-1706, this time based on ihe

VAZ 2108, which meant it had longerfront doors.

However, the rear loadspace was aesthetically alot
less successful than the 1708, lookinglike a crude

aftermarket conversion. Few were sold andit faced

away In| 2003.

Alongside the vans, VIS introduced a Samara-
based dropside pick-up, using its tried-and-tested
approach of hacking a carin half and welding on a
commercial rear end. Called the VIS 2347,the first

examples were made In 2002, based on the VAZ
2109. Tne vehicles were not entirely successful,

twisting out of line where the cab joined the rear
chassis. Production was stopped in 2004 and

VIS set to work resolving the problem, adding

load-bearing side members to ihe area where the
chassis rnated with the back of the cab. Satisfied

with the changes, in 2007 VIS re-introduced the
pickup, this time based on the Samara 2 and
offered as a pick-up or box van, with a payload ”
of 450kg. It was mace until 2012, An interesting
variation on the four-wheel-drive theme irom VIS

mated the drive train of a Lada 4x4 with ihe body

of the VIS-2347. Launched in 2005, it was called

VIS-2348 and offered buyers a more stylish and
comfortable offroad pick-up than the Niva-based
models. It survived until 2010.

 

 
Madein Finland from

parts supplied by the

Togliatti works, the Lada
Samara Baltic or Euro-

Samara was created to

try and maintain thefirm’s
position in its European

export markets. It was
a bit of a curate’s egg

- goodin parts but bad
in others. The exterior

facelift worked well

but the grafting on of a

crude plastic moulding
to streamline the angular
facia didn’t.

tAuthor’s Collection}

x{|
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Shes

#The 1992 Lada Samara

1500 GL saloon, an

extremely tasteful and

elegant presentation by
the British importers of

the VAZ 21099.(Autocar)

428

naa

he Lada range available in Britain in the 1990s
was, ironically, one of the most comprenensive

ever offered by the brand to British rnotorists, The
Samara family offered an even lower entry price
when the VAZ 21081 three-cloar and VAZ 21091 five-

door 1,0996¢ models came online in July 1990 as a
Select three-door and an L three- orfive-door. Priced

at £4,245, the 1100 Select wasa lot of car compared
fo the Fiat Panda 750L at £4,549 and a lot more up

to date than Yugo's Fiat 128-based 513 ai £4,154.

Next up was the 1300 SL with three or five doors,
and at the top of the range the 1S00SLX which

came complote with a bodykit of dubious tasie. The
Riva range comprised the VAZ 2705-based 1800
Select or Lor the VAZ 21074-based 1600 SLX, with

a choice of 1300 (VAZ 2104) or 1500 (VAZ 710438)
estaie cars still available.

CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
In April 1991, the entire Samara range was

realigned. There was an 1100E three-door, an 1190L
three- orfive-door and a GL with three orfive doors

and a 1,288cc or 1,49Gce engine. At the sanetime,
the bottom of the Riva range was renamed the 1300
E model, followed by a 1800 L, and the 1600 SLX
was called the 1600L. The two estate cars remained,

April 1992 saw ihe 1300 GL Samara replaced
by a 1300L. Fourdoor Samaras arrived in July 1992
as elther a 1800 L, based on the VAZ 210993 or

a 1500 GL, based on the VAY 21099. The 7100 L

was dropped. The fourcoer and five-door Samaras
shared the same facelifted front wings and bonnet
first seen in Russia in 1980, In November of that

year the 1100 E was replaced by ine 1300 E. The
Riva range was cutback in April 1992 to a 1SCOF
and L saloon, bath based on the VAZ 21053, and
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4 1500 L estate, the VAZ 21048, although the grille

was now painted in the same colour as the rest of
the body. Ladastill dominated the markel for decent
sized cars available for a budget price. The top-or
the-line Lada Samara 1500 GL, whichsold in April

1992 jor £6,185, had few rivals that could match it

for performance and size. Neither was It off the pace
when it came to driving, aeing able to hold Its head
up in the company of the Peugeot 106 and Kia Price.

In March 1993, a catalytic converter was

standardised across the range and in April the Riva
1500 L estate was replaced by a 1500 E estate. The
Riva 1500 L saloon was drooped. By the autumn of

1993 the Riva was ihe cheapest new car available
in Britain, at £8,905, undercutting the next cheapest

car, the Seat Ibiza 900 Special by £390, However,
the Seat was cheaper than the lowest-priced
Samara, the 1800 E at £4,580. Further up the price
scale competition for budget buyers was starting
to emerge that could match the Samara's mix of
front-wheel drive, spacious bodyshell and relatively
crisp, modern styling. The Sao Penza 1200, a South
Aftican-built Mazca 323 clone, was a flash in the

pan but the Hyundai and Proton ranges, although
still a litte more costly, were starting to make their
presencefelt.

The VAZ 2121 Niva, however, was without

competition — at £6,495 there wasn't another 4x4
available until a buyer spent £7,754 — and that was

for the horrendously tuilt Mahindra CJS soft-top, a

Willys jeep built in India that was virtually unchanged

 

 
 

“SAMARA @

from the jeeps landed in Normandy in 1944! Even
the Niva Cossack, a tarted-up version of ihe basic

car that cost a staggering two grand more, faced
little real competition. The cheapest Suzuki Vitara,
the car inspired by the Niva, started at £9,250.

By 1994 compeiition was starting io hot up.
Superminis from major manufacturers were getting
more and more refined — the Renault 5 was replaced

by the extremely competent Clio, the Skoda Favorit

 

©The front cover of the

British Lada Samara

brochurefor the 1995

model year. The range
of cars offered was the

largest ever, with three

different engines, three

different body styles
and three different trim

levels. (Author's collection}

€Announcedfor

the 1995 modelyear,
Britain’s Lada Samara

Juno featured new

UK-only bumpers
and sill extensions of

dubious provenance

that were completely
out of character with

the sharp lines of the
rest of the car. Inside,

the dashboard was re-

trimmedin a suspect
felt-like material.

(Author's collection)
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The fuel-injected

Samaras unveiled at the
1996 British Motor Show

were the last throw of
the dice for Ladain the

United Kingdom. The Xi
trim was the cheaper of

the two options, and with

its ugly black bumpers

certainly looked the

poorrelation. The cars
were equipped with GM
fuel-injection systems.

(Author's collection}

338

was now benefiing from Volkswagen's input, and a
new Flat Punto could be cought for ihe same money
as a top-ottne-line Lada Samara Flyie, a special
edition with lots cf extra kit launched in October
4992. In Novernber 1994, a new Samara range was

announced, Itwas yet another micand-match job by
the British importer. There were now thres trim levels,
S SX and GSX, and the 1,099ce engine made @
return to Blighty in three-cear form only with basic or
2X trim, The 1,.288cc and 1,49Scc engines could be
ordered with any cf the three trim levels and any of
ihe three available body styles, Top of the range was
the new Juno, based on the 1500 GSX fourdoor,
which saw the retum to Lada of dubious bedy kits.
italso had alloy wheels, a soft fascia trim and luxury
clath trim. Priced at £7,995it faced same pretty stiff
competition from the Hyundal X2 and the Proton
1800 GL. Therest of the range, though, remained
extremely competitively priced and cheaper than the
competition from the Far East.

In September 1996 the Samara range lost the
1100 SX but otherwise was unchanged. For less
than £8,500 buyers could cheose between a Riva
saloon or estate, a choice of 17 Sarneras, the reborn
FSO Polonez (now offered as a Caro for £6,287),
two Fiat Cinguecenios, the Mini Sprie, a Renault
5 Campus or a Kia Pride. At the same time ine
Niva gained the 1,690cec fueHiniected engine and
fulHength taligate. The basic car was renamed the

 

S CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

Hussar, and the top-of-the-line Cossack got a ful
face black plastic frontal moulding that completely
spoiled Its appearance. On the positive side, all
Lades now got a three-year warranty.

In Aorl 1986, the Samara range was marketed
without the S trim level and with the SX and GSx

offered as equipment packs that the buyer could
add to whichever basic Samara they chose - a
three-door with 1100, 1300 or 1600 engines or four-
and five-doors with the two larger power units. The

1,499cc fuelinjected Sarnaras — the VAZ 21083-
20 three-door, VAZ 21089-20 four-door and VAZ
91093-20 five-door - were officially announced in

August 1986in either Xi or GXtrim and any of the
three available body styles. The bumpers were the
same as thosefirst seen on the Juno, but on the Xi

they were coloured a shiny charcoal grey and looked
like something bought at a dedgy motor accessory
shop. The two smaller engines, with carburetors,
remained listed by Lada. At the British Motor Show
in October 1996 Lada displayed whawere reputed
io be the first two fueHnjected right-hand-diive
Samaras ever made.It was the last time Lacas were
seen at a British show,

in late 1998, rumours surfaced thai the future
of Lacia in Britain was in jeopardy. What were to be
the final deliveries of new cars from Russia arrived

at Cameby just before Chrisimas that year. The
importer, MVI UK admitted early in 19S7that there
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might only be slocks to last three months following
supply problems over right-hand-crive versions of the

mainstay Samara. The shortage of suoplies was put

downto 4 lack of General Motors-madefuel-injection

systems alt the Togliatii plant. GM was rumoured to

be reluctant fo hand over components because of

concems about AvIOVA?’s ability to pay for therm.

AvioVAZ, threatened bythis time with bankruptcy

and fending off accusations from the Russian

government over unpaid tax, could net update

its production lines to make the type of vehicles

demanded by Western environmental standards.

Those li could build, using expensive imported
GM equipment, it rade with lefthand drive to

provide more sales flexibility, especially for France

and Germany, where AvicVAZ owned the Lada

concessionaires and could retain more of the profits

for itself. Neogitations between the British importer

andVA to try and find a solution failed and on 4 July

1997 it was officially announced that Laca cars had

finally reached the end of the road in Britain. After

over 350,000 sales, Lada in Britain was consigned

to motoring history. At its peak in 1988, more than

30,000 Lada cars were solc in a year, although

almost 10 years later, this figure had fallen to around
4,500 cars,

Fourteen years alter the last officially imported

Lada was sold in Britain, the brand made a low-key

retum t the United Kingdom, thanks to the skiing

holidays of Mark Key, a London-based businessman

who had macle a business of importing vehicles that

weren't available in Britain. Key had noticed néw Lada

4x4s tackling the snowy roads of Alpine ski resorts
and realised that there could be a market for such an

unpretentious yet thoroughly capabie car in Blighty.

In May 2010 he started importing European-spec
4x4s, aiming sales et people in rural communities

who wanted a cheap, honest and effective SUV.

With only limited marketing and hampered by being
available only In left-hand crive, sales were low —

about 20 a year — and by 2015 putting a new Lada

onto Britlan’s roads would mean the buyer opting for

a personal import.

A fully fledged formal return oy Lada io Britain

is occasionally rumoured in the motoring press.

Around the time of the RenaultAvicVAZ link up,

there was some speculation that the Russian brand

may be brought to the United Kingclom by Renault

as a way of increasing its coverage of ihe British
market, but in 2012 Renault instead launched Dacia

on the British market as a no-frilis budget brand,

leaving little roorn for Lada — still associated by Brits

with cheap'n'cneertul motoring. However, as Lada

develops its range and reputation with cars as
accomplished as the all-new Lada Vesta, introcluced

in 2015, and 2016's Lada XRAY, it would be unwiseto

bet that new Ladas may not once again be capturing
the hearts of British motorists. ll

 

 

  

    
€The GXitrim level of

the final British market

  
Samaras had bedy-

coloured bumpers that
were the same as those

introduced at the end

of 1994 for the Juno.

(Author's colfection)
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                                                               The Oka didn’t change

its appearance atall
until the summer of

2007, when minorstyling
alterations were made to

the bumpers andlights.
As the cheapest and

most economical car on

the Russian marketit

has always had a loyal

market. Indeed, when
rumours of its demise

were rife in 2006 owners

organised a ‘Save-the-
Oka’ protest run across

Russia. (AvtoVAZ)

 
232

he VAZ 1111 Oka cameinto its own in the post-
Soviet era. In 1990, many of the original design

faults were sorted out, including the addition of aheated
rear window, soft clath seat inserts and a parcel shelf to
cover the boot area.

In Decernber 1991 the KamAZ Oka plant was
reorganisedinto a separate company, ZMA,.In February
4904, the first Oka left ZMAs new production facility,
which from Seotember 1994 became officially separate
fromthe KaMAZ truckworks, The Okaistiny angine was
hoosted in 1996 fram 64Sccto 749cc, power going up
from BObhp to S6bhp and it was given a new index
code, becoming the VAZ 11178. Inthe middle of 1995
AVICVAZ transferredits own Oka production te SeAZ.

On 3 November 1999, the 700,000th Oka was
macie with the 200,000th being made just three years
laterin 2002, In 2000ZMA beganthe operation ofanew
welding cornplex with an annual capacity for 44,C0O
bodies, but the biggest constraint on production was
building up capacity at VAZ to supply enough engines.
In 2008 ZMAwas able to build 40,013 cars. In the same
year SeAZ bullt 20,008.

The 300,Cc00th Oka rolled off tha ZMA production
ling in February 2005. However, that May, Severstal
Auto, owners of UAZ, spent B50 million to buy 99.6
per cent of ZMA shares from KarnAZ, Severstal clearly
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saw the long-term future of ZMA as an assembly plant
making highetmargin overseas brands, such as Fat
and Ssangyong, for sale in Russia. ZMA built its last
Oka a yearlater in May 2006.

A faw months earter, in March, AvioVAZ sold its
shares in SeAZ ic Samara-based Avickom, which
announced that & would continue production of the
Oka, Now free of any ties wiih its procigy, AvicvAZ
advised that it wanted to bring to an end production
of the two-cylinder engines - the fim claimed that the
work was unorofitable, SeAZ responded by unveiling
a new Oka at the 2006 Moscow Motor show. tL had a
three-cylinder 62bhp 993cc Euro-Il compliant engine,
made by the Chinese FAW motor compary under
licence from Daihatsu. Sales of what was called the
SeA7 11116 finally started in samest in April 2007,
when the two-cylinder model was finally dropped from
ihe catalogue. The three-cylinder car nad a new five-
speed gearbox, revised suspension and 13in wheels
o improve its ride and handling. Its bigger engine was
aster, smoother and, thanks tothe moter having alarger
cooling system, warmer fo nde in. External changes
were limited to mildly tweaked bumperprofiles, available
fo match the body colour on the luxury Oka.

The only fy in the ointment was the price — nearly
twice as much as ine two-cylinder version, which
meant thelitle SeAZ faced somestiff competition from
arger cars, such as the Lada Classic.lt cid, however,
use a lot less petrol than the Lada -- just five and half
tres to cover 100km — retaining one of the ‘ong-
standing strengths cf ine Ca, put that wasnt enough
© guarantee sufficient sales to make production
financially Viable and in November 2CO8 the last Oka
olled out of the SeAZ factory gales. Just 1,300 had
een made that year. SeAZ had hopedto carve afuture

for itself manufacturing cars for ather brands wanting fo
break into the Russian market, but in spite of talks with
a number of Chinesefirms, the plans came fo nothing.
The factory finally closed its doors in 2010.
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AZ had perhaps the hardest journey of any
Soviet vehicle makerafter the fall of the USSR.

Its production had been almost entirely based upon
gales to the military in the case of its 3157 series,
and to state agencies for its forwarc-conttral light
commercials. It was no secret to anyone that the

entire UAZ range was designed and built to military
and state requirements. UAZ hac no export business
to speak of outside the Easter Bloc andits products
were mechanically largely unchanged since the
launch of the light commercials in 1958. The future
did not look particularly bright.

In the immeciate postSoviet era the firm made
small changes and additions to its range, starting
in 1992 when defence contracts slumped to all
but zero, In the summer of 1983 the mainstream

softioa UAZ 31512 wasjoined iay the UAZ 31514,

which had — for UAZ — revolutionary new features
such as a metal roof, scuttle- rather than roct-
mounted windscreen wipers and adjustable seats.
it was followed In 1984 by the UAZ 31512-010
and UAZ31814-010, which were the sofi- and

harc-top models respectively, with coil-spring front
suspension. Even with these revisions though, UAZ
products remained fundamentally unchanged from
those built for the Red Army and the Soviet state.In
1995 the company Introduced ihe UAZ 31519 hard
fop, which was the 31514 powered by the 98bho
2. B86cc UMZ 4218.10 engine.

From 1987 onwards, thanks to Investment in

new technology, UAZ was able to introduce shorter
production runs of a wider range of yehicles than it
hacl been able to do in the past, when production
had been based on long runs of a limited range

#Siill standing guard
outside the UAZ factory

in Ulyanovskis the first-
aver UAZ 469.

(dulian Nowill)

THE POST-SOVIET ERA ISS1 ONWARDS
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Thefirst ‘new’ UAZ in

the post-Soviei era was
the UAZ 31514, a hardtop
version of the venerable

UAZ 31512.

(Author's collection)

of products. One of the first was @ car that could
meet customer demands for a UAZ with greater
load capacity. The problem was easily solved by
creating @ long-wheelbase version of the 3151, the
extra length being added behind the rear doors so
avoiding any need to alter the most complex part
of the body, the doors themeelves. The UAZ 2930
appeared with a well-made tarpaulin top anc was
built on a wheelbase stretched by 380mm, which
mace it possible to bring the number of seats Up to
nine. UAZ announced a more comfortable hard-top

version, the 3153, with rounded-off plastic bumpers
with builtin fog lights and a plastic grille, Powered
by the UMZ 4218.10 engine, it was announced in
February 1997 before being officially launched later
that year In August at the Moscow Motor Show,

The long-wheelbase UAZ 3153 provided the
basis for more new UAZs, including the UAZ 3159
Panther, first seen in 1999, which drew upon ine
work done to design and develeo the LIAZ S160
SUV serias, the firm's first really new product since
ihe UAZ 489 debuted in December 1972. The UAZ
3160 could traceits roots back to the stilleorn UAZ
3171/2, developed at the endof the 1980s and in its
tum gave rise first to the UAZ 3162 and then the stil
current UAZ 3163 Paitrict.

In October 2000, UAZ became part of the

Severstal Group, a metallurgical conglomerate, giving
the Ulyanovsk factory the financial muscle it needed

to developits products. Thefirst fruit of the extra cash
arrived in 2002 when UAZ announced its tirst of

burners, the UAZ315143 hard-top and UAZ315128

softiop with a Polish fourcylinder 2.4-ltre turbo
diesel Andaria 4¢t80 engine, producing 86bhp.

The UAZ 3159, announced In August 1999, was

thefirst sérious attempt at bringing the 311 fully up
to modern standards of comfort and on-road ability

without, of course, compromising UAZ's legendary
competence in the rough stuff, tt drewalot of its
components from the 3160 series as well as acting
as a vehicle for ideas which came in time io be

acided to future UAZs. What set the UAZ 3158 apart
from the rest of the UAZ range wasits widertrack,

luxurious interior and high-performance engine,
The UAZ 315195 Hunter was the next attemptto

breathe newlife into the 3151 series. A very visible

change was that the Hunter's name was displayed
prominently in Roman rather than Oyritic script for
both Russian and overseas markets, UAZ arguing

hat Japanese cars didn’t come with their names
in Japanese pictograms on the boot lic, No matter
how unpatriotic it might have seemed te Russian
motorists, the Roman alphabet was becoming the

ingua franca of the motoring world, and as UAZ
was trying to develop an intemational image ft had
decided to follow in the footsteps of the successtfu!

Japanese auto industry.
The naw car represented the most racical
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=? The UAZ 3153 was a long-

wheelbase derivative of the UAZ

34151 series. (Author's collection}

<The limited production UAZ

etst-Biaih Clem igie ele) mente ele

3153 with up-to-date mechanical

components,including a fuel-

injected mulii-valve engine, setting
the scéne for later updates of the

long-running UAZ theme.
(Authors collection)

:Announcedin 2003, the UAZ

315195 Hunter included plenty
MeaRUdiis Bcraaie lea (ole

a mainstream UAZ - frent disc

brakes, coil spring suspension,

powersteering, a fully trimmed
interior and a five-speed gearbox.

it was still virtually unbeatable off-
road and now a whole lot nicer to

_ drive on the highway.
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=» Germany was one

of the first Western

European markets to
receive deliveries of

the UAZ 315195 Hunter.

Sales started in 2005 and

by 2007 nearly 200 had
been bought.Initially

it was sold as the Tigr,

as shownhere, but

General Motors claimed
that this was too close

to Tigra, the name-tag
ona diminutivelittle

Opel coupe that could

hardly be mistaken for
something as solid as
a UAZ. Germans now

get their UAZs badged
‘Baijah’.

(Author's collection)

226

upgrading ever of the long-running UAZ jeep —
indeed there were so many changes that only the
styling linked tt to its predecessors. Coil-spring front
suspension, Spicer axles and an anti-roll bar along
with gas-filled shock absorbers made this UAZ the
best ever to drive both on- and off-road. Power
steering too was included in the specification.
Ventilated front dise orakes and self-adjusting drums
at ihe back, along with standard racial-ply tyres, also
nelped bring the Hunters dynamics right up to date.
Newly designed seats all had soft cloth upholstery
with the front ones having reclining, rake and
jumbar adjustment. Improved door seals, sound
insulation, interior trim on the doors and carpet
on the floor reduced neise to a level never before
experienced in a UAZ. The first UAZ Hunterrolled off
the production line in November 2008, with a paint
finish comparable with the world's best thanks io the
firm's new Gernan Eisenmann paint shop. It even
came with a seven-year anti-corrosion warranty.

in its standard form the Hunter was equipped
with the 27itre 18-valve fueHnjected ZMzZ 409
engine with a power outaut of 128bhp, this model
being the UAZ 315195-095. The Polish cliesel
Andoria engine was offered as an optian, the UAZ
315143-095, and for drivers who wanted to keep
things simple and were concerned about having

aaOF THE SOVIET UNION

 
to try and repair electronic. engine-management
systems In the depths of Siberia there was the UAZ
31519-0905 with its UMZ 4128 2,880c¢e carburettor
engine, ale fo runon 76-octlane petrol.

In January 2008 production and sales began
of the UAZ 315148-095, equipped with a 2240ce
Slbhe ZMZ 5143.10 directinjection turbo diesel.
This had two chain-driven overhead camshatis anc
hydraulic valve adjusters. This was the first Hunter to
get the Korean five-speed Dyrnos gearbox, which
UAZ had introduced on its UAZ 3163 Patriot SUV,
launched in August 2008, the latest iteration of the
UAZ 3180 series. ite revamped body styling was
beng up to date andinside it was as luxurious as any
othervehiclein its class. Mechancially, it shared much
with the Hunter, such as the Spicer axles that were
morereliable and allowed fer tighter tuning circle than
ihe previously used Timken design. However, the
Patriot unlike its predecessors was Now fully able to
compels in ine market for people who wanted, and
could pay for, comfort when they motored out ome
the steppes and into the forests to fish, carnp and
explore. That meantthat UAZ had to keep the Hunter
in its catalogue to avoid losing the important markel
of cosi-conscious buyers whojustwanted the basics
—go anywhere at anytime with no fuss.

Regular but small updates were all that were
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needed to keep the Hunters rolling out of the

showrooms. By the start of 2007 the Hunier

range had been reduced to jusl three mainstream

hard-top models: the ZMZ 409.10-powered UAZ
315195-030, labelled the Comfort; tho /MZ

§143.10-powered UAZ 315148-095; and the UAZ
316194-010, branded the Classic, with a 98bnp

ueHnjected 2,886cc UMZ 4213 engine. The
erms Classic and Comfort for the Hunter were

relative. Compared to the Comfort, the Classic had

@ split tailgate rather than a side-hung rear door,

metal bumpers, no front fog lights and the original

five-speed Russian gearbox with its reverse-shift
pattern. Other than that, it was no less spartan

inside than the Comfort — which was pretty spartan.

For example, neither hac a dashboard controlfer the

heater temperature — the owners manual suggested

using the fan instead to control the temperatureifthe
heater valve hacl been turned on, whichitself usually

meant digging out a screwdriver.

In January 2008, all UAZs were upgraced io
Euro-lll fo make them compliant with Russian law.

arch 2008 saw the introduction of a new form of

front wheel hub to both the Hunter and the UAZ light

commercials, which allowed four-wheel drive ta be

engaged simply by operating the interior transfer-box

levers. No longer did the driver need to jump out,
often into mud or snow, and use a spanner lock in

 
the front hubs to put fourwheeldrive into operation.

In April 2008, Severstal Auto changedits narne to
Sollers, the Latin for clever and skilful, as it aired to

increase the firm’s presence on the Russian market

and to mark its break away from the parent Severstal

Group to become an independent firm in its own

right. UAZ vehicles themselves, with the exception
of the Patriot, remained resolutely traditional.

What Sollers did do was develoo Severstal's joint

ventures, including the short-lived link-up with Fiat that
had been bam in 2006. Fiat Lineas and Doblo vans

were assembled from camponent kits at the ZMA

plant in Naberezhnye Chelny, which had built the

Oka before Sollers bought the factory from KAMAZ

in 2005. The old Oka plant was also used by Sollers

to assemble Korean Ssangyongs for the Russian

market. The partnership with Fiat ended in February

2011 when Sollers forged a new joint venture with
Ford io assemble the American firm's producis,

including the Transit van, for ine Russian market.
In a second joirt venture, also created In 2006,

the Russianslinked up with Japanese firm Isuzu to

produce light trucks, such as ihe Isuzu N-Series, in
UA?'s home city of Ulyanovsk. Production began

in 2009 and has coritinued ever since, although
in December 2016 Solfers sold its stake in the

business to Isuzu. A third partnership with Mazcla

was inked in April 2012, with Sollers and Mazda

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 
 

The UAZ Hunter

Jubilee of 2017

celebrated 45 years

 
 

   
 
 
 
  
 

of the iconic Soviet-

designed off-roader.

(UAZ)
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                                              > One of the first-post

Soviet developments of

the UAZ light commercial
series was the 1994 UAZ

3909, which offered

a separate load area
behind an enlarged

cabin that included seats

for five around a table.

(Author's colection)
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opening a factory in Vladivostok, the most easterly
city in Russia.

White Sollers was busy forging deals to spread
its automotive risks anc expand its exposure across
different markets and partners, the core UAZ
products simply kept on trucking, getting nips and
tucks as and when necessary fo keep them legal
and respand to market conditions.

For the Hunter that included a. cutprice variant,
released in 2009, to help UAZ buyers take full
acvantage of tne Russian government's post
fnancial-crash subsidised carloan scheme, It
applied only to cars costing less than 380,000
roubles to make sure ihe programme benefited
Russian manufacturers and those who were
hurt most by the fallout from the greed and
mismanagement of tne global banking sector. The
UAZ 315195-057 cutits costs by cutting out the
roof — instead of a steel root, it brought back the
softtop, which fer many years had been the only
option for buyers ot what started life as the UAZ
469. Bumpers were retail, but the drivetrain was
that of the mainstrearn Hurtter, complete with 128hp
ZMZ engine and Spicer axies.

Also with a softtop wes the new military-spec
UAZ-315108, announced in September 2009,
Powered by a 106hp version of the 2.2-litre ZMZ

a CARSOF THE SOVIET UNION

 
turbo-diesel engine, it feaiured aciditicnal heating
systems for botn the interior and the engine fo
make sure that operations in cold climates were
not hampered by chilly troops or iced-up motors.
t was to be last military UAZ from the 469 family
pecause in October 2011 the Kremlin announced
that it would no longer be buying the vehicles other
than for specific tasks unable to be accomplisned
iy more modern vehicles.

UAZ's foray back into rnilitary markets where It
had started its life prompted a back-to-the-future
rnoment in February 2010 when it reintroduced the
UAz-469, Formally called UAZ 315196-110 with a
softtep and 315196-010 with a metal roof, it had
steel bumpers, Timken andes, a four-speed gearbox
and a 2,693ce ZMZ 4091 engine, producing
412hp. Inside there was an ali:metal bocly-ccloured
dashboard. Offered with either white or olive green
paintwork, it was 23 per cent cheaper than the
Hunter wilh which it snared coil front springs, disc
brakes and power steering as well as the interior
carpats and sound insulation but not the clath-
trimmed seats. Instead the practical 469 hac easily
washable vinyl tim.

Oper-air motoring was ai the same time
extended to Hunter Classic buyers with a softtoo
option new being offered as the UAZ 318195-057.
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The hard-top Classic had the suffix ‘-157' while the
plastic-bumpered Comfort continued as the -O57'

with a 128hp petrol engine and “-053' withthe diesel
motor. From summer 2009 Hunter Classics were

fitted with ZMZ40904 engines as supplies of the

UMZ engine hac! dried up following a breakdown

in the relationship between GAZ, the owners of the

UMZ engine plant, and Sollers which had owned

the ZMZ motor factory since 2001. The two firms

could not agree a deal over the prices of supplies cf

engines to each other From then on, GAZ used orlly

UMZ motors on iis GAZelle light commercials and

UAZ tumed to ZMZ forall its engines.

The rebom UAZ469 seemed to becoming a
permanent member of the UAZ catalogue and in

August 2010 two more versions were introduced.
The UAZ 318196-180 softtop and the UAZ 315196-

080 hard-top nad a five-speed Dymos gearbox rather
than the rather clunky and difficutt-ie-operate Russian

unit that dated back to the 1950sin its core design.
Special editions of the Hunters started to

appear as UAZ played upon the retro charm of the

vehicle to keeo showrooms buzzing, and one such

was tne Trophy, introduced in September 2013.

Available with petrol or diesel engines, it was easily

distinguished by its taupe metallic paint, chunky off

road biased Contyre Expedition tyres on uniquealloy

wheels, and spare wheel cover. Underneath there

were protective shields for the track rods and a rear

towing hook for hauling things out of the mud that

any serious expedition should hope to encounter.

Even so, by December 2074, the Huriter range

nad been reduced to two hard-top models - the
diesel-powered UA7-315148-086 and the petrol-

driven UA4315195-088. In February 2015 the

end seemed nigh when the firm announced that

production of the car, of which more than 1,650,000

hac been macie, would endthat year thanksto falling
sales. A special farewell edition was announced

in May, called the Victory Series, which also

commemorated the 7Oth anniversary of the end of

the Second World War, better known In Russia as

the Great Patriotic War. These rather special UAZs

were painted a dark green, similar to that used on

Soviet military vehicles during the war and had a
special decal on the sides, showing 4 musical stave

and the word ‘Maestro’, inspired by a cult Soviet war

film in which the hero used the call sign ‘Maestro’.

More practically it had a sump guard, shields for the

steering gear, off-road Contyre rubber on blackalloy
wheels and a special pack containing an army cape,

dufiel bag and a military shovel. Only a peiral engine
was offered, 7MZ having wound down production

ofits diesel engines due to low demand.
Tales of the deatn of the UAZ Hunter were

exaggerated because in February 2076 Ulyanovsk

announced that, in fact, production of the iconic

SUV would continue. Loyal buyers and new
customers whe warmed sorething pretty rare in

the automotive world - a totally unpretentious off
roacer —had shown that sales were still there for the

taking. The new Huriter did get a new safety feature

— ‘seat belt undone’ waming light for the driver.
Three versions were offered on the Russian market:

Classic, Trophy and the Viciory Series. One famous

communist took his last journey in December 2016
thanks to UAZ. Cuban leader Fidel Castro's funeral

cortege saw his ashes taken through the sireets of

Santiago de Cuba onatrailer behind a UAZ.
UAZ hadn't lost the special-edition bug and

in April 2017 announced the Hunter Jubilee (UAZ
315195-068-04}, to celebrate 45 years since the

A469 wasiniroduced. Ulyanovsk said that the Hunter

Jubilee had been designed for UAZ connoisseurs,

after meeting with enthusiast clubs and holding

special forums with fans of the car The result was

thefirst tricolour UAZ — a lovely shacie of peppermint

green below the window line, gloss black around

the glass house and a white roof matching white

wheels. The bright paints were chosen because

they reflected away heat, as did the white roof

— once de rigeur on rally cars back in the 1960s,

as fans of Mini Coopers know all too well. Another

defining feature was the split tailgate, the lower half

W One of the long-
wheelbase UAZs was the

double-cab UAZ 39094,
whichalso included a

fully trimmed cabin,

high-backed seats and

a new 2,890ccengine.It
was introduced in 1997.

(Author's collection)
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   ®Aless successful long

wheelbase derivative

was the king cab UAZ
38095 which included

a fold-down bunk bed
behind the front seats.

Very few were made
and the vehicle was

soon dropped from the
official UAZ line-up.

Behindit stands the

perennial UAZ 3303
drop-side pickup,

(Author's cafection)

sua

of which could be transformed into a picnic table.

Naturally, buripers were meétal. Inside — just ihe
basics: power steering and seats trimmed with a
breathaole but waterproof cloth instead cf vinyl and
double-stitched to match the exterior colour, There

was, however, a special 45th anniversary badge on
the dashboard te remind ihe ciriver and passengers

that they were in @ rather special UAZ. The engine
was a 128hp ZMZ unit driving through 4 Chinese
five-speed gearbox to Spicer rather than Timken
axles. A locking rear differential was an option. The
Jubilee became a permanent addition to the range

and by January 2018, as the UAZ 315195-070, was
one of just two Hunters left in the UAZ line-up, the
other being the UAZ 318195-071 Classic which hac!
Timken axles. By 2019, the Classic was offered with
a rear differential lock as the UAZ315195-070 while
the Jubilee had lost that option and was recoded
UAZ315195-070-04.

The venerable Ulyanovsk SUV, possibly the last
in the world that stay true to the no-frills ethos of
go-anywhere motoring, continued to sell to a small
but diehard band ofloyalists. It continued to figure

strongly in UAZ's export programme, with sales
beginning in Chile of both hard- and sofi-top variants
in 2019.

In February 2019 it officially became a truck,
being recesignated as such to avoid new fules
introduced in Russia roquiring all cars to have

alroags and cther newfangled pieces of kit. Now
officially called UAZ-2924 — reviving a code number
used in the nineties for a series of 469-based

pickup prototypes - the Hunter gained ABS. It also
carne with the ERA-GLONASS (SPATIIOHACC)

in CHARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

on-call emergency rescue system, which uses
Russia's GPS (Global Positioning System) network
fo allow drivers in distress to signal their location to

the emergency services. The harc-top Classic was
coded UAZ2924-013.

The UAZ Hunter née 3151 née 469 is one the

world’s most enduring cars. That is a tribute to

its original design that, in spite of many changes,
remains conceptually just as it was when the USSR

designed an all-purpose off-roacer to meet the
needs of motorists who really did to get to the ends
of the earih.

it wasn’t just the Hunter that not only survived

ihe collapse of the USSR but managed to thrive
in the brave new world. The forward-contrel van,

minibus and pickup light commercial vehicle (LCV)
range, based on @ design thatfirst saw thelight of
day in 1958, was by tne 1990s long overdue for
some modernisation. However, unlike the rest cf the

UAZ range It remained fundamentally unchanged
throughout the post-Soviet era right up until the
introduction of fuel-injected engines in autumn
2006, about which UAZ had no choice as tt was tne

only way the range could meet the Eure-ll emissions
standards adopted in Russia.

However, the range was the most profitable part

of the UAZ’s productline, so it wasn't entirely ignored
after the events of 1991. First up, in 1992, was the

UAZ 39625 crew-cab with hinged rear seats, a

derivative of the UAZ 3962 ambulance. In 1994

the UAZ 2206 minibus range gained two luxurious

variants, the nine-seat ‘04’ and the eleven-seat ‘033.
These mocels had soft trim in the passenger area

and proper padded seats ratherthan the rudimentary
tubular units that had been de rigeur for UAZ since

time began. Also in 1994, UAZ announced the UAZ
3909, a kombi based on the UAZ 3741 van, with five
additional seats and a table behind the cabin, and

behind that a separate luggage area.It could carry,
with the criver, seven people and 475kg of cargo
and was aimed at farmers and other people, such

as hunters and engineers, who needed lo go out
into the wilds with loads of equioment.

In 1986 UAZ offered tne option of a larger

2890cc S8bhp engine, the UMZ 4218. This retained
an aluminium block but had cast-iron cylinderliners,
wich increased the strength of the engine as well
as reducingfriction loss. Existing vehicles equipped
with the larger engine gained a ‘9’ to their model
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index — so, for example, the 3741 became a 37419,

and the 2206 a 22069. The largerengined models

also gained luxurious cloth-covered adjustable iront
seats, with heacrests, a viscous-coupled cocling

fan and standard-fit radial-ply tyres. Freewheeling

front wheel hubs, lockable by hand, were also

added to the larger-engined models.

A series of long-wheelbase pickup models
in which the wheelbase grew from 2,c00mm to

2,550mm and the payload increased to 1.3 tonnes,

further extended the range. The first of ihese was
the UAZ 33086 announcedin 1996, which also had

an all metal load platform. The regular-wneelbase
UAZ 3303 retained its wooden load bed, In 1997

UAZ developed a long-wneelbase UAZS9004

double-cab pickup with 4 load capacity of 625kg.
The UAZ39095, announced a year earlier in 1996,

also on the longer wheelbase, nad a king-size
iwo-man cab with a fold-down bunk bed anc two

storage bins behind the seats. This model was only
aver produced in small numbers anc was dropped
irom the range early in the 21st century.

Fuebinjected 2.89-litre UMZ 4213 engines,
producing 98bhp, were introcuced across the

range in September 2006, each model gaining an
additional 4’ to its index to identify tne new engines.

Top speed went up from 110krni/h (69mph) to
12?kr/n (7G mph}. The resi of the drivetrain

remained unchanged — allround drum brakes

and leaf sorings, nc powersieering and the same

 

four-speed gearbox and twin-levortransler box first

seen in 1966. In August 2007, however, the Spicer

type axles, first used on the Hunter, started to be
introduced to the venerable UAZs along wiih front

disc brakes, a new smaller two-spoke steering

wheel and steering-column-mounted minor controls
also first seen on the Hunter.

In March 2008, tne UAZ LOV range was

renumbered to denoté Euro-lll compliant engines.

The suffix '-310' meant Spicer axles and 312’ the

slightly cheaper Timken axles, the latter having a

smaller profile and so lesslikely to impede progress
in deep snow.

Amore fundamental change arrived in July 2009

when all the UAZ LCVs got a detuned version of

the 16-valve 1280 ZMZ 40904.10 engine fitted
io the Hunter and Patriot. Called ZMZ 4091.10 in

Euro-lll soec, the new motor produced 112bhp.
These vehicles had the new codes 330395

(pickup), 220695 (minibus), 374195 (van), 396295
(ambulance), 396255 (crew bus), 20985 (kembi),
830695 (long-wheelbase pickup) and 390945

(double-cab pickup). Euro-lV engines arrived in
June 2011 ready for January 2012, when that
standard was intreduced for new vehicles soid in
Russia, At ihe sarne time ABS was accled to the

2206 minibuses and 3962 ambulances and crew

buses, again because domestic legisiation dictated
guch en improvement to improve safety in vehicles
used to carry multiple cassengers.

 
THE FOST-SOVIETERA ISS ONWARDS

 

  
©The UAZ 3165 was

the long-awaited but

yet to be produced

replacementfor the

UAZ light commercial

range. This is the original
version,first seen in

1999. (Uulian Nowill

SuU1
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The UAZ LCV has neverofficially been mace with
a diesel engine other than for the Russian defence
ministry. In November 2008, a new ambulance, the
UAZ 396218, specifically designed for military use
and equipped with a 7MZ-5143.10 turbocharged
diesel engine, was supplied to the armed forces.
it featured power steering, engine pre-heaters and
extra interior heating. The diesel option has never
been sold to the general public because of the extra
cost and the problems insulating the cab from the
noisier engine, which of course on. the UAZ is right in
the centre of the cab. The simplicity of UAZ's regular
3062 ambulance attracted attention from North
Korea — a numer were exported there during 2071.

The UAZ LCV was notleft out of the firr’'s new-
found enthusiasm for soecial editions. In September
2018 the wraps were pulled off the UAZ 39089 Trophy
painted a striking aqua blue. twas equipped wiih an
expedition root rack, accessed by a body-mounted
ladder, an in-cab 12 to 220V power converter and
Contyre off-road tyres.

in October 2014, UAZ introduced a new sysiem
of designating ts models which marked @ break
with the Soviet system it had been using - and
confusing customers with — for time immemorial.
The 33086 for example was called the xT4GMD
anc the 220685 the XBAGMD. However, 8s far as
the public were concerned, the well-known USSR-
era indices were preferred and they remained
in use alongside the new numbers, Around the
sare time the 3741 panel van faced away. There
was no formal anncuncement, even though the
vans got a new code of UAZ XV4GMK. The 3741
tag had, however, retumed by 2017 for a van with
windows, the UAZ XV8GMD, which was not thai
far removed in design from the by then officially
discontinued 396255 crew bus with its side-
mounted folding seats.

* was in February 2016 that the UAZ. light
commerdials got their most significant changes since
fuel injection had been introduced a decade earlier.
Ts avoid the risk of lasing sales — 22,102 were soid
in 2015, a not insignificant part of Ulyanovsk's total
oraduction - UAZ realiged it couldn't just rely on the
model's go-anywhere reputation and low price. Even
the hardiest of souls wanted a Tittle more comfort
when they went about their business or hobbies.

For the very first time, the driver's seat could
be moved back and forward. Not only ihat bul the

redesigned front seats with integral headrests, could
have heatersfitted. The dashboard, while still painted
metal, had an electronic multifunction instrument
panel mounted in the centre and an integral slot
for the radio in front of the driver. The interior was
now fully trimmed with sound-albsorbent, soft fabric
trim, which made it possible to actually hear a radio
when driving. There was now a 12V power outlet
for charging cell phones and powering sat-navs
and all models got a new, soft-feel paddedsteering
wheel with column-mounted switches for wipers
and indicators.

Oneof the main complaints from UAZ users had
been cracks where the body was mounted on the
chassis. UAZ introduced additional strengthening
of the affected chassis members.In addition, the
chassis and body gained a plastic and rubberinsert
where they joined, effectively alosorbing the vibration
that hadl coritributed to the oracking of the metal. In
October 2016 the offroad capability of the UAZ LCV
was further enhanced when an Eaton-differertial-
lock-equipped Spicer rear axle was mace available
as an option.

In July 2018 a special Jubilee version of the UAZ
2206 minibus was launched to commemorate 60
years of continued production. The most distinctive
feature was a duo-tone paint scheme, glossy white
above the waistline and a refreshing mild green
below, complemented by white 16in wheels, a white
radiator grille and special padging. Underneath were
Spicer axles and a locking rear differential. There
was even a single key for both the doors ana the
ignition, In December that year all the UAZ LOVs
were offered with the ERA-GLONASSsystem.

Stil known in Russia by their Soivet-era
nicknames of Loaf (in Russian: buknanka— Byxana)
for the vans and minibuses, which loaked like a
caf of bread, and Tadpole (in Russian: golovastik

— ronogactnk) for the pickups, there UAZs remain
very popular, They really have no competition and
remain unique in offering serious ofLroad capability
with plenty of space for cargo and passengersat 4.
genuinely affordable price. In 2018, the UAZ3809

omlbi was the fifth best selling light commercial in
Russia, with 8,505 being bought - up 19 per cent
on the previous year. Also in the top ten that year
was the 2206 minious, which sold 2,451 examples.
te wouldn't be too far fetched to say that the UAZ LCV
is as close to immortal as any vehicle can get Hl
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hé collacse of the Soviet Unionleft factories
in what were now independent states in 4

Parous position. They were cut off from the bulk
of their traditional markets and faced problems
gétting hold of componenis, which had been
sourced from across the vast Soviet empire.
The ZAZ plant in the Ukraine was no exception
although it did have the advantage of having just
launched a new car, the ZAZ 1102 Tavria, It also
had fts Soviet-era rearengined air-cooled ZAZ
968M still in production, which managed to cling
on until July 1994 when the last one rolled off the
Zaporozhets productionline.

The Tavria wasn't left unaltered. Versions made
after 1891 had changes to the front wings; the
original rectangular heaclamps, recessed into the
Gille, were grecually replaced by units that fitted

fiush, and in 1894 a new electric fan and driveshafts
were introduced.

However, 2 financial crisis at the beginning of the
1990s forced ZAZ to buy components on the cheap,
which resulted in a fall in foul quality. Politics got in
the way of car production too — after the collapse of
the USSR somepoliticians and some elements of the
Media attributed all Ukrainian misfortunes to Russia,
and collaporation with enterprisesin the former‘sister
republic’ was no longer encouraged. More than helf
of the Tavria’s components came from Russia and
the shift to using products from Ukrainian subsidiaries
led to a sharp drop in standards. The quality of its
assembly also went downhill. Production which had
sicod at 91,000 cars in 1994 fell to 1,030 in 1997

Even in the face of such financial adversity, ZA7
engineers worked on expanding their product

# Gneof the very few
right-hand-drive ZAZ
1102 Tavrias made ~ this

example was rescued

from the British Lada

importer’s yard, where
it had been left after

testing work to decide

whetheror not to import
the carinto the United

Kingdom. {Ed Hughes)

THE POST-SOVIETERA 189) ONWARDS
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#The ZAZ Tavria very

nearly didn’t makeit into

the post-Soviet period

but thanks to some timely
investment by Daewoo it

not only survived but gave

birth to a largerfive-door

notchback model, the

Slavuta. (Author's collection)
The rear-engined

Zaporozhets 968M

continued in production

until 1994, leaving Porsche
and Tatra as the world’s

last outposts of rear-

engined production cars.
{Avtoexport)

zuu
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  range. A five-door Tavria-based estate car, the ZAZ
4105 Dana, was first shown in 1994. Production
was extremely limited and the car remains one of
the rarest products of the Zaporozhets plant. The
extra weight of the ZAZ 4105 did, nowever, highlight
the need for a more powerful power unit A few tral
examples (2AZ1122 Tava three-door and ZAZ 1125
Dana estate} with a VAZ. 2108 1,288engine and
fourspeed gearbox were built out didn't go inte
production. Instead, to go with the larger Tavria range,
in 1904 MeMZ started work on larger engines, which
were revealed in 1997. The two additional engines,
the 119760 MeMZ 2457 and the 1,29G0e MeMZ 201
were stretoned versions ofthe original MeM2 245unit.
While the smaller engine went into production fairly
quickly, the larger one didnt really become available
until 2001. Fuel injection was offered from 2002.

As away of bringing in bath cash and technology,
ZAZ formed a joint venture In 4998 with the Korean
fren Daewoo. The Korean geriner announced its
intention to nat only build its own cars at ihe ZAZ
factory but algo to invest in a modernised Tavria.
That year the first CKD kits of the Daewoo Lanos
started to be assembled at the ZAZ plant. During
June 1998 at the Kiev Motor Show, the improved
ZAZ Tawia made tts public debut. According to
what was Now known @s AvicZAZ-Daewoethe new

a Nova incorporated 200 changes,all directedTavri
able level.towards bringing quality to an accept

These included higher-quality metal for the body,
new engine components fo increasethe Iife of the
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motor and tighter pane! gaps thanks to improved
assembly techniques. The Tavria Nova replaced the
original Tavria of which 826,500 had been made.

Even the Korean influence couldn't end 7AZ’s

laith in tne Soviet-era vehicle indexing system. The
three-door Tavria Nova was coded ZA 110206 with

the 1,081ec engine, the 110207 with the medium-
sized unit and 110208 with the larger engine. A ‘7' in

place of the final 0 denoted luxury trim.
In May 1999, the first pre-production batch of

five-doorliftback ZAZ 1103 Slavutas was built, after

being unveiled at the 1995 Moscow Motor Show.
The ZAZ 1105 Dana estate car was by now officially
a built-to-order model — few were actually made and

once Daewoo took control of the firm the estate was

allowed to fade away. However, the ZAZ 1103 went

on to become a major part of the Tavria family, with

ful-scale production starting in 2001. Changes on
the production models were at first glance minimal
although the bumpers were body coloured. The
engine range of the five-door was the 1,19%cc¢ and
1,299c0 MeMZ units ZAZ 110807 and ZAZ 110308

respectively).

During July 1999 ZAZ began limited production
of the Tavria-based ZAZ 110550 pick-up,first seen in
November 1994 and based on the ZAZ 1105 Dana

estate car platform. lt was powered by the S3bhp
1091ec MeMZ 245 engine. It was joined in 2000

by the ZAZ-110557, powered by the 1,1976c 58bhp
MeMZ 2457 engine and the ZAZ 110557-51 with a

olastic superstructure fitted to the pick-up to create

a light van with a payload of 390kg, In comparison
with the previous commercial madels, these vehicles
featured a strengthened beam rear axle, now rear

bumpers and new rearview mirrors.
The relationship with Daewoo was shortived,

a victim of the collapse of Daewooitself in 1999.
Founded in 1967 Daewoo and had grown at

breakneck speed, involved in shipouilding, heavy

engineering, electronic and carmaking. By the
4990s, the group was heavily in debt and its maior
markets were eftther stagnant or shrinking. Qnce

considered @ top-ten motor company in terms

of production, in 2001 it was forced to sell off its
automotive arm, Daewoo Motors, to General Motors.

Following the sale Daewoolost Interestin its overseas
offshoots, none of which, with the exception of the
Vietnamese operation, transferred to GM's new
Korean subsidiary. Components were still shioped
out from the South Korean factories to the scatiered

remnants of the Daewoo empire, which were now all

fighting to survive as independent entities following
the death of their parent. ZA7Z managed to get

support from the Ukrainian government to survive
the demise ofits former partner.

However, the relationshio with Daewoo had left

ZAZ a much Stronger cornpany. tt had undergone a
series of structural changes including theintroduction
of advanced production facilities, all of which put it

in a goad position to go cut and find new products
to fill its assembly lines and develop new models of
its own. In the summer of 2002, production of tne
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€ Oneof the very few
ZAZ 1105 Dana estate

cars produced by the
Ukrainian firm. Poor

production standards
spoiled what could have
been a very successful!

compact estate. One of

the problems reported

was persistent water
leaks into the interior.

(Julian Nowilf)
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W After the break-up of

the Soviet Union the ZAZ
Tavria was no longer

widely sold in Russia.
Here’s one of the few

that slipped through.

(Viadimir Varaksin)

 
306

Daewoo Sens started - this was 4 Lanos powered
by the 1,298¢c 7Obhp MeMZ 80? engine. ttincluded
some campenents shipped in from the former
Daewoo car plant in Poland, which eventually fell
underthe control of ZAZ,

The name of the company was changed in
January 2008 fram AvtoZAZDaewoo to just plain
7AZ, Afocus cn assemialing cars for other companies
meant that ZAZ was building 748,000 cars a year by
ana5 — nearly back to iis Soviet heyday. By 2007,
the olant was building fts own ZAZ Slavuia range, he
Daewoo based ZAZ Sens and ZAZ Lanes, various
Ladas, some Opels and Chrysler 00Cs and 4
range of Chevrolets, based on Korean designs.

The ZAZ team did begin work on a Tava,
raplacement, the ZAZ 1106, put it didn't progress
beyond mock-up stage. By 2008 all work on the
JAZ 7106 had came to an end as ihe firm focused
on the Daewoo designs tt inherited from its iiHfated
partnership with the doomed Korean carmaker.

ZAZ exporis in the post-Soviel era were extremely
limited. In 1992, however, a batch of at least three
rignthand-crive Tavies arived in Britain at the
headquarters of the Leda importer, Satra Motors.
Pleagent to drive and promising a low price, sales
in the United Kingciom were stymied by the inability
of postSowet ZAZ to guarantee & reliable supply of
cars and spare parts.

Production of the original three-door ZAZ 1102
Tavria ended in September 2007, However, the
five-door Tavria-based ZAZ 1108 Slavuta and the
commercial versions remained in production. ZAZ
was concentrating its efforts on tis successful MeMZ
engined versions of the Daewoo Lanos-based cars,
and the lucrative business of assembling cars for

ae! CARS OF THE SOVIET LINIGN

other makers who wanted to sell their products in
the Ukraine and elsewhere, It even re-entered the
Aussian market underits own name in June 2007
with the ZAZ Sens, having supplied a Chevrolet
branded Lanos to Russia since 2006.

Plans to axe the Salvuta in July 2008 were
cancelied in the wake of the worldwide financial
crash. Bucget-priced cars were suddenly back in
demand and in the Ukraine the 2AZ represented
cost-effective motoring. Thanks to its Tavria. rocts,
* could be maintained anywhere in the country
and investment in quality control by ZAZ gained it
a reputation for being sturdy and well mace forthe
price. It wasn't until January 2071 that ZAZ finally
ended production of the ZAZ 1103 Slavuta and
the ZAZ 110557 Tavria commercials. At the end
of ite life the Slavuta, of which mere than 140,000
had been made, was the cheapest new car made
and sold anywhere in Europe. It was also the last
car to be developed and designed by the Ukrainian
motor industry, ZAZ marked the end of production
oy offering the last car built in an online auction, The
fim received 650 bids anc the car was won by a
motoristliving near Kiev. The MeMZ angine line, used
througheut the fife of the Tavria and Slavuta, and
which like ther hadits roots in the USSR,continued
until 2018 underthe bonnet of the ZAZ Sens.

Output at Zaporazhets in 2011 was down to just
uncler 61,000, but the Sens and Lanos kept the ZAZ
production lines humming gently away until 2014
when there was breakcown of relations between
Russia and the Ukraine. A move towards closer
alignment of the Ukraine with the European Union
sparked opposition in the eastern haif of the county,
which had close links with Russia. Armed conflict
and a change of governmentin Kiev disrupted the
Ukrainian economy — total car salesfell from 628,000
in 2008 to 80,000 in 2017. With imports of both new
and second-hand cars from the European Union
now flooding into the country, by 2017 ZAZ found
itself producing just 1,074 cars - in a factory able
© build more than 150,000, Production stopped

in Dacernber 2017, but sales continued from stock
rough 2018 untilthe following December when the
inal new ZAZ tookto ihe roads. Assembly of Korean
LS tractors, using component kits supplied trem
South Korea, started in early 2019, taking ZAZ back
fo Its agricultural roots, but the long-term future cf the
‘sotory remains bleak. Hl
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he first new Russian car to emerge in the
newly capitalist Russia was the Soviet-

designed IZH 2126. Develooment had started in
1978, with Moscow University helping out on the

aerodynamics and Renault engineers offering
words of advicé on the production side. The
new car was first seen at the 1985 Exhibition of

Achievements of the USSR but did not make it

into serious production until 1991, missing out on
ihe final Five Year Plan of the Soviet Union.It was

developed as a replacement for the Moskvich-

based IZH 2125 Kombi, which finally went out of

production in 1997. It was also used as the basis

for van and pickup reclacements for the IZH 2715

and 27151 respectively.
The IZH 2126 was a rear-wheel-drive five-door

hatchback and was originally called fhe Orbita,

 

in recognition of its ability to go faster than the
preceding IZ7Hs and Moskviches. It displayed the

pragmatic ancl practical touchesthat were typical or
Soviet cars, designed with rough roads, a dispersed
service network and durability all uppermost in

the designers’ minds. It retained rear-wheel drive,

partly because it wes séen as more durable, partly
because doing so would speed up development

of the new car and partly because the designers
wanted to allow ior the opiion of fourwheel

drive, The original engine used was the 1,478cc

UZAM 412. However, ihe prospects of what was

a promising carfell foul of the postSoviet cnaas.
From 1981 until the end of the 1990s the Iznevsk

olant built the car largely in responseto firm orders.

The IZH 2126 was really a parts-bin special,

borrowing a lot fromm other Russian cars. From the

*# Designed during the
Soviet era, the IZH 2126

didn’t really go into

production uniil the

USSR had passedinto
the history books.it

was a remarkably weill-

sorted car, making clever

use of many existing
components to create

a rugged and durable

compact hatchback.It
deserved beiter than

its fate of being an
automotive also-ran.

fAuthor’s collection)
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old IZH it took the hydraulic cluich mechanism, the
bearings for the half axles (althougn the half axles
and rear axle itself were completely new), reer orake
shoes and servo sysiem, differential bearing anc
clutch, From the AZLK 2141 Mosiwich came the
masier brake cylinder and instruments. The classic
VAZ 2105 Riva contriouted the control arm for the
rear suspension. The GAZ 3102 Volga donated a
windscreen wiper motor and a differential housing.
Part of the steering column came from the Ural
motorcycle. The VAZ 2108 Samara offered Up
front wheel bearings, front disc brakes, electric
fan motors for bein the radiator and heating
system, safety devices and relays, steering column
gwitches and heaclights. Original designs included
ine body, the Interior, the five-speed gearbox, the
shock absorbers and the suspension springs.

The full selection of engines available in the 1ZH
2196 has been quite extensive. The Initial choice
was restricted to products of the UZAM engine
plant. The first power unit offered was the 73h
447800 UZAM 331.40, derived from the UZAM
412 uged in ihe iZH 2125, the asbhp 1,699¢0¢ UZ
317, a G9oha 1,816cc UZAM 3313.10, reputedly
fitted with fuel injection, and, available to special
order In 1997, tne ggohp 1,948c¢ UZ 248, This
wide choice of engines was made possible by
the IZH 2125's conventione} drivetrain layout. In
reality, the majority of early IZH 2125 cars were
fitted with either the 1.0- or 17-litre UZAM motors.
From the end of 1998, (ZH had added the option
of the VAZ 2106 engine, clutch and gearbox.
Engine choice had settled down by 2002 to the
1,568cc VAZ 2106unit orthe 1,899cc UZAM 3317,
with larger engines offered in the 4x4 modelsfirst
introduced in 2001, By the end of 2005 the UZAM
engines had been dropped as they couldn't meet
emissions regulations and (ZH buyers were offered
a choice of VAZ urits, the 4,prdce VAZ 2106 and
ine 1.8900 VAZ 21213, instead,

Afterflirting with Hyundai and Skoda, in 1997
7H relaunched the 2120 4s tne ZH 2126 Oda
and atternpied to begin production of the IZH
27961 estate car. The relaunch was hampered
by the deteriorating situation at the Izhevsk works

ae CARS OF THE SOVIET LNION

 
— enormous debts and real problems coming
to terms with the move to a market economy in
Russia. In 1999 the SOK Group became the main
shareholder of the 7H factory and completely
reorganised production, investing in new
equipment. Very soon there was an improvement
in the quality of tne cars and sales started to move
upwards. To make best use of the plant's capacity,
(ZH began assembiing VAZ models alongsideits
own IZH 2126 range. The VAZ 2106 joined the IZH
family in 2001 followed by the VAZ 21 043 estate
car in 2008. In 1999 IZH built 9,370 cars and vans.
By 2000 this had grown to 27,400 and by 2008
was up to 93,505 yenicles, including 35,700 [ZH
2126 cars and 15,200 IZH 9717 vans and pickups.
Thefactory developed 2 close relationship with Kia
and began assembling the 1.6-litre Kia Spectra in
March 2004, using kits supplied from South Korea.
it was followed in 2007 oy the Rio and the Sorente.

At the beginning of 2001 the (ZH 27171 pickup
and (ZH 27717 van iinally went on sale to replace the
old but still popular IZH 27151-01 and IZH 2715-01.
Officially, the long-tunning IZH 2715 series ended
its production run in 1997, making way Tor the new
vehicies that were officially announced in 1988,
but the final examples were not built until 2001. In
2002 at the Moscow Motor Snow, iZH ait tong last
formally announced that it would begin production
of a 4x4 Oda, the IZH 2126-062. Thefirst cars had
beer on the road in 1995 and sorelimited small-
scale production hacl started on an ad noc basis in
4997, The car was aimed at filing the gap between
fhe normal IZH hatchback series and traditional
off-roaders, such as the VAZ 2421 Niva. Full-scale
production of the IZA 21261, by then called Fapula,
finally began in March 2004.

In spite ofits conventional design, the ZH 2126
was a capacious and competent hatchback. tt was
well adapted for Russian driving conditions and
was considerably cheaper than the VAZ 2105/6/7
or 21093 models that wero its natural domestic
competition. Contemporary Russian road tests
also reckoned the IZH was a. much nicer carto drive
than the classic rearwheel-drive Ladas. However,
sales faltered after their early 21st century rally
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and by 2004 production of ZH 2126-based cars

seemed to have reached a plateau of 26,200 cars

and 13,900 vans and pickups.
In August 2005, the IZH 2126 reached the end

of the line. In spite of their best efforts to create

a cheap car for the post-Soviet era, I7H’s atiernpt

lalled. Although the Oda wasin its final years on
sale for @ price equivalent to less than £3,500 —

mucn less than the price of the most inexpensive
foreign-produced brands on sale in Russia — the

firm simply could not rnake production pay at such

prices. It wasn't the end for the IZH brand though.

On 22 December 2005, IZH began production of

a new 17H vehicle although it really wasn’t a new,
self-penned venicle at all. The IZH 27175 van was
introduced to maintain IZH's market niche for small

commercial vehicies, abandoned when the IZH

2/17 had been dropped as part of ihe demise
of the 2126. The IZH 27175 used the mechanical

components and front end of the VAZ 2104, by

new built exclusively at the Izhvek works, and

the rear end of the out-otproduction IZH 2717, In
effect, it was a Riva van!

In July 2006, IZH siarted offering the VAZ 2104

with the 1,568¢c VAZ 2106 engine, an option never

offered by Lacia Itself. This car, equipped also with

fuel injection, was called the VAZ 21041, By the

 

end of 2006 the two VAZ-based products were

selling extremely well, accounting for nearly half

the total production at IZH. In the spring of 2007

ZH went one step further and offered buyers the

option of having a VAZ 2107 front end on their VAZ

21041, Incidentally, by this time the IZH-built cars

were the only VAZ-designed cars bearing the VAZ
name rather than Lada,

The relationship between IZH and AvtoVAZ got
even closer in August 2008 when news leaked ihat

IZH may be sold to AvtcVAZ. The Izhevsk firm, even
with the VAZ 2104-hased models and its contract to

build Kias hac been struggling financially for some

time as the car market in Russia collapsed in the
wake of the global tinancial crisis. ZH was forced

to file for bankruptcy in August 2009, production of

cars having ground to a halt in May. The factory was

everitually scooped up in Novernber 2011 by anewly

buoyant Lada. Following a comprehensive update

of its production facilities, IZH in July 2012 began

building the Lada Granta saloon followed in May

2014 bythe five-door Grantaliftoack. The plant was

chosen to be sole sité for manufacturing the Lada

Vesta, a car designed entirely by AvtoVAZ, which

went on sale in September 2015 and soon topped

ihe Russian market. Perhaps mot surprisingly, in
April 2017 [ZH was renamed Lacia Izhevsk, ll

 

€TheIZH 2126 was

dropped byits makers

in 2005, the claim

being thatit couldn’t

be produced profitably.
The plant opted instead
to assemble Kias and

VAZ 2104 estate cars.

This is a 2004 IZH 2126

hatchback.(Author's

collection)
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                    #The GAZ 31029 was

thefirst Volga of the
new era. It combined the

GAZ 3102 rear end with a

restyled front, but apart
from those modifications

nothing was changed.It
was made from 1992 te

1997. (Group GAZ)

258

eae

AZ went through same hard times during the
4990s as it adjusted to becorning a private

company, to the loss of major state-run customers
that had beenits principle source of business anc to
he economic instability that accompanied Russia's
rove from a socialist to 4 capitalist society. In

overnber 1992 GAZ became 4 quoted joint stock

company. Thanks to the farsighted approach ofits
management and the introduction of the GAZelle
ight commercial range In 1994, GAZ managed
batter than most to weather the post-cormmunist-era
storm and to increase its output. In 1997, the works

ured out more than 220,000 motorvehicles, 4 20

per cent increase compared with 1994,
In August 2000 a subsidiary company of Cleg

Deripaska’s Siberian Aluminium group, started to
buy shares in a number of leading Russian motor
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vehicle manufacturers, including GAZ, to create its

own automative division, Ruspromavto. A focus of
attention on improving the quality of production paid
off and GAZ, as part of what was renamed Group
GAZ in 2006, became one cf the strongest players
in the Russian motorindustry.

The GAZ 24-10 Volga stayed in production until

April 1992 when, after 417,481 hac been mace, it
was replaced by the GAZ 31029 Volga,the tirst post-
Soviet revamp of the GAZ 24 Volga series. It ran until
4997 whenit was replaced by the GAZ 3110 Volga.
The GAZ 31029 had a restyled front end with a slight

reverse slant to the grille, bigger headlamps with
wraparound indicators, larger plastic bumpers and
the tail end of the top-of-the-line GAZ 3102. Under

the lightly retouched skin, the GAZ 31029 was to
all intents and purposes the same as the GAZ 24-
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10, but from the beginning GAZ slowly anc steadily

introduced changes and improvements to keep the

car attractive lo buyers who now had choices wnen

it came to what car they bought.

The basic engine for Ihe GAZ 31029 was the

same as ihe previous GAZ 24-10, a carburettorfed
2,446c0 ZMZ 402.10 unit. This was offered in two

versions — one for use with 92-octane fuel and one,

called the ZMZ 4021.10, for use with lower grade

76-octane petrol. In 1996 the front suspension was

improved and disc brakes, powersteering and five-

speed gearbox were offered as options along with
the first fuel-injected ZMZ engine, the 4062.10. The

estate cars were also upgraded in 1992, with the

GAZ 31022 replacing the GAZ 24-12 and the GAZ
81028 ambulance variant replacing the GAZ 24-13.

Even though production soared from around

84,G00 a year to a high of 124,000, thanks to
the GAZ 31029 offering a Ict of farniliar metal

for comparatively little cash, it sacrificed Volga's

reputation for quality in pursuit of quantity. Qwners

reported such gemsas bent half axles, bolts missing

from the front suspension, rust-sireaked body work

within a year, leaking brake master cylinders and

high oil consumption caused by poorly assembled
piston rings and leaking gaskets. The factory's

corosion protection was now inadequale, a sad
tum of events after the almost legenclary care given

by GAZ to making early Volgas rot proof, Some
apparently were painted without a primer coat! Not

surorisingly, exports cf Volgas came to an end apart

from shipments to some countries within the CIS,

mainly those in the Caucasus regions where the

low price of the Volga remained enough te autweigh

their appalling build quality,
In 1997 the GAZ 31029 was replacect by the

GAZ 3110. The new car was announced just after

GAZ and the European Bank of Reconstruction and

Developmentsigning a credit agreernent worth S80
million to help finance tne development of a new

range of thoroughly modemised Volgas. Scope for
fundamental changesto the original GAZ 24. formula

was constrained by the need fo achieve a high level

of component interchangeability between the new

car and its predecessors. Theat was because the

cash wasn't there to do anything more radical but

also a recognition that across much of the CIS most
of the automotive servicing and repair infrastructure

was sill geareci up to deal mainly with Soviet-era

cars. Anything too different would be outof its depth

in the more remote regions of the area.
Servo assisted front disc brakes were fitted as

standard to the GAZ 3110 and modifications were

made te the front and rear suspension, inclucing

changes to the rear axle, to make driving the car

quickly 4 little easier than the sarlier cars. The

gearbox was at tirst a fourspeed unit, but very soon

ihe five-spsed gearbox became standard kit.
The body itself was shortened by 100mm, the

culs being made to the rear, which had a less

angular appearance, wraparound rear lights and
a boot lid with a lower opening. Styling changes

 
©The GAZ 3110 Volga

was a vast improvement

over the previous
31029. it looked much

better and offered far

more performance and

refinement, although its
basic GAZ 24 siructure

and suspension

remained unchanged,

(Group GAZ)
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                           ¥The secondseries of

the GAZ 3110 Volga ran

from 2003 until 2005.

It introduced some

important mechanical
changes,including new

grease-nipple free front

suspension. (Group GAZ)

included a new front grille that cleverly incorporated
the light units and wings of the GAZ 31029. Inside,
there was a new curvaceaus dashboard with a rev
counter, The switches and steering-column stalk
controls were much more elegant and ihe ignition,
atill mounted below the steering column, at least
now made it possible to put in the key without
having to make sure i was the right way up! The
seais were vastly improved over the old car although
tall crivers still found spacelimited and the odd oft
cenire steering-column angle remained. A centre
console with armrest wasfitted between the front
seats, Doors had new-style moulded trim panels.

Hydraulic power sieering was standard. Other
eguioment included tinted glass, the option of air
conditioning and velour upholstery. Anti-lock brakes
remained on the wish-list, as did an automatic
gearbox, According to tradition, all GAZ cars,
beginning with ihe Pobeda, had a radio fitted as
siandard, The GAZ 3110 was no exception with a
tape player being added for good measure.

The new Volga was definitely better to crive.
The new fuelinjected ZMZ 406 2,3C0ce 16-valve
engine meant that for the first time the words ‘Volga’
and ‘sporty’ could be used in ihe same sentence.
Acceleration was now quicker than a VAZ 2108 and
the Volga retained its famous low-speed pulling
power, something buyers had been worried would
be last with the more highly tuned engine, However,
steering reactions at speed were still vague and
slow, although the car could zip round comers,
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squealing as it went, without losing grip unless
the road was mace from cobblestones or some

other slippery material. Net bad for a pretty basic
suspension Set-Up.

The original GAZ 3110 Volga was produced from
1997 until 2002. It was equipped with a choice of
ZMZ petrol engines - the 2.44500 ZMZ 40210
and ZMZ 4021.10 both with carburetors and the

131bhp fuelinjected, 16-valve ZMZ 4062.10 unit. It
remained resolutely a Volga, retaining both the good
and the bad of its predecessors but also acquiring
several new strengths, not least of which was a
facing of being more upto date and better bullt than
before — not 200 difficult after the horror story that
had been the GAZ 31029! Production levelled out
and sales remained steady in Russia and the core
OS markets.

in 1986, GAZ launched a project to build diesel
engines underlicence from the Austrian company
Steyr-Puch. The first tral run. of four-cylinder,
turoocharced 2,134c¢ GAZ 560 engines was made
in 1897. In 1998 the Canadian Magna company

acquired @ controlling interestin SteyePuch and a
formal agreement was signed with GAZ to set up 2
joint venture to build the engines in Russia. Full-scale
production built up during 2000, with local content
getting higher as the year progressed. Engine blocks
were made in Russia and ihe Yaroslaq engine plant
started to produce fuel equipment.

The new engine made a positive impression, not
least forits frugal aopetite for fuel. In a Volga, ff the
speed was kept to 100km/h (62mph) just 8.7 litres
was needed to cover 100km (24.8mpg) compared
to 13 litres (21,7mog) in the ZMZ 4062-engined
model — which in the aftermath of the 1998 Russian
economic collapse was most welcome. The sclld
diesel proved to be an ideal match for the Volga
and was offered as an option across the range

althoughIts extra cost meant tne owner would nesd
to cover at least 100,000km (62,000 miles) more
in the diesel car to recover the additional purchase

price, In 2004, production siarted of the GAZ 560.1,
a Euro-ll compliant version of the engine that had an
Intercooler and produced4little mare power.

In May 2008, the secand version of the GAZ
3110 Volgaleft the GAZ factory after debuting at
the Mascow Motor show in August 2002, when
GAZ had promised ihe new car would be ready
for sale the following May. Unlike so mary Russian
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car debuts, this one had indeed run to schedule!

Interestingly, there was nothing much to distinguish
this new GAZ 3110 model -— no new badges nor
even a new serial number.

Outside, the second series GAZ 3110 looked to
be little more than a minorfacelift of the original GAZ
8110. Revised single-piece headlamps, new back
light units and slimline door handles were the most
obvious features of the new car. Eco-friendly Volga
buyers could now order the ZMZ 406210 engine
with a catalytic converter, However, quality was
dramatically improved, impressing even harc-nosed
Russian motoring journalists. New-style doar locks
worked smoaihly, central-locking systerns locked
and unlocked to order, door mirrors didn't rrove

about In their casings. The conirols and switches
all operated with an almost Germanic smocthness.

Seana

 
How did thé new Volga behave on the roact?

The engine and transmission were familiar, fout
suspension modifications could be felt in the

quicker, more controllable steering although the
car was still a litle vague in a straight line and the
powerassisied steering was extremely light. This
was thanks to updeted front suspension, which
everyone had been asking for since the 1970s, The

olcashioned and imprecise Kingpins that dated
back to the GAZ 21 were replaced with sealed-for-
life bai joints, which also eliminated the need for
4 grease gun. Private drivers had found this need

for constant greasing to be a pain but professional
drivers, such as taxi drivers, liked the tough
suspension system, whichif greased! regularly rarely
if everfailed. When thefirst GAZ 3110s went on sale
with the new suspension, taxi drivers went round

 

#The estate car Volga
continued to run

alongside the saloon,
sharing the same

mechanical upgrades.

This is the 310221, which
was introduced at the

same time as the 3110.

By the time the GAZ

Volga 31105 was ready

te be iaunched, however,
it was only available to
Speciai order.

(Group GAZ)
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=The GAZ 31105 was

yet another upgrade
of the long-running

Volga theme, featuring
radically revised front-

end styling and major

changesto improve

comfort, including a

new steering column
that for the first time

offered larger drivers

the space they were

entitled to expect from

such a large car. Sales
remained steady at a not

unrespectable 50,000
plus per year.

(Group GAZ)

K4-1

showrooms looking for unsold versions with the
original suspension system.

Roll was substantially decreased due to
increased stiffness of the rear suspension and the
now standard rear anti-roll bar and thickeranti-roll bar

up front. Ride comfort remained excellent and Voiga
drivers still dicin't need to slow down for rough road
surfaces. Potholes, tramlines, road surface joints —
all this the Volga as before passed over ai any speed
without ihe least hint of trouble. A reised gearbox
mace the gearchange much more accurate, being
lick and with a short shift both at rest and when on
the move. A major change from the loose, neichy,
long-throw shift of the old Volga.

The Volga engineering team must nave got
something right because around 1,600 Volgas
were now being made every week. Sales may have
been helpeda little by the GAZ 3110 Volgain yellow
taxi trim starred in the amazing chase sequence
in the 2004 film The Bourne Supremacy, in which
hero Jason Bourne (Matt Damon) driving the

Volga comprehensvvely beats a Mercedes-driving
hoodlum in a hair-raising race through the streets
of Moscow.

The Volga estate car shared in most of the
changes ofIts saloon counterparts, the 1997 model
sharing its frontend styling and interior upgrades
with the 3110 saloon model and being renamed the
GAZ 310221, Mechanical changes, too, paralleled
the saloon with the estate cars benefiting from all
ihe same drivetrain updates, However, updating

an CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

the estate car aft of the front seats was neverreally
taken forward, partly because sales of estate cars
in Russia hac traditionally been fow, as the station

wagon body style had no prestige at all in the minds
of Russian buyers. Indeed, even hatchbacksplayed
sacond fiddle to traditional saloon cars.

The primitive, aloeit well-mace, rear seats were
extremely thin and very uncomfortable tor long trips,
The third seat row lified up from under the luggage

cormpartinent floor and was really only suitable for
children. In reality, the Volga estate was a 2+5 rather
than a 6+2 as only the frort seats were worthy
of the name. Only 688 GAZ 3102215 were made
in 2003.

A matter of months after prociuction started of

the second series 3110, GAZ pulled the wraps of

its next update of the Volga. The GAZ 31105 was
showeased in Moscow in August 2003, lt was

destined to replace the series two 3119, which it cid
in February 2004. The most neticeaible change was
that the GAZ 31105 featured an entirely new front
end with a new grille integrated into the bonnet, and
new front wings with aval indicator side repeaters
moved to the their lower part. Single-piece Osvar

heacliight units incorporatedall the front-end lighting
needed for the car. A new front bumper was

completely integrated into the front-end styling and
was not superimposed on top of the original wings
as the last new bumper had been on the 3110.

Inside, new ‘soft fee! switches werefitted along
with a relocated ignition tock on the side of the
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steering column, which wasitself of a new design
that, at long last, corrected the slightly offset driving
position that had been a feature of the Volga since
1968, No longer did it seern to lean away slightly
from the driver's left arm but was now firmly in line
with the centre of the driver's seat. It was crowned

by a new-style steering wheel and the column

switches resembled two joysticks, directly under
the driver's fingers — not too clase but not too far
fram the rim.

The seats were thinner but offered more lateral

support and better, adjustable lumbar support for
the drivers back. They were also positioned lower
than before, providing more space above the head,
between the bottom of the steering wheel and the
seat pad, and between the steering wheel and the
seat back. This finally addressed a long standing
fault of the Volga —that for a large car, room for drivers
bigger than average had been surprisingly limited,
The seats seemed at first harder than in previous
Voigas, but after a while they were found to be
extremely comfortable, while headrests were new.

Standard kit included seat belts for all passengers,
tinted glass and power-assisted Steering. There was
a catalytic convertor that helped the ZMZ 4082.10

engine in the GAZ 31105 meet Euro-ll emissions

regulations. Servicing was required every 10,000km
and more than 60 per cent of the body paris were
galvanised.

At the 2005 Moscow Motor Show a revised GAZ

310221 estate car was shown, with the new interior,
front lights, bonnet and radiator grille first seen on
the 31105. The GAZ 310221 was by now built to
order, but buyers could now decide whether they
wanted a 3110 or a 81105 style front end.

At the start of 2005 GAZ had faced a major
hiccup in the resurgent Volga programme. The firm
was forced to suspend production in January after
its long-term main engine supplier, the Severstal-
Auto-owned ZMZ, raised engine prices by 24
per cent, increasing the cost of a ZMZ engine io
$1,700, GAZ suspendedits orders to the Russian

firm and started negotiations for the supply of
Daimier-Chrysier engines. GAZ had alréacy tested
several foreign engines on the Volga because the
range offered by ZMZ was rather small. The V6 and

turbocharged units long promised by ZMZ% were
judged by GAZ to beIikely to be too expensive and
not reliadle enough. ZMZ retorted that ft could not

continue further development and agree a fall in
costs if GAZ did net buylarger volumes.

Although @ deal to restart supply from ZMZ was
finally patched together, ihe first Daimler-Chrysler-
engined Voigas were made in July 2005, GAZ having
announced in April that they had concluded a lono-
term agreementfor the delivery of the engines from
the Daimler-Chrysler plant in Saltillo in Mexico. The

engine chosen was the 2.4-ltre 152bhp unit used
in the Chrysler Neon, Dodge Stratus and Chrysler
Pronto Cruiser. The external design features ofthis
enginé were very close to the ZMZ 406 series,
making it relatively easy to acapt this engine for the
mass-produced GAZ31105/3102 Valgas models
and also for the Sable and GAZelle commercials.

i wasn't, however, an entirely simple exercise
to drop the American engine into the Volga.
Modifications had to be macie to the car including
changes te the shape of ihe crossbeam for the
front suspension and the bonnet as the Daimler

Chrysler unit wasslightly larger than the ZMZ, A new

engine-management system for the fuel injection
was designed for the Volga in the USA, Chryster not
wanting to placeits software at the disposal of the
Russian engineers.

From the ouiside only the grille design made it
possinlé to distinguish the Daimter-Chrysier- and
2MZengined cars, the former having prominent
horizontal bars and the latter a waterfall effect, On

the road, the new engine mace the Volga feel more
sprightly than before, with the quieter engine making

  
WThe Daimler-Chrysler-
Powered Volgas had

this simpler but bolder

type of radiatorgrille to

identify them from their

ZMZ engined sister cars.

Author's Collection)
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>The GAZ 3102

remained the Volga to

haveif you wanted to

impress the neighbours.
Long after the Soviet

Union had entered the

history books and the
3102 becameavailable

to anyone who wanted to

buy one, the car retained
its Soviet-era cachet of

being driven by those
who were something

special. (Group GAZ)

356

the tracitional Volga noises, caused byits less-than-
smooth aerodynamics and ancient transmission, far
more noticeable. Acceleration was better and the
clutch waslighter. The GAZ 31105 with the Chrysler
engine wes priced about £300 more than a ZMZ
powered model and was officially launched at the
2005 Moscow Motor Show. Sales began én masse
in December 2005.

In the same month GAZ dropped a bombshell
The firm announced that during 2007 production
of the Volga would corne to an end, claiming that
production, which peaked at 400,000 a yearat the
start of the 1990s hadfallen to about 50,000 a year.

Russian spending power had increased win
the growth of the country’s oll-fuelled economy,
and foreign carmakers had finally started tapping
into what analysis claimed was by then one of
the world’s fastest growing markets. Anyone who
was anyone in post-Soviet Russia, it would seem,
wanted to drive Mercedes, BMWs and Audis, with

Bentley, Porsche and Range Rover showrooms
selling cars for the truly rich. For the rest of the
oooulalion, Asian imports had made inroads into
the Volga’s market because of their low prices and
lower maintenance needs. The low selling price of
ihe Volga — and indeed of other Russian cars such

po CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

as the Lada — were no longer such a majorselling

point to an increasingly affluent market, especially
as the cost of imported cars was steadily faliing,
Moreover, an increasing numberof overseas brands
had started to build cars in Russia, combining lower
Russian labour costs with the latest car designs.

The passion of current owners and the public
at large took the firm by surprise. Sales of Volgas
climbed by 18 per cent in the two weeks following
news of the car's imminent demise. In March 2006

Maxim Avday, the General Director of RusPromAvto,
owners of GAZ, announced during a conference
in Turkey that not only would the Volga remain
in preduction but that GAZ would continue its
rmodemisaticn programme. The Volga's slay of
execution followed representations from dealers

who emphasised the high demand for the car in
rural Russian regions where its rugged simplicity
was far more sensible than the latest fow-slung,

high-tech foreign car, Production in 2005 amounted
to 55,000 cars.

In 2006, the carburettor models were dropped
across the Volga range as they no longer met
exhaust emission reguiations. At the Moscow
Metor Show in the summer of 2006 GAZ

presented the so-called ‘Euro-Volga’ with a new
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dashboard with electronic instruments controlled

by microprocessors. Other ideas presertted on the

vehicle included height-adjusiable seats, a steering
column adjustable for height and reach, and two-

fone dcortrims — the Volga still hac a few ticks upits
sleeve. Production of new-look Volga started in May

2607, replacing the previousinterior style completely
by December 2007, A Euro-lll ZMZ 4062 engine

was also announced at this time, suggesting that

the venerable Volga still had along future ahead ofit.

What of the GAZ 3102, traditionally the most

prestigious and expensive carin the Voiga range?
To look at, a 2008 GAZ 3102 Volga looked pretty

muchidentical ta a 1988 model — and compared to

ine increasingly incongruous styles being adopted

by other makers, there was a sense of calm and

stability in the lines of the 3102. Technically, the

3102's mechanical develooment generally paralleled

the mainstream Volga — for exarnple, the second

series 3110 suspension changes were incorporeted

at the same time into the 3102. The two Volga

ranges shared engine options, too. Speaking of

motors, the last of the V8 Volgas, the GAZ 31013

was made in 1994. With high-performance BMWs

and Mercedes-Benz machines now freely available

to the police and security services, there was no

longer any need for the mast powerful Volgacf all,
Equipment levels on the 3102 improved

progressively and by the 21st century, on some
models at least, tinted glass, velour uphoistery,

power steering and air conditioning were on the

 

equipmentlist. Alloy wheels were offered as an
option and really cid set off the car's rather stately

lines, while from 2003 pressed steel wheels with

a unique sporty slyl@ were also made available.
Indeed, what the 3102 did best was to retain the

prestige it had earned curing the Soviet era when

it was only officially available to a very limited

pool of buyers and unofficial black-market sales
commanded double and even treble the official

sale price. Long after the end of the Soviet Unian,

GAZ could still charge 20 per cent more for a 3102

on a specification like-for-like basis against any of

the visually Uodated Volgas introduced after 199".

Driving a 3102 and breac-and-borsch Volga side

by side revealed very little if any difference in road

behaviour — both were remarkably competent and

comfortable large cars and booth sold ior a price way

below anything else of comparablesize.
There werestill differences between the two cars,

though. The 3102 had driving lamps and heaclight
washers, generally not avallabie on the 31105. The

31105 bootlid opened to the bumper whereas that
on ine 3102 did net. Both shared the same spece-

consuming spare wheel location — suspendedin a

tray undemeath the rear parcel shelf.

By the siart of the 21st century, no Volga, net

even a GAZ 3102, received quite so many envious

glances as it once had been. Even with competition

from more modern cars growing all the time, a

surprising number of buyers still wanted what a

Volga offered — honest, reliable and cormiortable

 
 
 

GAZ worked on some

commercial variations

on the Volga theme.
This Is the GAZ 24-80

pickup - it didn’t go into

preduction. However, a

Russian motor business,

Trofim, offered its

owncoach-built Volga
pickups to cater for the
Small market niche for

luxurious two-wheel-

drive trucks. (Group GAZ)
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Another Volga
variant worked up but

not produced was
the GAZ 24-82 light

van. (Group GAZ)
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motoring ne matier what the road conditions, with
roam for all the family, at an extremely reasonable

price. By the time the 31105 was heading to market,
ihe quality of assembly had uncoutstedly improved,
as is confirmed by uncfficial repeir statistics anc the
experiences of Russian motoring magazines. At
the end of 2005 GAZ proudly announced that the

numberof repairs under guarantee had fallen by 40
per cent between 2001 and 2005,and that the cost
of the werkitself had fallen by 70 per cent. Problems

did occur, out while they were still more frequent

than on foreign cars, they were noi very serious.
Gearboxes and rear axies were much better than

before and even the new components, such as

the fuel-injected engines, had by 2007 long since
ceased to be problematic.

Dealers reported that the majority of Volga buyers
were people who had loved the carin the past and
who wanted to drive a Volga again, and the car
seemed setfair to continue into the second decade

of the 21st century. The Volga was not a car to drive
in a detached way like so many modem cars; it was
one to be actively driven and to get involved with.
The answerto its continued success long after the

harnamer and sickle had flownfor the last time over

the Kremlin was probably psychological - you gat

a special feeling travelling in a Volga that you just
couldn't gat from othercars.

Unfortunately, sentiment wasn't enough to keep

the aging Volga in production. In November 2008

the last Volgas sailed majestically off the Niznny

Novgorod production lines, bringing to an end the
life of a Somiet icon. It was to be replaced by a new

executive oar, and like the first ever GAZ, this one
too would come to Russia fromm America.

In April 2008, DaimlerChrysler and GAZ signed
an agreement for GAZ to buy both the production
equipment at the Sterling Heights plant in Michigan
used to make the Chrysler Sebring anc Dodge

Stratus and a licence for GAZ to make the cars

in Russia. They would be modified to suit Russian
market conditions and the first batch of equipment

from Daimler-Chrysler’s Sterling Heights plant in

Michigan arrived at the Gorki works in October
2006. Production of what was called the GAZ Siter

began in March 2008 but only lasted until November
2010. it was the last car made with a GAZ badge.

The cost cof making the Siber, which relied heavily

on imported components such as the engine and
gearbox, made ihe car expensive on the Russian
market, which was suffering in the aftermath of the
financial crisis. Just 9,000 were made.

GAZ now saw its future in developing

the phenomenally successfully GAZelle light
commercial series and producing cars for other

makers who wanted local production in Russia. The
first of these was the Skoda Yeti in 2012 followed

in 2013 by the Chevrolet Aveo, Skoda Octavia and
Volkswagen Jetta. The GAZ brand would in future
be for commercial vehicles only. Hl
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BesitatPeaae

n 1990 the LUA? S69M was renamed the LUAZ

1302. Externally they looked very similar indeed,

but under the skin were exiremely different,
The new model received a S3bhp four-cylinder
1,091ce water-cooled MeMZ 245-20 engine,first
seen in the ZAZ 1102 Tavria. The gearbox had
four speeds. With this engine fuel consumption
was reduced by 16 per cent and the car became

quieter. The front seats camealso from the Tavria,

the cockpit was revised again and the cars got
some sound insulation. Performance on the road

remained poor with a top speed of just 100km/n
(62mph) but off-road, the LUAZ 1302 was an

accomplished mud plugger. This was in part due
to a foot of ground clearance, which was better
even than the UAZ 31612 series.

The LUAZ 1302 formed the basis for a wider
range of vehicles than LuAZ had ever offered

before, although none were made in large
numbers. The LuAZ 13027 drop-side pickup was

one such vehicle, built in small nurnbers by the
Waletta company of Moscow, and took advantage
of the development work undertaken on the LUAZ

2403. The front-end components were taken

from the original LuAZ, but the wheelbase was

extended to create a large loading area. These
little trucks were equipped with a two-man cab,
had a payload of 500kg and could be supplied
with a canvas top. Offered for sale for £3,000,
production was barely 20 cars a month due

to problems with the supply of components from
the Ukraine.

In 1981, the Lutzk plant itself took on

production of the LUAZ 13021 and tried to expand
the range. The LUAZ 18021-02 had a canvas
top, while the LUAZ 13021-03 had a roof hatch.

The LuAZ 13021-04 of 1995 was designed for
maintenance workers. The double cab had four

seats and a shortened load bed, with a payload

up to 250kg, LUAZ 13021-07 delivery vans of
1997 had a longer body with aluminium side

walls, a plastic upper section and a metal door

at tne back. The LUAZ 13021-08 was designed
for medical use in rural areas. To create this

vehicle, ine body was extended by 600mm to
create space for a patient's berth. None of these

variations sold enough examples to save thelittle
off-roader - indeed just 27 LUAZ vehicles were

made in 1999 and by May 2002, the LuAZ 1802
was out of production, LUAZ started to assemble

Ladas and UAZs, building production up to more
than 22,000 in 2004. The following year LUAZ
became part of the Ukrainian Bogdan company,
which now builds buses and assembles cars

for international companies, including Hyundai,
Kia and China's JAG, for sale in the Ukraine. In

2006, the LuAZ factory in Lutzk was turned over

to bus production and manufactures a full range
of buses using components from manufaciurers

such as Iveco and Ashok Leyland. ll

THE FOST-SOVIETERA 199 ONWARDS

 
The LuAZ 13204 was

one of manyvariations
on the LUAZ 1302 theme

that the factory tried
to generateinterestin

the post-Soviet market.
In this case, the main

change was a glazed
hard-top to create a

compact van able to

deliver small things to
just about anywhere.

(Author's Collaction)
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                # Moskvich 2141s are

still seen across Russia
and also in Bulgaria,

where they were

assembledfora brief

period at the end of the
1980s. These two were

spotted in Bulgaria in

2006,(Author's colection)

25H

N°: all the Soviet motor plants enjoyed thesuccess of AvtcVAZ or GAZ. The giant
Moskvich plant suffered the steepest fall from grace.

The AZLK 2144 Moskvich had suffered right
from the start of production from low assembly
quality, Headaches jor owners included detective
window seals, ilHiting and squeaky instrument
panels and, on early examples especially, Interior
trim panels and seat and door trims that simply
came unstuck, One feature sorely missed by long-
standing Moskvich owners was ihe starting handle
— which, of course, could have been incorporated
into the car thanks to its longitudinal engine tayout.
it was a feature thet the 2141 really needed as it
was plagued by starting problems. The distributor
was prone to getting damp too, having no effective
shielding from moisiure,

a"OF THE SOVIET LNION

 
The plant ignored reports of assembly problems

and design faults for too long, spoiling the 2141's
reputation irrevocably, Net surprisingly, the AZLK
2141 did not sell very well and found life very fough
in the post-Soviet marketplace. Export markets,
even in the CIS and the former Eastern Bloc,all
nut disapeared. Even the Bulgarian assemblyline
closed down. Moskvich cars had been assembled
in Lovech in Bulgaria since 1966 following the
trends set by the parent factory in Mascow.

it wasnt all bac news Though. The Moskvich
2141 was spacious and comfortable although the
convenience of its rear hatcn was rather spoiled
by the high toadinglip. Using high-quality oils and
acditives in the engine could prolong its life, se
while a 2141 may have locked and sounded tatty
baforeits time, It would generally keep gaing. Even
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80, second-hand the cars lost value quickly — which
was another black mark them, especially for buyers
on a budget.

Changes to the 2141 in its early days were
few. The lowerplastic irim under the bumper was
deleted (it used to get ripped! off when the car was

reversed!) From December 1993 microprocessor
electronic ignition systems staried to be fitted,

The pickup model first seen in 1988 finally mace
it into production in 1998,initially with the 1,478cc
UZAM 331 engine as the AZLK 23352. This option
was deleted in 1985, when the VAZ 2106 engine
was offered as the AZLK 2335, The pickup was
capable of transporting a payload of up to 500kq,
Rear springs were leaf on a live axle and the frort
were independent colls.

AZ|K's biggest challenge was giving the car an
engine that would give buyers the performancethey
expected fram sucha large car. Many buyers of the
early Mogkvich 2141 cars preferred the VAZ 21068
engine, which offered more powerthan the 1,478cc
UZAM 331 unit and was generally believed to be
built to a higher standard. In 1991, AZLK and VAZ

signed a deal for the Togliatti plant to supply 65,000
engines a year. The agreement started out as an

example of intercompany co-operation supported
by the centrally planned Soviet Union, but by the
time it came into effect the two firms had become

competitors in the new market economy. Eventually
VAZ no longer supplied the specially adapted VAZ

2106-70 engines, AZLK got round this by designing

 

anew sub frame so that a stancard 2106 unit could

be used. The majority of cars sold were therefore

the AZLK 21412, powered by the 1,473ec UZAM
337 unit, even if it was, compared to the VA?
engine, underpowered for the car.

A diesel Moskvich was not sold in its home

market. Diesel engines were not popular in
Russia as they were more prone to problems in
the extremely cold weather that prevailed across
much of the country. However, three years after
ftS announcement the diesel AZLK 21471, with
a 1.8-litre Ford XLD 418 engine, was offered in
Germany between 1993 and 1994, uncerthe Lada
Aleka badge.

The lack of 2 suitable power unit became an even
bigger drag on sates in the post-Soviet era, when
buyers could opt for imported second-hand cars

with bigger engines and when AvtoVAZ pushingits
own slightly smaller but much more sprightly VAZ
2108/9/S9 series. Even GAZ started to show signs
of intruding into the top end of the Moskvich market

by developing a more powerful, 16-vaive engine for
Its venerable Volga. AZLK was facing a squeeze
from all directions, at a time when the resources for

invesiment were now entirely dependent upon the
ability of the firm, which was privatised in 1998, to
make a profit.

Sales plummeted and in 1994 production at
AZLK practically came to a standstill, and it wasn't

until 1995 that the plant managed to produce cars
again in any quantity, thanks mainly to orders placed

: ent
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€ If Moskvich had
focusedits attention

on the 2142, a smart

and stylish saloon
derivative of its 2141

hatchback,instead of

being sidetracked into
such dead ends as the

rathersilly Duet and the

distinctly odd-looking
Ivan Kalita series, it

might still be with us

today. Production was

originally planned
for 1992 but the cars

remained prototypes.

{Julian Nowill)
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#The Moskvich AZLK

974241 Prince Vladimir,
first seen in May 1297,

had a longer wheelbase
than the regular

Moskvich series. There

was also a hatchback
version, called the

Moskvich 214141 Yuri

Dolgoruki. For 1998 the
front-end styling was

introduced onto the

standard wheelbase

Moskvich 214145

Svyatogor hatchback
series, and then

across the mainstream

Moskvich 2141 car range.

(Julian: Nowill)
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by state agencies and Moscow aiiy authorities
offering welcomelifelines.

What AZLK desperately needed to get sales
moving again was a more powertul petrol engine.
The UZAM engine wes not, in itself, a bad power
unit - indeed, Moskvich enthusiasts swore by it. It
also had plenty of buit-in potential for deveiopment
— the unit could be increased in size from 1.5
litres to 2 litres! Faced with a decline in demand
for their 831.10 engines from both AZLK and IZh,
UZAM developed 4 larger engine, completing
design work in November 1993. During January
1994 the modernised engines underwent their
official certification tests and in July production
began of the mew 1,89900 UZAM-3317 powered
AZLK 214122. The bore was increased fram 82 to
85mm and the stroke from 70 to 74.9rm. Power
increased by 78 per cent and torque by 23 per
cent. A pickup using the same engine, the AZLK
239522, appeared in 1985.

The taxi version used an 41,8160 version cf the
same engine, the UZAM 3318, designed to run
on 76-octane petrol it produced 8Ophp and was
painted yellow with vinyl seats for the passengers
while the driver got a saft cloth seal trim. It didn’t

Be!AR OF THE SOVIET LINION

 
last long as it proved to he incapable of standing up
to the hard life of a cal — taxi drivers preferred their
reliable Volgas!

In 1996, 4 more powertul Moskvich, the AZLK
214123 appeared, powered by the 4,816cc UZAM-
3318.10 engine complete with an electronic ignition
system. A very gral number of cars, the AZLK
214103, were also built with the 4770c0 VAZ 2130
engine, developed for the VAZ 2131 Niva, butitwas
the UZAM engines that became the mainstream
production options alengside the VAZ 2106 engine
in what was now called the AZLK 214100.

Thearrival of the new UZAM and VAZ engines
did not stop AZLK from casting around for an
even more powerful engine option. In ihe autumn
of 1995 the search for a more dynamic engine
turned to Intemaional firms. For nearly a year AZLK
tested numerous different foreign engines in the
o441, A 1.6-lire Renault power unit was sourced
from Argentina. Its performance in the Moskvich
was quite good because it matched up well to
the gearbox ratios. However, this engine failed
pollution standards thanks to its ancient carburettor.
AZLK tried the motor from the Tofas 131, the Fat
181 Mirafiori guilt under licence in Turkey, 1.6-
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and 2,0-litre Englisn and Turkish Ford engines, a
130hp 1.8-litre Hyuncal motor — which tumed out
to be a real disaster whenslotied into a Moskvich

- and a 1.6-litre Toyola engine. In the end, an
intergovernmental deal between the French and

Russian governments to open up lines of credit and

access to technology for Russian firms eventually

led to the Moskvich being offered with a 2-litre fuel-

injected Renault engine,

In 1997, after an 18-monith period of virtual
inactivity caused by a collapse in sales and a

financial crisis that made it almost impossible
for AZLK tc operate its factory at all, rather

unexpectediy a new range of cars appeared. That
year, AZLK started to build in srnall numbers the

AZLK 214141 Yuri Dolgoruki, still a 2141-based
hatchback but characterised by fis stretched rear

doors and a wheelbase longer by 200mm — the
same in fact as the 2335 pickup. The result was a

rather oddly proportioned car that dici’t really offer
a great deal over and above the standard bodyshell.

However, the AZLIK 214141R5 Yuri Dolgoruki had

a more luxurious interior, a high-quality paint job
and 2 1898cc Renault F3R engine that produced
113bhp and was supplied from South America. The

name was thefirst of a series of names chosen by

AZLK that came from famous Russian princes -
Yuri Doigorukl was ine founding father of Moscow

itself. The car premiered the first major upgrade of
the 2141 series since it had been introduced and

saw AZLK replace many Russian components with

 

imported parts, a decision made due to supply
shortages in both external suppliers and in-house
components, The brake master cylinder came from
Lucas, the driveshatts fram GKN and the clutch
fram Valeo or Luk.

Atter failing to introduce a mass-produced 2142
saloon version of the basic 2141, Moskvich decided

© build in small numbers 2 long-wheelbase

version, Using the same technique developed for

he hatchback Yuri Dolgoruki, an exira 200mm was
added to the wheelbase of the siilloomn saloon to

create the AZLK 214241R5, which wasfirst seen in
ay 1997, ttwas called Prince Vladimir and shared

its slimmer frontend styling with the 214141. Yuri

Dolgoruki with new, slightly slanting, headlights
in the siyle of Peugeot, and a new bonnet and

radiatorgrille.

As part of a plan to standardise production,
Moskvich decided to adopt this new front end

across the entire Moskvich range.Firstup was anew
version of the standard-wheealbase 2141 five-door

naichback model, originally called AZLK 214102-

164, powered by a 2-litre Renault engine. For 1998
it was renamed the AZLK 214145 Svyatogor, One
problem with the Renaultengined cars was that
they tended io be too powertul for the Moskvich

geardox, causing yet more rellability problems. The

larger engine also exacerbated a long-standing
AZLK 2141 handling problem caused by having the
engine mounteda little too far forward, which led to

fairly severe understeer.

 

©The Moskvich

Svyatogor was the

company’s last serious

atiempt to remaina in

active player in the metor

industry. It was a subtly
revampedversion of the
Moskvich 2141 but was

sadly too little tao late.

(Author's colfection)
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> One of the many dead
ends which Moskvich

turned down during

the 1990s was the

hopelessly ambitious
Moskvich 214242 Ivan

Kalita saloon.Its interior

was extremely luxurious
but its exterior was a

little odd to say the least,
and by the time the car

was announcedin 1998
AZLK’s build quality was

appalling. Less than a
hundred were actually

made and put on the

road. (Julian Now#ill)
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The Renault engine was reserved for the top-

of-the-range models whose relatively high price
vastricted sales sO ihere was also a cheaper
model, the AZLK-214100five-cloor hatchback. with
ihe VAZ-2106-70 engine and the body and trim
of the Svyatogor. Later the UZAM 8317 engines
wore offered with the Svyatogertrim es the AZLK
214122. By this time ihe 1,478ce UZAM 331 engine
hac been drooped from the range — ihe smallest
engine UZAM had available was now ihe 1,699cc
3317 unit.

The 1997 upgrade had managed to address
most of the earlier design flaws and the only cloud
in the sky was the erratic quality of workrmanshio
put into the cars. AZLK seerned to have weathered
the post-Soviet storms and looked set fair for the
future. The Svyatoger, complete with Imported
engine, luxury upholstery and metallic paint, was
cheaper to buy than the traditional middle-class
Bussian car, the GAZ Volga with fis new 16-valve
engine, and was now definitely a cut above ine
VAZ Samara.

The economic crisis that swept across Russia
im 1898 completely disrupted the plans of all cf
Russia’s carmakers. The promise shown by the
Svyetoger to rescue the AZLK plant evaporated.
Following a drop in the exchange value of rouble
it was ell but impossible to sell a Russian-made
car oriced at £6,000, The price of the Svyatogor

i CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

was slashed first to £4,500 and then to £2,000.
At this price they began to sell tke hot cakes — the
only problem being that AZLK were making a loss
on every car sold. The Renault engine cost more
to buy than an entire car with a Russian engine!
Although the selection of engines stil included the
UZAM 3317 and the WAZ 2106, and there were
cheaper trim levels available than the Svyatogor,
gales remained in the doldrums.

By this time, AZLK was heading rapidly into
meltdown. There seemed to be no coherent
product development or marketing strategy in
place. Tracking the production of the firm after 1998
is difficult - new models appeared and disappeared
and reappeared almost al random as the firm tried
desperaialy to stave off collapse. it almost seemed
ag ifthe choice of cars available depended on what
components the plant had to hand at the time!

Desperate times lead ic desperate measures
and at the 1998 Moscow Moior Show AZLK
proudly pulled the covers off the Moskvich 214242
van Kalita saloon. The Ivan Kalita was extremely
strangely styled with an almost unbelievably crass
chromegrille. However, the interior was extremely
plush with woodentrim — ithad to heas it cost twice
the price of a regular Moskvich — and it was offered
with a 16-valve Renault F7R engine, producing
140bhp. Production was believed to be less than
100. At the other end of the market, the Moskvich
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pickup range was by now built to order although

buyers had the option of the 1,€16ce UZAM 3318

engine in the AZLK 238523.
Around this time, the bizarre two-coor short-

wheelbase coupes, the Moskvich 2142S7 Duet,
based on the Ivan Kalita, and the Moskvich 214280

Duet-2, based on the Prince Vladimir, were built,

thankfully only in single numbers. The former was

only éverlisted as having a choice of two Renault

engines whereas thelatier could also be, in theory
at least, ordered with the VAZ 2106 unit. Quite

why AZLK spent time and effort developing these
vehicles, with a much shorter wheelbase than its

regular cars, is a mystery. They were neither elegant
nor sporty. They were 4 cistraction from what

should have been top priority for AZLK — survival.

Another strange creation was the AZLK 2901, an
all-metal van based on the chassis of the standard

hatchback rather than the pickup. It retained the

four side deors but had a high roof and extended

rear overhang. The AZLK 2901 was an ambulance
uit using the 2907 body. Only a few of either are
believed to have besn made.

UZAM did develop its own 2-litre engine, the
UZAM 248, and after 2000 a small number of

248-engined Maskvich hatchbacks were built as
the AZLK 214125. The UZAM 248 906hp 2,000cc

engine was also, in theory at least, made an

option on the pickup, although few were actually

made and scid. In 2001 the AZLK 233521 was

announced, a two-door pickup with the wheelbase

increased to 2,900mm, which made it possible to
offer a four-man cab. For access to the second row

of seats, the backs of the front seats were hinged.

Rear glass was protected by a metallic grille. A

four-wheel-crive version was also shown. They
both remained prototypes, but AZLK did start to

list a 4x4 option for tne 214141 Yur Dolgoruki and
214241 Prince Vladimir saloons, with a choice of

 

 
A#Thefront end of the
Ivan Kalita was not so

impressive close up. The

jiarge light lenses were

made out of low-grade
plastic and the grille

itself was a pretty flimsy

affair. (Uufian Nowil})

€The rear of the Ivan

Kalita (and the Prince
Vladimir) was no less

shocking than the front

end. Coupled with the

Strange treatment of the
rear-door windows,the
whole car was out

of proportion,

(Julian Nowill)
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=}Althoughfirst seen in

1989, the Moskvich 2335

pickup did not ge into

production until 1993.
(Auihor’s collection)

without a doubt the

silliest cars ever made

by Moskvich, the Duet
series - one based on

the Ivan Kalita and the

other.on the Prince

Viadimir — were a waste

of the firm’s time and

energy, squandering
resources that could

have been better

utilised developing

the mainstream

range of hatchbacks.
Unsurprisingly,

production of these
two-seater coupesis not

thought to have got into
double figures.

(Julian Nowéill)

4-1-1

 
two Renault 1,998ec engines, one with aight valves
and one with sixteen.

By 2000, production of all types of Moskvich
at AZLK had fallen to 3,501 vehicles for ihe year.
The Il-eraportioned long-wheelbase models and
the frankly hideous two-door coupes had done
absolutely nothing to rescue the reputation of the
prand, and by the summer of 2001, in spite of
an impressive choice of vehicles on its price ist,
production of Mosikvich cars had ground to @ halt.
The plant couldn't afford to buy components or pay
its bills. When the English motoring auther Julian
Nowill visited the plant, he found rows of unfinished

po CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

cars lined up outside the massive factory, iheir
windows open to the elements.It was a truly sorry
site. AZLK wasall but bankrupt.

In April 2002, Moscow City Council managed
to rescue from court bailiffs, acting on behalt

Moskvich creditors, the historic collection
Moskvich cars. These had formed the iocal

point of ihe AZLIK museum, which hac opened
n 1881. The chairman of the court valued these
unique vehicies at approximately £250 each!
Thanks to the intervention of the Moscow city
authorities, the oars were returned to the museum
after a few cays.

Oo9° 
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The Moskvich 2335 pickup series.

held out great promisebut production

was extremely low. This example was

seen iri a Moscow showroom just

before the company’s outputfitially

groundto halt at the end of the 20th
century. (Uivian Nowill)

“Moskvich developéd a dotible-cab

version of the pickup, albeit with only
twe doors, known as the 233521. Som

were built with four-wheel drive and

a UZAM 2-litre engine. Mainstream

production, however, did not get

elslanehesse Aelpt
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                               eeveeLUEULbd

creation by AZLK was Stal)

Moskvich 2901, an all-

ReeceCu

ESeuaieUrs)

hatchback,It retained the

four side doors but had

a high roof and fevameti tect
eTeeYtoe eto

Peete]mesohas ince)
FER TieLLeite although
PeetSeid

intended for use as a taxi.
cree eligi

368

FaeCReuLoe dire straits. It could
no longer afford to pay its bills and component
suppliers cutoff its PreyeyeeeLLL|
Peteseiseerreeeeu) Ainciicaae peeee)
PEGEieeemun the hopethat the
missing parts would eventually arrive. aie
releeeectRe appalling - cars
Dreieoe LL area windows open and bonnets up,
even those with no PCMSeem)f raUe
etryCeed walking into the plant and
Pen meanLL cars, Pertast
and even compiete PretermLee eteLeeg
their own Moskvich cars using spare erameel)
 
 

 
eeeeeeterrecta Caen find. (Julian Nowil}
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Various efforts were made to try and rescue the
plant, which was gradually stripped of anything not
bolted down ortoo heavy to loacl onto the back of
a truck, By the end of 2005 the factory wasliterally
a shell, with rain coming in through the roof and
the productionlines — and a few rusting Moskvich
bodyshelis - covered in dict and grime.In February
2006, AZLIK was officially and finally acknowledged
to be bankript. By December, all the remaining
assets — essentially the real estate — had been sold.
Much of the site has now been redeveloped for a
variety of uses.

The Moskvich story is now finished. There is
no chance of the firm being reborn. However, Car
production nas continued on a small part of the
vast AZLK site thanks to the Renault Logan, which
started production in 2005 in the AvioFramesjoint
verture set up in 1998 by Renault and Moscow
City Council on the site of the stillborn engine plant
that Moskvich had in happier times hoped fo use
for Its new engine range. At first, Renault supplied
engines, transmission, trunk parts, interior and
tyres from the Dacia plant in Romania, Out over
time local content has steadily Increased to a very
nigh level, The factory has grown and by 2010 was
producing 160,000 cars 4 year, almost as many a&
the Moskvich works that by then was but 4 distant
memory, Renault took full control of the factory in
2012, formally changing its name to Renault Russia
twoyears later and using the works to build a full
range of Renault models. a
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FADINGHWAY

ver: in the era of glasnost and perestroika,
ZI_ never thought of its cars as being mere

commercial products and prior to the 1890s they
were surrounded by secrecy. In the Soviet years

the plant manufactured to order no more than two
limousines per month for ine Polfiouro and the
Defence Ministry, its only two customers.

Qn 28 September 1992 ihe company was

privatised, becoming AMO-AIL.It retained the brand
nameZIL for its products and put most ofits effort
into its truck operation, intreducing the successful
urban-orientated ZIL 5301 in 1994.

ZIL cars remained the official Russian limousine

until the end of the 20th century, but as they became

Outdated more modem and less costly Mercedes
and BMW cars were increasingly usec by the

Russian government. Productionfell fromm its alreacly
low level of no more than 20 per year as the cash-

strapped Russian government cut back on orders.
In 1992, President Boris Yeltsin was thefirst Russian
leaderto abandon ZILin favour of Mercedes although

his successor Viadimir Putin, elected in 2000,did for

a time return io the ZIL for official duties — he chose

to use the armoured ZIL 41052 — before also opting

foraMercedes.Just 11 luxury ZILs were built in 1899
and even fewer in the first three years of the 21st

century before production ground to a halt in 2003,
The last versions could be recognised by the centre

of the grille, which black and not chrome.
ZIL continuedtolist the car on its website, holcing

out the promise that if a sufficiently discerning and
wealthy customer came along they would build
them a shiny new ZL. Three Z1L-410441 converiibles
were built in 2010 in response to a request from

the Russian Ministry of Defence for new cars in

the tracitional style for use by presiding generais at
military parades. In a body blow for ZL, the actyal
contract went to a companylinked to the owners of

GAZ, which used refurbished ZIL body panels on

 

top of a Chevrolet Suburban chassis to create its
awn version of the ZIL, complete with ZIL badges.

Undeterred, in 2012 ZIL revealed what was to beits
last new model, the ZIL 4112R, which it intencled to

be @ patriotic car for the top people in the Russian
goverment. A single prototype was made, looking
very like a ZIL41047 but subtly updaied with new
fights and revised front anc rear wings. Power came
from a 400hp 7.7-litre V8 engine, all of which was
needed to get the 3,800kg car up to a top speed of
124mph. The car did not find favour in the Kremlin
and remained a one off,

From 2007 occasional, and usually discreet,

orders were received for members of the ZIL 4104

family, either new ones or thoroughly rebuilt second-
hand examples. These were made or rebuilt from
ihe stockpile of components that had been stored
at the factory, witn about five a year taking to ihe
road. Assembly, including hanc-ferming of body
panels, took place in the original workshops where
the USSR’s cars for top comrades had always been
made. The workshops have managed te remain
in business after the collanse and closure of ZIL in

October 2014, having by then become independent
of the parent firm. The small team of highiy skilled
craftsmen continue to refurbish ZILs for people for

whom nothing alse wil do. ll

 
THE POST-SOVIETERA 1551 0NWARDS

 

WZIL continued making

cars up until 2003, No

changes had been made

to the range since the
last facelift in 1986,

 
whenthe revised front

light clusters with Bosch \

rectangular headlamps,
seen here ona ZIL

41041, made their first

appearance. Uulan Nowill)
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        # RAFtried to capture
new markets with

commercial variations

an its Jong running 2203
minibus theme. This was

the single cab pick-up
RAF 33111 which shared

its front end with the

mainstream RAF preduct.
A five-man crew cab was

also offered. Neither

however was successful
in the face of not only

foreign imports but the
Ford Transit-like GAZ

Gazelle, launched in 1994.

(Jufian Now#ill)

 
 

lfhough not as dramatic as the death of
Moskvich, the collagse of RAF and ErAZ was

also a blow to the two brands’ local economies.

After the disintegration of the Soviet Union
demand for the RAF minibuses made in Latvia

fall away and ithe economic chaos that followed
the collapse of communism made it increasingly
difficult for RAF to maintain production of those

vahicles it did manageto sell. The plant launched
two valiant efforts to survive In the brave new

world of the free market, the RAF M1 Roksana

and the BAF M2 Stils. Neither progressed beyond
prototype slage.

Production of the RAF 22038 Latvia series

came to an end in 1997. The range hac been

supplemented in 1990 by a 13-seai taxi, the RAF
29039, which lasted until 1995. A move into new

i CARS OF THE SOVIET UNION

 
markets saw the introduction of two pickup trucks,

built from 1992 until 1995: ihe two-man cab RAF

33111 with payload of 860kg and a loac-bed
length of 3,00mm, and the five-man double-cab
RAF 3811, with a slightly lower payload of 750kg
and shorter load bed of 2,810mm, RAFoffered an
insulated van on the same chassis, the RAF 2920,

which with a volume of 10m? was very spacious.

Various specialist vehicles were also built, such
as the RAF 2926 for use by the police and luxury-

trimmed versions of the mainstream RAF 22038

and 22089 minibuses. In 1990 RAF iuilt 77,100

vehicles, but by 1897 production had fallen to just

66.At one time the plant employed 4,000 people,
In 1997, the last group of 13-seat RAF-22039s

was made. lronically, the last vehicle produced

by the dying firm is reported to have been a
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 specialised vehicle designed io carry hadies
fo mortuaries. In April 1998 RAF was formally

declared bankrupl The plant was everitually
demolished and the site now hosts a retail centre.

ErA7’s fate was inextricably linked 10 that of

RAF, and it too suffered from the disruptian to tis

supply chains and markets following the collapse
of the Soviet Union. To keep going ErAZ tried to

developlinks with Moskvich, originally established
when production of the ErAZ 762 van began.
However, plans to assemble the Moskvich 2335
pickup were thwarted by the financial and tracing
problems that dogged Moskvich right through the
1990s. The plant continued te build the 2.445cc
FrAZ 762B van, introduced In the mid19a0s

as a mildly updated version of the ErAZ 762A,

 

 
S ince the end of the Soviet Union in December1991 the Russian motorindustry nas developed

many new and variously exciting, interesting and
idiosyncratic cars. They have been produced against
a political amd economic backdrop as challenging
and as unique as that which began in October
1917. Most have remained as unknown beyond the

 

which lasted in production unl! 1996. A five-seat,

crew-cabbed pick up, the FrAZ 762 VDP was
introduced in 1992 and remained in production,
like the EAZ 762 VGP five-seat komibi, until

19968. In 1995, production finally started of the

long-delayed ErAZ 3730, with live axles front
and rear and a 2.44500 engine, andits ten-seat
minibus derivative, the ErAZ 3218. In May of the

same year the plant wes officially privatised, but
by March 2002 production at the Armenian plant
had all but ground to a halt. In November 2002,
creditors of ErAZ successful initiated bankruptcy

proceedings in the Armenian courts and the
plant was sold at auction to a local metalwork
company. No vehicles have been produced by
the plant since then. li

country's borders today as thelr predecessors were
in the days whenthe Iron Curtain kept curious eyes

from getting a look at the more creative achievements
of the Soviet Union’s motor engingers. The story of

how today’s Russian car indusiry grew out of the
ashes of the Soviet Unionis a tale no less fascinating
than the one told in this book.
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GLOSSARY

AMO: Avtomobilnoe Moskovskoe Obshchestvo
(or Moscow Automotive Enterprise) — vehicle
factory in Moscow sét Up to manufacture trucks.
Renamed ZIS in 1981,

AZLK: Aviomobilny Zavod Lenin Kormsamel (or
Lenin Komsomol Automobile Factory) - maker
of Moskvich cars between 1868 and 2001.
Komsomol was ihe Communist Youth League,
the young persor’s wing of the Soviet Cornmunist
party.

Avtoexport: Soviet agency astablisned in 1956
to manage the import and export of automotive
products to and from the Soviet Union.

CMEA:Council for Mutual Economic Assistance,
an organization set up by socialist countries
to manage trade and sncourage economic
developrnent and co-operation.

CIS: Commonwealth of Independent States — a
loese grouping of countries, formerly in the Soviet
Union, established to maintain essential trade and
otherlinks after the collapse of the USSR.

GAZ: Gorki Avtomobilny Zavod for Gorki
Automobile Factory) — maker of GAZ trucks anc
GAZ cars, including the Volga.

IZH: shortened version of ZHMash or the Izhevsk
Mechanical Works, a major industrial complex

motorbikes and small arms.

 
KGB: Komitet Gosudarstvennoy Bezopasini -
(or the Soviet Security and Intelligence Service)
— from 1954 until 1991 controlled all security,
intelligence and secret police operations in the
Soviet Unicn.

KIM: Moscow Kominterm of ‘Young People.
Komintern was an organization set up after the
October Revolution that created the Soviet Unicn
to promote communism across the world. The
name was adopted by the Moscow carfactory set
up in 1980 to produce GAZ yehicles and which
was renamed MZMAin 1945.

LuAZ: Lutsk AvtomobilIny Zavod (er Lutsk
Automobile Factory) — manufactured LuAZ small
off road cars, now a contract assemilerof cars for
the Ukrainian market,

MAZ: Minzk Avtomobilny Zevod for Minsk
Automobile Factory) — manufacturer ot MAZ heavy
trucks; based in Byelorussia.

MeMZ: Meiitopolski MotorniyZavod (orMelitapolski
Motor Factory) - Ukrainian manufacturer ai engines
for ZAZ and LUAZ vehicles.

MZMA: Moscow Zavod Malolitratsinjj Aviomobi
fer Moscow Small Car Factory) - maker of
Moskvich cars between 1945 and 1968.

Minavtoprom: the Soviet Automobile Industry
Ministry which controlled all the Soviet era motor
vehicle factories and suppliers.7 | which manufacturers not only cars but alsoI

i}
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NAMI: National Automobile Institute,

NKVD: Narodnyy Komissariat Vnutrennikh Del

(or People’s Commissariat for Internal Affairs) —
ihe agency responsible for internal security in the
Soviet Union between 1934 and 1946.

Pravda: The Truth — the leading newspaperof the
Soviet Union fram 1917 until 1991.

RAF: Riga Autcbus Fabriku (or Riga Autobus
Factory) - manufactured minibuses in Latvia until
1997.

UAZ: Ulyaniovsk Avtomobilny Zaved (or Ulyanovsi
Automobile Factory) — manufacturer of fourwheel-

drive jeeps and light commercials.

USSR: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

— also known as the Soviet Union. Made up

of 12 countries that came together following
the communist October Revolution in 1917 in

Russia with three Baltic states joining after ine
Second World War. Succeeded in 1991 by
the CIS.

UZAM: Ufa Motorniy Aviornobilny Zavod (or Ufa

Automobile Engine Factory) - maker of engines for
Moskvich and ZH.

UMZ2: Ulyanovsk Motorniy Zavod (or Ulyanovsk
Engine Factory} — engine factory set up to make
engines for UAZ vehicles. Part of Group GAZ
since 2001.

YaMZ: Yaroslavl Motorniy Zavod [Yaroslavl

Automobile Factory) originally a truck manuiacturer
when it was known as YaAZ but after 1259 a maker

oflarge diesel engines.

VAZ: Volga Aviomobilny Zavod for Volga
Automoblle Factory) — established in 1970 and

more commonly known as AvicoVAZ from ihe
1990s onwards, the rnaker of tne Lada brand

ranges of cars and small SUVs.

ZAZ: Zaporoznets Avtornobilny Zavod (or
Zaporozhets Automobile Factory) — Ukrainian
makerof ZAZ cars.

ZIS: Zavod Irneni Stalina: the former AMO plant

renamed in 1931 to honour Soviet leader Joseph

Stalin. Manufactured trucks and limousines.

ZIL: Zavod Imeni Likhacheva: the ZIS factory

was renamed in 1956 to honour the memory of

its former director, van Likhachev. Manufactures
trucks andlimousines.

ZMZ: Zavolzhsky Motomiy Zavod (or Zavolznsky
Motor Factory) - engine factory set up to build

engines for Volaa cars. Owned since 2001 by
Severstal-Auto, owners of UAZ.
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             | es collecting information about cars of all All marqueskinds back in the 1970s when | first realised lll Autosalon:

i that garages gave awaly free brochures. My htto://nedL.ronet.ru/O/AutosalontT AtmSaturday job washing cars at Burton upon Trent's = Autosoviel: htto:/Avww.eutosovietalterista.org
Volkswagen showroom gave Me enough money to Ml Avto 4x4: hitto://avto4x4.narod.ru/index.ntm

! spend on a monthly copy of What Car? andreguiar «ill Catalogue of Russian Cars.infusions of Autocar and ihe now defunct Motor. | nttp://dakkirill. narod ru °
haven't stopped since! HB Deniscveis:

| have collected lots of material of all kinds since htto://denisovets.narod.ru/models.him!
: then, long before | ever thought of writing 2 book Il Eastern Bloc Auto History and News:/ | about some of my favourlie vehicles — the cars htto://degricttler.free.frfeurape.ntmil of the Soviet Union. Since the end of the 20th«=East Furopean Cars — the Last One Hundred Years:century the Iniernet has, of course, been a great if hitp:/AvwwieamnetAwww/kiud/easiemnim!
‘| ! sprawling resource for any researcher. HB MiG Register: ntto.Awwew.home.no/migregaa Afhuge numberof different sources were usedin Ill Oldtimers Auto Gallery:putting this hack together. Unfortunately, because htip:/Avww.autogallery.org.ru/gal.nim

a lot of the material was collected way before ill Russian Cars: htto/Avww.geceities.com/
the idea of writing it came io me, | can no longer MotorCity/Speedway/4546
remember, reference or credit all of my sources. f il Sovavto:

; i \ have forgotten or missed anyone out, then | can http.//sovavio.Ocatoh.com/sovavio_catalog.him .only apclogise sincerely, and assure them thatthe = Soviet Ambulances:http://ambulances.ru| omisgion wasn't deliberate. W@ The Auiomobiles of Russia and the USSR :
To everybody - the publications and websites by Leo Shugurov

fisted below and those whose names j have Bl TruckUA: http:/Avwwiruckua.com
forgotten or misiaid — | offer my thanks for your

| invaluable contriutiansto this book. ErAZ@ Automotive Armenia: htto:/Avwawyeraz.auto.am

Magazines and periodicals  B Autocar(http: /Avww.autocar.co.uk) GAZ
| B Avtoexport Round-up BI Gazelle AMC: htto://www.gazelle.cz
/ @ Autoreview (htto/vww.autoreview.7U)@ Car (nto:/Awww.carmagazine.co.Uk) GAZ and Volga

Wi Car Siyling @ GAZ 24 Volga (1968-1987):
Drive tto:/Avww.gaz24volga.narod.1u

i, i Kolesa (htto./Avww.kolesa.ru) W GAZ M20Victory: http:/Awww.gaz20.spo.1u
] WOMK Magazin (http://mkmagazin.almanacwhtru) GAZ Volga 24: htto://Awww.gaz24.ru| B Motor @ GAZ Volga Worldwide: ntto.//gaz21.comMl New York Times @ Netherlands Volga. Clu: ntto/Avwwwolga.nl
j @ Time Magazine @ Volga Club: httov/AWwwvolga.eeB What Car? (nttp:/Awww.awhatoar.co.Uk) @ Volga-GAZ Erithusiasis:

Bf Ze Rulem (nitp:/Awwan.zrTu) htlo:/Awwwvolga-gaZ.ru
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Lada

BL adaCarsOrg:
http:/Avww,ladacars.org/index.htm

M@ Francophile Lada: http://blegs free.fr
@ Lada Cars History: ntto://hisitory.vaz.ru
M@ Lada Club of Finland:

htto:/Avww.ladakerho.fi/index.htn

M@ Lada Online: htto:/Awwwladacnline.ru

@ Lada UK Lid: htto:/Avww.lada.co.uk

M Seven Versi: http:/Avww.7verstru/old/vaz.ntm
M@ Vostok Lada:

htto./Avww.vostok-lada.ru/VL_catalog.asp

Lada and GAZ

@ Craig's Rotary Page: htto://co_www-triped.
com/rotary/pgO7.him Laca Rotary

LuAZ

@ LuAZ:

htto:/Awww.paul-rpr.nm.ru/HPLuAZ/index.html

Moskvich

@ Bulgarian Car History:

htip:./Avww.carhistorybg.com

@ Hungarian Moskvich Club:

http:/Avww.moszkvicskiub. Au

HM Moskvich 2141: htto://alekohistory.narod.ru

@ Moskvich 400: htto://weww,n400.ru/index.Atm
MB Moskvich 407:

htto://sauto.viking.sob.ru/moskvich
M Moskvich Enthusiasts:

hitto:/Avww.mzmna.net/moskvich
Ukrainian Moskvich Source:

nitto:/Avww.bvi.com.ua

NAFTA and ROP

@ European Oil Company Maps: http:/Avwww.

ianbyrne.iree-online.co.uk/brands.htm

UAZ

M UAZ Buka: http:/Avww.uazbuka.ru

M@ Autoreview Trucks: http:/Arucks.autoreview.ru

ZAZ

M 7A? Auto Club: htto:/Avww.zaz.ru

ZIL

@ ZL Depo: hite:/Avww.zil115.cam

HB Molotov Garage: hitp:/Avwww.molotovgarage.ru

Miscellaneous

B Acrofot In-flight Magazine

(htte:/Avww.aercflot. uy

Mf Fast European Cars by Julian Nowill (Sutton)

Mi The Ford Motor Company in the Soviet

Union in the 1920s-1930s; Strategy, identity,

performance, reception, adaptadility by Baris

M. Shpotov (Russian Academy of Sciences)

Wi Ford in the USSR and Russia: A third atiernpt

for sustainabie success (1989-2003)? by

Jean-Jacques Chanaron (Lyon Lumiere

University)

Mf fhe Aussians by Hedrick Smith (Sphere)

Mf Stalin: The Court of the Red Tsar by Simon

Sebag Montefiore (Weicdenfeld & Nicalson)

Corporate Sources — Russian and
Ukrainian Vehicle Manufacturers

M Avioexport: ntto:/Avww.avioexport.ru

HB AvioVAZ (Lada): htto-/Awww.lada-auto.ru

@ AZLK (Moskvich): ntto:/Ayvww.azik.ru

GAZ (Volga): htto:/Avww.gaz-company.com

Wi OIZH: http: /Avwwizh-auto.ru

M@ LUAZ: hito:/Avww.luaz.com

@ NAMI: atto:/“Avww.namiru

ME SeAZhtio://en.seaz.ru

M Severstal Auto (UAZ and 7M7Z):

hito:“Awww. severstalaute. ru

Mm UAZ: htto:/Awww.uaz.ru

M UNMZ Engines: htto:/Avww.umz-gaz.ru

MB ZAZ: ntip/Awww.aviozaz.com

BOL: http:/Avww.amo-zil.ru

B 2Z2MZ Engines: ntto:/Avww,zmzru
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Nafta petrol 87, 99
Nehru, Jawaharlal 4?
Newzoroy, Alexander 61
Nice Internationa: Bus Exhibition

1967 213
Nicholas ll, Tgar 19-16
Now#i, Jullan 340, 363

Okuney, Igor 147
Ostrevisey, Andrei 22

Paris -Dakar Rally 189; 1990 257
Paris Motor Show 1978 187

Pashko,Vladislav 119
Pavlovitch, Valery 187
Peter Dennis Metar

Corporation 282
Pierce, Michael 24
Plymouth-Banjul Challenge 189
Polyakow, Viktor 104, 263,

267-268
Popov, Alexander 261
Practical Classics magazine 176
Putilovets, Krasnyy 19
Putin, Nikelal 304
Putin, Viacimir 121, 311-312, 369

RAC 224
RAC Lombard Rally,

Great Britain 233
Rajd Polskie Rally,

Poland 1963 138
Rally of the Pharachs 1984 189
Feagan, Ronald 19
Rodienov. Vasily 47
Roosevelt, President 22
Rostkeva, Valentine 47-48
Rozoy, Andrei 262
RusPromAvto 344, 351
Russian Cars Concessionaires 98

Samoiloy, Veniamin 1
Satra 117, 132, 187, 160, 163, 346
Scaldia-Volga (Gobirnpex} 125-

126, 157
Semushkine, Valery 186
Seversial Group 66, 329, 3:36
Sholokhoy, Mikhail 70
Smith, Hedrick 102
SOK 342
Solovyey, Vladimir 104, 118, 186
Sorochikin, Yur 205
South African Safari Rally 1973

163
Sovaviotrans 224
Soyuz Rally, Estonia 233; 1985269
Stalin, Joset 7, 19, 22, 28-29, 35,

40, 49-45, 52, 55, 61, 64, 66,
6B, 75-76

Steshenko,Wadimir 209, 266-257
Strokin, Minister 89
Sung, Kim ll 44
S. ¥. Motors 354

Tereshkav, Valentina 69
Thatcher, Margaret 10
Thomson & Taylor (Brooklands)

Lid 98
Thousand Lakes Rally, Finland

293; 1967 84; 1959 65; 1964
126; 1978 112

Timosnenko, Semyon 32
Tkachenka, Yuri 261
Tunisia Rally 1984 188

Ulanova, Galina 70
UMC Group 176
UNESCO Great Silk Road

internaiional Expedition 1989
eT?

Vasserman, Grigory 70
VAZ-ALtoroded 185 234-235
Velikanoy, Dmitry 81
Yereschagin, Yuri 262
Viasik, Nikolai 22, 44

 
Wilhelm |, Kaiser 15
Wynn's Safari 1986 240

Yeltsin, Boris 311, 312, 369
Yushmenoy, Nikolai 58-59

Zaferman, 0
Za Buler magazine 16
Zhukov, Georsy 32, 44, 68, 64
ZIP petrol Sf

Vehicles and manufacturers

AMO 15-16
F-15 truck 16, 18

AMO-ZIL 368
Aro Series 10 187
Ashok Leyland 359
Asia Auto 322
Audi 167, 356
Austin

J2 72
Metro Gity 259
Mini Metro 267

Austin-Morris
ASS Half Ton van 160
TWOO/1300 118, 157
1800 118

Autobianchi 118
Primula 118

Autocar 19
AvtoFramos 364
AvtoGAZ 120
Avtokom 332
AvicVAZ see VAZ
AviOZAZ 203
AviOZAZ-Daewoo 338
AZLK (s6¢ also Moskvich)

451-152, 163-164, 167-168, 170,
181, 228, 267, 281, 285, 287,
990-291, 357-358, 360-368
2136 294
2187 294
2138 294
21381 171
2188 Arbat 289, 201
27140 288, 294
21401 174
2141 283, 285, 288, 290,

348, 360-363
2141-KR 281
214100 362, 364
214102-164 363
214103 362
2141-131 291
21411 361
21412 288, 361
214122 362, 364
214123 362
214126 365
214141 Yuri Dalgoruki

962-363, 365
2141415 Yuri Dolgoruki 363
214145 Svyatogor 362-363
2148-01 291
29142 291, 361, 363
214241 Prince Viadimir 862, 355
214241R5 Prince Viaciimir 363
214241 Prince Viadimir 382, 365
214242 Wan Kalita 364
2935 291, 361, 363,

366-367, 371
29352 291, 381
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233521 365
233622 362
233628 S65
2901 385, 368

Bantam 33
Barkas 118
BAZ 303-304

3778 303-304
3783 ambulance 303-304

Bedford HA 160
Beijing BJ212 179
Belaz (UAZ} 452 178
Bentley 356
BMC 106, 201
BMW 74, 167, 356-357, 359

MINI 272
520 167
600 89

Bogdan 359
Brtish Leyland 344
BIR

40 90
150 90

Buick 18, 48, 66, 200
Le Sabre 47
$0 19

Cadifac 214, 246
Flastwood 75 48, 214
6? 22
75 22

Chevrolet 314, 346
Aveo 358
Bel Air 67
Blazer 278
Servair 200, 205
Niva 187, 314, 319-321, 367
Suburban 369

Chrysler 314, 365-356
Airflow 26
Alping 283, 285, 288
Imperial Grown 48Neon 355
Pronto Cruiser 355
Sebring 358
B00C 346

Citroan 118, 201
Ami Super 116
Ari 6 115
AX 10E 269
H series vans 131
ID/DS series 118; S19 172
Traction Avant 118
eCv 81, 88-89, 118

Commer 37
PB 194

Dacia 314, 331, 368
Logan 314
Logan MCV 314
Sandero 314

Daewoo 313, 344-345
Lanos 344
Leganza 333
Nexia 338
Nubira 328
Sens 345

Daihatsu 3322
Cuore 262

F20 187
Daimler-Chrysler 355, 358
Dennis Signet (VAZ 2707) 232DKW 180
Dnieper Cossack 266

Dadge
Stratus 458
WOS1 46

Duple Viceroy coach body 213
Dzefan truck 41

ErAZ 130, 193-194, 187, 297,
300-302, 309, 370-371
762 193, 198, 276, 301, 371
762A 103, 187, 371
7626 301, 371
762V 301
762 VOP 304, 371
762 VGP 371
3218 371
3730 193-194, 198,

300-301, 377
S730T 301
373805 box van 300

FAW 332
Ferrari 351
Fiat 106, 118, 147, 187, 187, 342,

314, 329, 337
Ginquecenia 330
Doblo 337
Lineas 337
Panda 261, 328
Punto 330
Une 45 257, 250, 267
124 104, 198, 116, 264;

Special 110
125 117
126 162
127 118-119
128 105, 117-119, 325
181 Mirafiori 362
182 165
500 Tepoline 88
600 88-89, 92; Multpla 88;
600D 91
1100 81
1800/1500 117, 147

Fiat Abarth 600 268
Fore! 15, 23-24, 27-28, 39-34, 52,

260, 312, 337, 361, 363
AA light truck 24
Anglia 76, 83
Bronco 278
Cansul 61
Cortina $8; Deluxe 141
Customiine 61
Escort 157, 160, 251, 267,

290; Ghia 310
Fiesta 259, 267, 271, 290
Granada/Scorpie 128, 137, 260
Model 4 24, 26
Model T 15, 317
Model 40 28-29
Prefect 35, 78, 83
Sierra 290
Taunus 126, 147
Transit 26, 184, 302,

B37, 370
Zephyr 89, 126, 141

FSO 106
Caro 330
Polonez 257, 330
Warszawa 57

GAZ 23-34, 40, 48, 50-70, 88,
98, 106, 120, 176, 210-212,
242-250, 285, 304-305, 339,
350-9358, 360-361, S69

 

AA tuck 29, 32, 34, 37, 71
Agra 26
euro-Volga 356
GAZelle van 26, 339, 350, 355,

358, 270
Sable 347, 355
Siber 858
Model A 23, 26-28
M1 &, 24-26, 26-30, 32-34, 52
M12 ZIM 56, 57, 82-65, 67-69,

95, 120
M12B medical 69
M13 Chalka 48, 84, 123, 133
M20 Pobeda 42, 50-53, 56-59,

81, 6G, 66-72, 83, 88-89, $5,
728, 132;

M20B 86-57
M206 57206 cabriolet 56
M21 Volga 59, 81-66, 84, 95,

(21-798, 132, 134, 139, 141,
148, 173, 176, 178, 192,
196-196, 223
Series 3 124

M214 taxi 83, 65
M21B taxi 61
M210 é3
M21e 63
M21G 8
M21GUYtrapica! 61
M21H rhd 65
M211 66
M21L 65, 123
M21N 123
M21P rhd 124
M218 Ihd 124
M217 taxi 123
Me2tv 63
M22 Volga estate 99,

124, 141
M22B ambulance 124
M226K ambulance 124
M@2E 124
M226 124
Mz22M 124
M22V 124
M23 121
M24 Volga 126-127, 137, 134
M24D 131-132
M72 4WD $4-55, 57, 79, 132
M73 4WD 69
M415 olekup 24, 26-27, 29
GAKS racing special 33
O17 amphibian 33
4 pickup 26
6 taxi 26
17-40 cabrioist 30
17-73 28-80, 50, 52
17-415 30
12 55, 212
13 Chaika 63, 65, 2-70, 120,

195, 210-, 212, 225
134 fimousine 70
13A Universal estate 70
18B cabriolet 5,70
136 ambulance 70
14 Chaika 70, 210-212, 243,

246-267, 250, 305
14-05 Chaika corvertiole 306

18/M18 disabled 56, 58-59
19 van 70
21 Volga 11, 57, 81, 8B, 98-100,

103, 120-121, 125-126, 129,
134, 352
Series 1 68-59, 62

 

Series 2 9, 61, 64-65
Series 8 120, 122-123

21R 124
2I1TS taxi 724
22 Volga estate 129-125, 12722A 124
22B amaulance 127
24 Volga 127-138, 164, 167,

195, 242-248, 245, 247, 248,
250, 350-361

24-BMW 728
24-Ford 128
24-PRV 128
24-01 taxl 128
24-02 estate 192-133, 250
24-03 ambulance 132-133
24-07 132
24-10 Volga 246-250, 299,

350-351
24-12 248, 250, 351
24-13 351
24-24 133
24-34 Voge 248, 250
24-56 134
24-76 129
24-77 129
24-80 pickup 35?
24-82light van 358
24-91 128
24-95 4WD 132-134
24M 250
51 truck 67, 94
61 30, 32
61-40 4W2 soft-top 30, 32
61-73 4WD 29-30
61-415 4x4 pickup 30
61-417 30, 32
63 truck 47, 67
66 31-32
64V 32
67 31, SS, 67, 70
67833
87V 33
67-420
89 $2, 56, S7, 67, 70-73,

83, 86, 23, 124, 132,
176, 178

69AM 176
69M 73, 177
633G 172473
2332 CiyVan
2410 Volga 12
3101 263
81011 243, 246
31012 Voge 246-247
31013 Voiga 246-247, 357
31015 247
3102 Volga 242-247, 249-250,

297-298, 360, 355-357
S102L 247
31022 351
310221 353-355 I
31023 ambulance 351
31025 247
S1028 246
91628 Volga 237, 350-352
3108 249
3104 249
3105 247, 249-260
3110 Volga. 350-355
31105 Volga 245, 353-357
317055 3&1
81107 243
8111 Volga 24
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Generai Motors (GMC) 37,
312, 314, 218, 324, 330-331,
336, 345
Saturn 272

GM-AvtcvAZ 814, 320
GM Daeweo 338
Group GAZ 344

Hillman
Avenger 117, 147, 187, 186, 162
Hunter 117, 188
imp 116, 187. 160, 200-201
Minx 81; Deluxe 96, 141

Humber Hawk 28
Uyunclal 312-313, 328, 348,859, 363

Pony Sonnet 259®2 330

IFA WSO truck 270
weco 359

Dairy 302
Isuzu 338

N-Series 237
IZH 111, 134, 149, 170, 180-185,

BET, 280, 289, 292-296,
BI5-G17, 347-346, 362
Cossack moiorcycle 180
Jupiter motoraycle 292
Naval motoreycle 160
Ogonyak mpy 180
Planeta motorcycle 282
Ural M72 motorcycle

480, 348
13 186
14 186-138
19 185
408 181
412 181, 183
412-028 295
AIZIE 103, 181, 188-185,

292, 294
A1ZiE-028 292
2195 102, 180-181, 183, 292;

Kombi 183, 294, 847-348
21261 294-295
2126 Oroita/Oda 292-283,

347-349
2126-062 348
21261 estate 343
27718 van 181-183, 347
9715-01 296-298, 348
274181 olckup 181-182, 347
27151-01 295, 346
2751-019 296
27166 182, 295
2717 van 316, 348-349
27171 pickup 345
27175 van 316-317, 349

JAG 359
Jeep Cherokee 185
Jowett Javelin 8%

KainAZ trucks 278, 264-265,
283, 302, 367

KAZ tuck 302
Kia 319-313, 348-349, 359

Pride 328, 330
Rio 348
Sorento 348
Specira 348

RAZ 303-304
3727 303-404

218
aaOF THE SOVIET UNION

KIM 24. 27, 34-35, 74, 76
1034
10-50 22
10-51 35
10-52 35, 76

Komatsu 183
KrAZ dump truck 176

Lade (VAZ} 12, 99, 106,
108-118, 117, 126, 122
434-435, 183, 186-189, 223,
225-244, 251-260, 267, 289,
310-329, 346, 345-349, 381
Alako-141 290, 361
Bizivan 258
Classic 312, 315, 332
Diva 255
Forma 255
Granta 326, 349
Kalina 826
Largus 314
Natasha 126
Nive 231, 298-241, 318-323
Niva Cossack 239-240,

329-330
Niva Hussar 321, 327, 280
Nivé Plein Soleil 241
Niva Proto 18
Niva Urban 320-321
Priora 326
Riva (VAZ 2105) 228, 228,

236, 237
Riva 1200 231; L229
Riva 1300 230, 325; GL 228,

231713900 Select 328
Riva 1500 328; E $26; GLS

230-231; L328
Riva 1800 SLX 328
Rotary-engined 208, 235
Sagona 255
Samara 251-260, 292, 347,

324-327
Samara Baltic (Furo-Semara)

327
Samara Syie G30
Samara Juno 329-331
Samara Volante 258
Sarnara T3 257
Samara 1100 328; © 328;

GL 328; L 928; SX 328, 230;
Select 328

Samara 1300 328; E 228:
L954, 259, 828; SL 253, 228

Samara 1800 328; GL328;
GSX 328, 330; SLX 255, 328

Samara 1600 |. 928; SLX 328
Talga 240
Vesta $21, 331, 349
Wynn's Safari 240
XRAY 331
4200 110, 116-117, 23%; L231
1H00 177, 227, 226, 231
1600 113
1600ES 224, 226
TEDL 315
2116 (Project O) 314

Lada Konsul 323
Lancia

Aurelia 81
Lard Rover 85, 189, 304

Defender 90/110 179, 27 7-278
Discovery 278
Range Rover 185, 188-189, 356LAR? 977 194

Lov 344
Lebedev 16-16
Leyland DAF 344
Lovetch 160
LuAZ 93, 190-191, 271-272,

309, 324, 369
Proto 271-272
967 90, 93, 190-181
969 19%, 209
98a 190
969M Valin 191, 271, 354
1301 272, 359
1902 864; FOROS open top

359
13021 G59
93021-02 369
13027-03 359
1021-04 359
13021-07 369
13021-08 359
18204 359
2403 vractor 274, 359

Lublin 304
LuMZ 246 175
LuzM 93

Magne 314, 352
Mahindra GJ3 328
MAZ

525 durp truck 87
Mazda 209, 338

328 323
MeMZ 344-846, 359
Mercedes-Benz 15, 74,

356-367, 369
GLO 327
G-wagen 276
307 302

MG Rover 354
Mini 89, 92, 116, 118-179, 157,

172, 268; Moke 119
Mini Sprite 830
Morris

Marina 157, 162
Minor 78, 88, 98
Oxford 98
1100 98

Moskvich (see alsa AZLK) 22,
24, 34, 59, 69, 74-87, 91, 98,
99-100, 113, 124-125, 132,
14-171, 190, 267, 280-291,
294, $10, 360-368, 374
Balkan 355
Dust 361, 366
van Kalita 961, 368
Rila 335
AQ rrinibus 85
O71 154-155, 157, 167-188
02 165, 167
C3 155, 157, 188, 167-168
Gi 405 racing car 87
G2 405 racing car S?
Gd racing car 136
GS-407 racing car 171
GAM racing car 147
GBracing car 147, 148
8 (RAF 08) 9&
353 164
355 163-164
356 163-165, 167
400 34, 40, 42, 75-78, 78, 81
400 420 76
400-4204 cabriolet 76
400-421 76, 79

 
400-422 76, 788
401 74, 81, 87, 89
401-420 31
401-422 van 81
402 80-81, 83-84, 86, 89, 91,

487-138
403 98-99, 136-137, 138-140
AQGE 187
4036-424E 1949 80
403E-424E coupé 78
403IE 137
404 Sport 87
407 82-85, 87, 98, 136-188,

157, 171, 192
4078 disabled 84
407M medical 84
AOVT taxi 84
408 11, 93, 100, 138-140,

444, 147, 154, 157, 160, 164,
168-170, 181, 192, 197, 280,
290, 292

408 series pedal car 143
408 Tourist 141
410 76, 83, 85-86
410N 86
412 102, 147-149, 151, 154,

157-158, 160, 162, 164, 166,
168-170, 181-182, 280, 283,
290, 295, 355

415 4WD 88, 158, 183, 190
416 4WD 85,163, 153
420B pickup 31
423 estate 63-84, 98-99
423N estate 84-85
424 estate 137
424E 137
426 estate 141, 144-145,

447, 157
427 estate 149, 154, 197-158,

162, 168, 181
430 van 84-86, 136
432 van 187
438 van 189, 144-145, 147
434 van 149, 159, 181-182;

pickup 159
444 59, 87, 118
1300 (2138) 168
1500 (412) 162-163)
1500 (2140) 116, 160,

166, 168
2436 169-170, 295
2197 167-170, 281, 295
2198 166, 168-171, 185, 281
2140 160, 166-171, 185,

261-284, 287, 295
2140D 171
2140S. (2140 Lux/1600 su280-282
21402 rhd 171
21406 disabled 177
21406 171
2141 Aleko 160, 283-289, 291,

360-363
244141 Yuri Delgoruki 382-363,

365
214141 F6 Yuri Dolgonuki 363
214145 Svyatogor 362-363
214287 Duet 365
214280 Duel-2 365
214241 Prince Vladimir 362, 365
214249 van Kalitta 364
2150 4WD 153, 164
2335 pickup 291, 366-367, 6/1
233621 pickup 36?
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2733 170
27334 i170
2734 170
27344 170
2901 365, 368
3733 minivan 290-291

Motorica (Lada ToolMS) 318
MZMA70,76, 81, 83-85,87,

89, 91, 98, 106, 118, 136-137,
139, 141, 144, 147, 149, 151,
167, 200
Moskvich van 205
444 89, 92
650 92

NAMI (National Automobile
Institute) 16, 68, 89, 99,
194, 242, 246, 251, 261, 264,
271-272, 289, 291, 298, 303
AR 32
NAMI-1 16-17
08-Sputnik 203013 automatic 58
046 (IZH Ogonyok) 180
049 93
0494 93
0290 258
3305 302
NATI-2 17

Napier 15
Nissan

Almera 314
NSU 209
Prinz 200
Regd 236

Oka (VAZ 1111) 261-265
Opel 74, 76, 127, 314, 346

Asta CD 310
Kadett 35, 74, 76, 251
Kapitan 50.
Tigra 836

Packard 22, 42-43, 45
Caribbean 48
Clipper 22, 58
Patrician 48, 69
Super Eight 22, 41-42

Peugect 8&7, 323, 363
106 328
205 267
309 257, 259
404 131
504 131
604 128

Plymouth Savoy 61
Polski-Fiat 126P 107, 117
Pontiac Six 24
Porsche 187, 262, 264, 268,

344, 356
Boxster 23
Cayenne 323
811 266
959 257

Proton 313, 328
1800 GL 330

RAF 70, 94-95, 130, 192-198,
212, 297-302, 309, 370-371
M1 Roksana 376
M2 Stils 370
08 (Moskvich 8} 95, 192
1095
251 94

251T 94
977 Latvia 94-95,

192-195, 197
977D 192
977DM 192-193
Q77E 192
O77EM 193-194
9?7| ambulance 192
977IM ambulance 123
977K 193
978 192
986 road train 163
982-| Cyclone (Latvia) 194
982-|| Latvia 194-195
983 192
2194 299
2203 195-198, 212, 278,

297-299, 301, 376
2203-02 LPG 197
22082 197
22083 197
22034 197
22035 197
22036 197
22036 Latvia 297-289, 370
22033-02 299
22038-30 298-298
22039 299, 370
2207 197
2907 207
2909 298
2912 297
2014 287
2920 370
2924 301
2925 370
3311 301, 370
33111 301, 370
3407 297

Renault 15, 118, 183, 292, 372,
314, 331, 347, 362-365,363
Clio 32
Dauphine 201
Espace 291
Estafette 194
Logan 368
Master 302
4116, 118
5 267, 329:

Campus 259, 330
6118
8 201
9 251
12118, 358
30 128

Renault-Nissan Alliance 314, 321
Ralls-Royce 15, 132

Silver Ghost 16
Silver Shadow 97

Rootes Group 34, 147,
168, 201

RosLada 315, 324
Ruspromavio 350, 356

Saab 900 187
Santana 187
Sao Penza 1300 328
Scaldia

Elita (Maskvich 407) 87
4300 (Moskvich 408) 157
1800 {(Maskvich 2138) 171
1400 (Moskvitch 407) 157
1500 (Moakvien 412) 157
1800 (Moskvich 2140) 177

Seat Ibiza 900 Special 328
SeAZ 59, 261-262, 264, 332

CSA 59
11156 828

Severstal Aun 332, 334, 337, 355
Sollers 337-339
Spartak works 17
Studebaker Series M tuck 36
Simea 201, 288

Aronde 81
Vedette <9
1000 209; 1000LS 116
1800/1500 147
1307-8 265
1308 283

Skode 230, 313, 348
Estelle 287
Favorit 829
Octavia 89, 358
Rapicle Coupé 291
S100 157
STIOL 116
Yeti 368

SOK Group 348
Ssangyong 328
Standard Vanguard 63, 126
Steyr 314, 352
Studebaker 53
Suberu Leone 787
Super-Auta 322
Suzuki

SJ 410 187
Vitara 238, 329

$2ZD 281, 263

Tatra 21, 50, 344
Tofas 131 362
Toyota 312, 363

Carolla 319
HiLux 29
Land Cruiser 186

Trabant 118
Trlumph Heralé 272
Traiim Volga pickup 382

UAZ 21, 36-37, 66, 70-73, 93, 95,
133, 172-179, 185, 273-279,
302, 304, 312, 333-342
Bajjan 336
Patriot SUV 130
3cc 71
450 72, 172-173, 275
4500 gickup 72
450V¥ minibus 72
451 van 172, 273
451A ambulance 172
4518 minibus 172
4510 pickup 172-178, 178, 278
451DM pickup 173
451M van 179, 175, 273
4515 sisering skis 176
46152 caterpillar 175
452 4WD van 173-176, 178, 273
452A ambulance 173, 273
4528 minibus 273
452D Trekmaster pick. 173-176
4526 ambulance 173
A52GF 172
452P articulated 175
462V micrabus 173
460 73, 176, 179
469 70, 73, 118-711,

178-179, 278-275,
277-279, 933-829

 

 
4693 179, 191, 274-275
469BG mecical 179, 275
AT. 176
2206 (4528) 273, 275, 340, 342
2206-04 340
2206-033 340
220885 941
2930 334
3151 (489) 274-275, 277-279,303-335
315108 33a
931512 (469B) 274-275,

333-334, 35S
31512-0710 333
816128 3a4
31514 333-834
31514-010 333
315148 3a4
315143-095 336
31514.8-086 339
315148-095 336-337
31619 333
31519-0965 336
315194-010 Classic 237
815195 Hunter 130, 384-336

Jubilee 337, 340
Tigr 336
Trophy 339

15185-030 Comfort 337
315195-057 338-339
$°5196-086 33g
315195-088-04 340
315195-070 240
316195-071 340
815195-095 336
318196-010 338
315196-030 339
315196-110 338
315196-130 339
8182 (469BG) 276
3153 384-635
3159 Parther 824-335
3160 334, 336
3162 334
3163 Patrlot 334, 338
2165 Simba 341
3170 278
S174 278-279, 834
3172 278, 334
3303 (451D) pickup 273,

340-241
83031 pickup 275-27633036 341
390895 341
33095 341
S727 van 302-303
S724 (452) van 273, 276,

340, 342
37411 van 275
3907 Jaguar 273
3909 336, G40, 342

Trophy 342
39094 339, 341
390845 341
SE095 240-341
380995 341
8962 (452A) ambulance 278,

279, 340, 342
33621 ambulence 275
396216 amoulance 342
39625 340
306255 341-342
396295 341
3972 275, 279
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UIZIS 36
253 Ulyanovsk tuck 36

UMZ 338
AA14.10 275
M1410 275
451 275
AS1M 275
451M! 275
4178.10 276, 277
ATG 2TF
4218 337, G41
4218.10 333-334, 836, 349

Valmet 327
Vauxhall

Astra 251
Cresta 49, 126-127
Veiex 98
Victor 99, 141, Super 9&
Viva 157

VAZ,later AvIgVAZ [see also Lace)
12, 104-119, 197, 209, 287,
967, 285, 303, 310-392, 349,360-361
Antel fuel-cell car 114
Classic Zhigull 315
Gamara-EVA 259-260
Samara S-Proto 260
Sport Group B rally car 233
4101 Ladoga (Cheburesinku)

114, 118-119, 187, 251
1106 251
1111 Oka 13, 261-266, 332
1118 332
117 estate 314
1118 S14
1119 hatchback 314
1121 264.
24101 Zhiguii 10%, 104-107,

409-111, 113-116, 118, 486,
20, 220, 226, 228, 236,
264, H7

21011 109, 171, 173, 118,
226, 236

e012 111
4018 115, 229

21014 111
21016 415
21018 115, 236
2102 108, 109-111, 114, 1168,

118, 229, 231
4024 115

21023 116, 228, 234
2103 107-108, 110-177, 413-116,

118, 229
31033 110-114
21085 110
3104 226, 231, 234, 265,

315-316, 349
21040 325
270A1 229, 316, 348-349
21043 estate 229, 316, 348

“05 Riva 274, 216, 228,
228 229, 241, 234-236, 258,
264-786, 312, 315-317, 348

2105 16 118
2105 VFTS 199
271051 225, 241, 16
2103 229, 376
21059 236
D106 Zhiguli 12, 111-178,

115-118, 120, 224, 227, 236,
258-259, 268, 287, 315, 3468-
349, 361-362

CHRS OF THE SAVIET UNION

21061 113, 227, 229
21083 113
DO? Riva 216, 229-282, 236,

265, 287, 815-317, 848-349
o1072 315
074 Riva 228, 315, 325

DOPE 220, 236, 245
2108 Samara 114, 119, 126,

232, 285, 261-258, 265,
257, 260, 262, 264, 268,
972, 286, 313-315, 324-227,
348, 381

9108-91 rotary 259
21081 253, 328
21083 Lux 253, 322
210834 323
21082-20 320
2083-37 323
D409 Samara 12, 254-256,260,

286, 315, 24-327, 367
21091 255, 328
91093 255, 224, 348
F10934 323

4093-20 330
PINGS 12, 255-256, 324-828,

328, 361
910998 256, 325
21099-20 330
9710 114, 251, 265-256, 313-

B14, 325-328
2111 estate 313
2112 hatchback 313
2113 328
21134 325
2114 Samara 2 325-226
21144 326
2115 Samara 2 66, 317,

325-3268
21154 326
2120 Nadeshde. MPV 318, 822
2421 Miva 4WD 119, 153, 164,

185-189, 209, 231, 235, 288-
241, 260, 287, 313-314, 318-
323, 329, 348

21213 316, 342
21914 318, 327
94215-10 323; -20 323
21219 318
2122 Reka 189
2123 914, 319, 223
2129 318
2131 Niva 319, 821-322, 362
2170 Priora 314, 320, 326
2172 hatchback 314
2199 Samara 260
9329 pickup 322-328
9346 gickup $22-323
23461 pickup 822-323
29464 pickup 323
2801 114
2BO1 114, 116
311014 118

VIS (VAZ Inter Servicg) S17,324-322, 32?
1705 BF
1706 327
2345 317
23452 317
2347 327
2348 377

Volkswagen 205, $12-314, 330

 Jetta 358

Beetle 21, 59, 88-89, 116,
201, 268
Gol GTi 310
Microbus 95
Passat 286
1500 Variartt 99

Voiva
120 126
260 128

Waletta 354
Wartourg 718
Knight 116
Willys Jeep 33, 85, 28
Wolseley Fleet 99
Wynn's Saar. 240
YarZ Sf
Yugo

B5A 257
518 328

Zestava 106
Zastava-Fiat 100
ZAZ aporozhets) 29,

88-93, 106, 119, 199-209,
266-270, 285, 309-310,
324-326, 343-346
Lanos 345
Sens 346
0466 208
965 11, 59, 87-89, 91-93,

400, 118, 199-201, 207,
263, 266

955A 200-201, 203
SESAB disabled 200
O65A4R disabled 200
9658 post office 200
968 98-9¢, 199-202, 208-209,

266, 268
966-1 201
968 201, 203-204, 266, 268
Q6BA 202-208, 207
9688 disabled 203
950B2 disabled 203
968E 203
988M 203-206, 208, 263,

267-268, 349-344
Q6EMP 338
g88P disabled 208
969 120
s69V 190-191
970 van 205-207, 208
870B 207
QFOV micrabus 207
971 40D 207
S718 WD 207
OFt¥ Awd 207
1102 Tavria 119, 209, 258,

268, 268-268, 270-271,
343, 946, 389

110206 345
110207 345
110508 345.
1103 Slavuta 244-346
410807 34%
110308 345
1074 338
1105 Dana estate 344 45
710550 345
410857 645-345
{10857-01 345
1106 346.
1122 Tavria 343

   1125 Dana estate 343
1192 Tavria 268
2920 durpiruck 271

JIL 16, 18, 44, 70, 93, 95 210,
213-221, 243, 285, 305-307,
310, 368
411 48, 49, 95, 214-215, 218
INA 48
111D convertisle 214-215,

218
411G 214, 217-218
411V 49, 214-215
112 Sports 216-214
114 215, 217-221
V4EA 217
115 212, 218-219, 221
TISV 219
117 218, 220
117V corvertible 215, 218-219
118 bus 213-214
TIBK coach 213, 216
418KS ambulance 213
3207 214, 216
4102 307
A104 218-221, 306-307, 389
41041 305-207, 389
A1042 estate 3068-307
41043 219
44044 open top 219, 307
410441 368 :
41045 308-307 4
41047 308-307, 369
41049 parades 306
41061 armoured 306
41052 armoured 306, 369
41072 Scorpion 307
4112R 389
4331 306
5301 369

ZIS 18-22, 29, 36,
41-49, 54
L118
5 truck 36-37, 47
101 19-21, 41
101 Sport 20, 33
101A 20-22, 41
101B 21
402 20-21
102A 20-21
110 21-22, 41-48, 45-49,

86, 66
110A ambulance 42, 45
110Bcabriolet 42, 45
110M 48
T1OP AWD 47
1108 43
A10¥ 42
VIOW AWD 46-47
111 Moscow 48
112 47-48
112/448
415 armour-plated 43-47
160 truck 41, 47
154 ous 42

ZMA 832, 37
2MZ 338-340,351, 355

402.10 361-352
4021.10 351-352
406 352, 356
4062.10 351-355, 357
AQG 336-337
40904 339, 341
4081 338, 344
5143.10 836-897, 342
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TRUCKS
meee OF THEee

SOVIAT
LINION

THE DEFINITIVE
HIETORY

FRNO2 THOMPSON

Trucks of the Soviet Union is the sister
title to Cars of the Soviet Union and

ire) em at ecrellrreeeeekme)
the trucks built in the Soviet Union,
between 1917 and 1991, complete with

a comprehensive chapier describing
the changesin the industry in the
post-Soviet era. For more than 70
years, trucks in the Soviet Union were
designed and built as part of a vast
ordered transport system, interacting
rather than competing with trains and
waterways. Each factory built specific
trucks with their own roles to play in the

grand design of the planned economy.
Politics and revolutionary expediency
were neverfar from the design studio,

or the shopfloor, making this as much
the story of a nation as one about
an industry. The Soviet Union’s huge
natural environmentalso played its part.
Service stations and motorways were
few and far between, makingreliability

and serviceability far more important
than driver comfort. Andy Thompson
describes the developmentof the trucks
and the industry in astonishing detail,
supported by hundreds of photographs.
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LINION
Te: is the fascinatingTe, of Soviet cars from

the birth of the Soviet Union
in 1917 until its demise in 1991,

including a chapter dedicated to
the post-Soviet era. It is the story

of an insular, state-run car industry
in which the carefully thought-out

ideas of ministerial planners, rather
than the fickle nature of customers in

a free market, determined what cars were
made. The cars of the Soviet Union therefore

have a unique heritage: designed for a social purpose,
influenced by politicians, built with military needs in mind
and sold in a country where the open road could be a 300-
mile track across a windswept steppe. The developmentof
these cars is described in astonishing detail, supported by
hundreds of photographs, making this the definitive history.
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